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A GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE SUSTAINING EFFECTS STUDY
AND

AN OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT REPORT

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

In response to questions about education policies, SDC is studying compen-

satory education (CE); its nature, quantity, and environment; its sustained

effects; and its generality, in a large study called: The Sustaining

Effects Study. This thorough study will result in a series of reports

from the following substudies:

The Longitudinal Study. In the Longitudinal Study, the growth of children

in reading, math, functional literacy, and attitudes toward school were

assessed in the fall and spring for three consecutive years. The amount

and kind of instruction in reading and math was also determined for each

e
student. In addition, teachers and principals report

A
on their practices

of instruction and teaching. Thus, it was possible not only to assess

student growth over a three-year period, but to relate this growth to thtr-

instruction.

The schools in the study were drawn from three different groups. The

REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE of schools is a sample carefully drawn to represent

all of the nation's public schools that have some of the grades one-through-

six. A second group of schools, the COMPARISON SAMPLE, is composed of

schools that have large proportions of students from poor homes but do not

receive special funds to offer CE services. The third group is the NOMI-

NATED SAMPLE, composed of schools nominated because their educational pro-

grams had promise of being effective for low-achieving students. During

BAST COPY AVAILABLE
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the first year of the, study, data were collected from 328 schools and about

118,000 students.

The ConIffectiveness Study. Information was obtained on the resources

and services to which each student was exposed during reading and math in-

struction. Cost estimates were generated on the basis of this information.

Because the effectiveness of the instructional programs is being determined

in the Longitudinal Study, it will be possible to relate thg/effectiveness

to the cost of each program.

The Participation Study. The purpose of the Participation Study was to

determine the relationships among economic status, educational need, and

instructional services received. The educational achievement of the stu-

dents and the services they received were obtained in the Longitudinal

Study, and the refined measures of economic status were obtained in the

Participation Study. Visits were made to the homes of over 15,000 ran-

domly selected students from the schools in the first-year REPRESENTATIVE
4046.

SAMPLE. During- visits, information was collected on the economic level

of the home and on the parents' attitudes toward their children's school

.and learning experiences. Thus, the level of student achievement and ser-

vices could be related to the economic level of a student's home.

The Summer Study. The Sustaining Effects Study also examined the effec-

tiveness and cost-effectiveness of summer-school programs. Information

about the summer school experiences of the students was combined with

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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other data. The resource-cost model, developed for the regular-year,

cost-effectiveness study, was adapted to the needs of the summer-school

study.

Successful Practices in High-Poverty Schools. This study is intended to

identify and describe instructional practices and contexts that appear to

be effective in raising the reading and math achievements of educationally

disadvantaged students. In-depth observational and interview data were

collected from 55 schools participating in the study.

THE REPORT SERIES

The major findings of the reports already published are discussed briefly

4y4y
below, along with references to the specific reports f4ye-the-stmly'that

A
address them.

A Description of the Samples for the Sustaining Effects Study and the

Nation's Elementary Schools. In order to understand the findings of this

study, it is essential to become familiar with the characteristics of the

samples used and their capabilities of providing generalizations to the

population of the nation's schools. Technical Report 1 (Hoepfner, Zagorski,

and Wellisch, 1977) describes in detail the samples and how they were

formed. It also presents the results of a survey of 4,75() public schools

with grades in the 1-6 rang5b(projecting the data to the nation. These

projections accurately describe the nation's elementary schools in terms

of characteristics of the school, the kinds of services the schools provide

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 1iii 13JOAJIMA YW3 T238



to students, and the characteristics of the students. The interrelation-

ships among these characteristics are also addressed.

The different kinds of samples have been explained earlier in this review.

Some results concerning the characteristics of the nation's public schools

are summarized below;

Enrollment, Urbanism, and Achievement. The total grade 1-6
enrollment in the 1975-76 school year was estimated at about
21 million students. There is a moderately strong relation-
ship between school enrollment and degree of urbanism, with
large cities having larger schools than rural areas, which
tend to have small schools. The level of student achievement
is related to the degree of urbanism in a complex way; in
general, there are proportionally more schools in large
cities than in rural areas that have more than half of their
students achieving at least one year below grade level.

Compensatory-Education Funds, School Characteristics, and
Achievement. About two-thirds of the nation's elementary
schools received Title I funds, and about one-fifth received
no compensatory funds from any sources. There is little re-
lationship between receipt of compensatory funds and the
size of a school. However, small-city and rural schools
tend to receive such funds more frequently than dolarge-
city schools. As expected, schools with high concentrations
of poor students tend to receive compensatory funds more
often than do schools with low concentrations. Similarly,
schools with higher percentages of low-achieving students
are more likely to receive compensatory funds.

Achievement and Concentrations of 3.or and Minority Students.
There is a strong association between percentage of low-
achieving students and concentrations of poor and minority
students.

eck
Sc l's Grade Span. Generally, the grade span in the school
has relationships with the size of school, degree of
urbanism, and concentrations of low-achieving, poor, and
minority students.

Stability of Student Body. Schools tend to have less
stability in their student bodies as the size of the school

iv 12
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increases, and there tends to be less stability in large
cities. Similarly, stability decreases as concentrations
of poor, minority, and low-achieving students increase.

Availability of Summer Schools. Fifty-one percent of the
nation's schools with grades 1-6 have summer-school programs .

available for their students. Larger schools provide summer-
school programs more frequently than smaller schools do.
There is practically no relation between the availability of
summer school and a..school's level of poverty, minority con-
centration, or level of achievement of the students.

A Description of Student Selection for Compensatory Services as it Relates

to Economic Status and Academic Achievement. The Education Amendments of

1974 require several studies to inform Congress who does and who does not

receive Title I services and how selection for such services is related to

economic status of the family and the academic performance of the child

(Section 417 of the General Education Provision Act). In addition, the

federal program administrators want to know the differences betweenthmr."'

services received by economically and educationally deprived children and

those by non-deprived children, and the relationshipebetween academic

achievement and ,tchildren's home environment.

These questions were addressed in Technical Reports 2 (Breglio, Hinckley,

and Beal, 1978), 3 (Hinckley, Beal, and Breglio, 1978), and 4 (Hinckley,

'Beal, Breglio, Haertel, and Wiley, 1979). A brief summary of answers to

the questions is provided below:

About 29 percent of poor students participate in Title I cc.:-
pared to about 11 percent of thenon-poor students (Report 2).
Looking at CE in general, about 40 percent of the poor students
and about 21 percent of the non-poor students participate.
From these findings, we can see that proportionally more poor
students participate in the services than non-poor ones.

13
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Using the grade-equivalent metric (one year below expectation
for the student's current grade) as the definition for educa-
tional disadvantage, about 31 percent of the low-achieving
students participate in Title I, while only 10 percent of the
regular-achieving students do (Report 2). For CE in general,
the percentages are 46 for low-achievers and 19 for regular-
achievers. Among the regular-achievers who participate in CE,
many score below the national median on achievement tests.

Participation rates for.Title I and for CE in general are tbdc
highest for students who are both economically and education-
ally disadvantaged (Report.2). Forty-one percent of these
students participate in Title I, and 54 percent participate
in CE in general. Participation rates are next highest for
students who are educationally but not economically needy
(26 and 41 percent, respectively), and next highest for stu-
dents economically but not educationally needy (20 and 28
percent, respectively). Only 7 percent of the students who
are neither educationally nor economically needy participate
in Title I (15 percent for CE in general). These participa-
tion rates were interpreted as indicating that the then-
current allocation procedures were being complied with, and
the intentions of the law were being met fairly.

In comparison to non-poor students, poor students receive
more hours of instruction per year with special teacher
more hours of instruction in medium-

A4
and small-sized group;

fewer hours of independent study more non-academic services
such as guidance, counseling, health and nutrition (Report 3).
The differences are even stronger when poor Title I students
are compared to others. Therefore, we can conclude that the
distribution of Piucational services is in line with the
intent of the laws and regulations.

Two aspects of the children's home environments bore signifi-
cant and consistent relations to achievement: amount of read-
ing done at home and the educational attainment of the head of
household. Other variables, such as family size, TV-watching
behavior, and type of living quarters were not consistently
related to student achievement (Report 4). Although most
parents (67 percent) know whether their children's schools
have special programs for low-achieving students, few (40 per-
cent) know of Title I and even fewer know of or participate in
local governance of the Title I program. Poor parents, in
general, are less involved in their children's educational
programs, have lower expectations of their children's attain-
ments, give lower ratings to the quality of their children's

BEST COPY
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educations, but perceive Title I and other CE programs as
being helpful.

Description of the Nature of CE Programs, Characteristics of Participating

Students, Schools, and Educational Services. The Participation Study

deals almost exclusively with what has been called 'selection for CE or

Title I servicesfij without examining too closely what such programs really

are and how they differ from the programs regularly offered by the schools.

Before we could draw any relationships between participation in. a CE pro-

gram and the educational progress of students, we had to be assured that

there really was a program that was distinct, could be specified in some

way, and had a reasonable chance of making an impact. As will be seen,

not only did we analyze data on the basis of program participation, but we

also considered the actual services received in order to address directly

the possible differences between ,p1 intention and the actuality.
/ v

Based on the analyses of data obtained from about 81,500 students in the

Representative Sample of schools, Technical Report 5 (Wang, Hoepfner,

Zagorski, Hemenway, Brown, and Bear, 1978) provides the following impor-

tant conclusions:

Students participating in CE are lower achievers (mean score
at the 32nd percentile) than non-participants (53rd percentile).
Seventy percent of the participants were judged by their
teachers as needing CE, while only 19 percent of those not
participating were so judged. More minority students partici-
pate in CE, proportionately, than white students, but partici-
pation in CE has little relationship with student attitudes
to school, early school experience, summer experiences, or the
involvement of their parents in their educational programs.

15
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Minority, poor, and low-achieving students tend to receive more
hours of instruction in smaller groups and by special teachers,
and receive more non-academic services, but their attendance
rates are ginerally lower too, so they do not take maximum
advantage of the special services provided.

The useful predictors of whether or not a student is selected
to receive CE are his/her teacher's judgment of need and partic-
ipation in CE in the previous year. When these variables are
considered, achievement scores, non-English language spoken in
the home, and economic status contribute little more to the
prediction.

About two-thirds of the students participating in CE in 1975-76
participated in the 1976-77 school year also.

CE students in general and Title I students in particular re-
ceive more total hours of instruction per year than non -CE
students. The CE students also receivemore hours of instruc-
tion from special teachers. Among CE students, Title I students
receive the greatest number of hours of instruction, more fre-
quently with special teachers, and in smaltrinstructional groups.
There are no significant and consistent differences between CE
students and non-CE students with regard to their teacher's
instructional subgrouping practices, use of lesson plans, extent
of individualization of instruction, frequency of feedback, or
assignment of homework.

Students receive between 5 to 9 hours of reading instruction
per week, decreasing steadily with higher grades, and between
5 and 6 hours of math instruction per week, fairly constant
over all grades.

CE services are delivered during regular instructional hours
with different kinds of activities for the participants (so
that, in effect, they 'miss' some regular instruction !!;:r.-
ceived by their non-participating peers).

Title I schools have higher average per-participant tCE expen-
ditures in reading and math than do schools with other CE pro-
grams. The average Title I per-participant expenditure is
about 35 percent of the average per-pupil regular (base)
expenditure.

Schools receiving CE generally have higher concentrations of
poor studentgAefielow-achieving studenps, and students with
less educatelepaients. These schoolsvhavegreater administrative

vereActiCt...-
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and instructiclal control by their districts and have higher
staff-to-student ratios.

Schools that select higher percentages of regular-achieving
students for CE services have larger percentages of minority
and poor students, probably reflecting their tendency for
saturation of CE programs.

Most districts use counts of students receiving reduced-price
lunches and counts of aid to families with dependent children
to determine school eligibility for compensatory fundt, while
most schools select students on the basis of standardized
achievement tests, frequently augmented by teacher judgments.
Similar selection criteria are employed by non-public schools.

Cost-Effectiveness of Compensatory Education. In its deliberations for

the reauthorization of Title I and in annual appropriation hearings, mem-

bers of Congress also wanted information on the effectiveness of the

Title I program relative to its cost. While it appears eminently sensible

to ask the question of cost-effectiveness, it is difficult to provider.}

answers in a manner that will be interpreted correctly.

In the study of cost-effectiveness of CE, efforts were made to preclude

enigmatic conclusions and, at the same time, to make cost estimates on a

sounder basis than in the past. In Technical Report 6, Haggart, Klibanoff,

Sumner, and Williams (1978) develop
4
and presenta resource-cost model that

A A

translates educational resources for each student into estimates of average

or standard dollar cost for his/her instructional program. The overall

strategy for estimating cost is to provide an index that represents the

labor-intensity of services without being confounded with regional price

differentials, different accounting methods, etc.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Using the resource-costs, CE students in general, and Title I students in

particular, were found to be offered, substantially higher levels of educa-

tional resources, and hence more costly programs. Participation in CE

differentiates the resource-costs for services offered much more than do

poverty, achievement level, race, or any other characteristi4:

In Technical Report 7, Sumner, Klibanoff, and Haggart (1979) related

resource-costs to achievement to arrive at an index of cost-effectiveness.

Because of the lowiachievement levels of the children participating in CE

and their relatively slow rates of achievement growth, the increased cost

associated with CE appeared to be misspent (in the same way that money for

severely ill and terminal patients appears to be of as effectivelil spentl/

as t for mildly ill patients). It is important to point out, however,

that the appearance may not tell the true story. Because we cannot obtain

truly appropriate comparison groups, we do not know what would have

happened to the achievement growth of the CE students if they had not par-

ticipated. Based on the comparison groups we could form, however, CE

programs did not appear to have an advantage over regular programs in

terms of cost-effectiveness.

The Effectiveness of Summer-School Programs. The study hafalso examined

the results of attendance at summer school, because members of Congress

and program administrators want
e 4
to know if such attendance helps prevent

the presumed progressive academic-deficit of low-achieving students. If

attendance at summer school has positive academic effects insofar as the

BEST,COPY AVAILABLE 3J8A.,11AVA YeiCYJ T238
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a0
attendees witirnot 'fall back' to their achievement levels of previous

A

years, then summer programs can be considered tel means of sustaining

-tit/school-year growth.

ec
Technical Report 8 (Klibanoff and Haggart, 1980) show that attendance at

summer school has little or no effect on the academic growth of the stu-

dents who attend, especially the low-achieving students. Because t(find-

ings are based on the study of summer schools as they presently exist (and

the evidence is strong that they do not offer intensive academic experi-

ences), the non-positive findings should not be interpreted as an indict-

ment of summer schoo, as such, but an evaluation of the way they are

presently organized and funded. Nevertheless, when instructional services

delivered in summer schools were investigated, none seemed particularly

effective in improving students' achievement growth.

In the same report, the authors also addressed the hypothesis of 'summer

drop-of ,

ift.)
a hypothesis advanced to explain the presumed widening achieve-

ment gap between regular and CE students. Essentially, this hypothesis

states that CE students lose much more of their previous year's learning

during the summer recess than do regular students. Data collected in the

'study fail to support the summer drop-off hypothesis: CE students do not

suffer an absolute 'drop-off' (although their achievement growth over the

summer is less than that 4er/regular students, as in the school year). In
A

any event, attendance at summer school does not have much of-ftreffect.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE xi
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Special Studies of Allocations, Achievement, and Attrition. A number of

subiitudies avo
vrere

presented in Report 13 (Hoepfner, Ed., 1981) that apply
;e 4

%./ A

selected'data to specific policy issues or investigatin depth certain

aspects of the complex data'collected for the study. In response to the

needs of Congress to have estimates of the numbers of schools and students

that would participate in Title'I under various changes in allocation

procedures, national projections were made on such characteristics as

.0%

poverty, region, and urbanism. Several subiltudiss concentrate
A
on how

the poverty of a school or district is or can be gauged. The report also

provideA information on where and to whom Title I services were then (1976-7'

being distributed.

Attending more closely to achievement as a basis for thirdistribution of

were.
Title I services, studies4avereported on the nature of "targeting" of

services to students and how teachers reach judgments of their students'

needs for Ti . Chapters also document the methods for selecting and
A

E
developin do measures of reading and math achievement, functional literacy,

\....... were.
and attitudes to school that" used throughout the study. The problems

were.
and advantages of out-of-level testing with low achievers axe also discussed,

along with data from the study that illustrate
4
the issues.

4

wore-
The samples for the longitudinal studies airdescribed in terms of the

A

changes that occurred from the original first-year sample. Analyses of the

wore 1 1

attrition of individual students
A
are.also presented and some conjecture s pr01.11e41

about the expectable influences of the observed attrition on various

analyses and findings are.-provaideje
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Continuing CE participants receive more, and more costly
services than discontinued efterbr regular students.

Regular students show greater achievement growth than CE
participants, who in turna'show greater growth than any
of the discontinued (former) CE participants.

Students no longer in CE show greater achievement growth
during the first year out of CE than they did in the
previous year, when they participated in CE.

CE Participation and the Achievement Gap. In Technical Report 12 (Zagorski,

Conklin, Cooper, and Hoepfner, 1982), the achievement growth of CE partici-
.

viCtS 4pants and of non-participants Jlefollowed for three years. Findings indicate
Aattlik

A

that participation in Title I lea4 to small but positive gains in achieve-

ment that are greater than we would expec in the absence of Title I.
A

were:
Although the gains due to Title I awnot enough to lead us to expect eli-

mination of the achievement gap within a reasonable number of years, they

Amet,
as...enough to slow down its widening and in some cases to reduce it.
A

To link achievement to Title I participation, students were studied year

oher.e,
by year. The critical findings axon

°

4 weft.-
Title I reading participants anddiare then
discontinued fray the program not fail back afterwards,
but there 1.ra noticeable fall-back for math participants.

e i
New participants in Title I usually shmli a recent history
of achievement decline--and only a very modest reversal
of that decline upon participation.

"Cbronicl three-year participants shol little improvement,
and staff at low achievement levels.

The gems made by Title I participants cannot be accounted
for by the amounts or types of educational services they
receive

1
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No striking evidence for the effectiveness of increased instructional

services was found; nor were services found differentially effective for

low and high achievers. Nonetheless, within the generally pJsitive pic-

ture for CE, compensatory services
were
ar,emore effective in improving achieve -A

ment at the primary grades than at the later elementary grades.

Effects of Discontinuation of Compensatory Servies. According to the

findings in Technical Report 11 (Kenoyer, Cooper, Saxton, and Hoepfner, 1981),

each year about one-third of the CE participants hayllitheir CE services

642.4VAse
discontinued, mostly .due-Seerelatively high achievement. Although these

students subsequently receive
4
reduced instructional services, their educe-

,:

tional growth doefenot revert to previous low levels or to the levels of
A

current, comparable participants. No particular instructional services

I 0 tr'a e'ClY
could be identified thaeiccount for this continued growth. The

A 4
of the disadvantaged young student who becomes deprived of the presumed

benefits of CE is a disturbing individual vision not confirmed in our

study of large groups.

About 60 percent of the students discontinued from CE programs were no
bec4.41$e of

longer qualified dua-tjeimproved achievement625 percent because their
4

schools lost some form of CE fundin4iand 15 percent because of promotions

to grades in'which there were no CE programs. Some specific comparisons

among these groups of students showed:

The achievement level of the second two groups (above) was
substantially lower than that of the first group, and lower
by far than that for regular students.
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Technical Report 9
A#a resource book. It identifieA all the variables and

composites that-bavo-be grselected or devised for use in the Sustaining

Effects Study. All scales are described and rationalized.

o
In addition, Report 9A serve as a companion volume 41:4(containA copies

of all the data-collection instrumevts in the study except for a few thug!-
"
Tinder copyright.

The Effectiveness of Compensatory Education and the Effects of Instructional

Services on Achievement Growth. Technical Report 10 (Wang, Bear, Conklin,

and Hoepfner, 1981) addresse, the effects of compensatory services on

4
student development. It also examine tAgAnstructional services and

major dimensions of the educational process to describe the characteristics

of programs that are effective in raising achievement. The analyses were

based on the first-year data of the study. The central findings were that

compensatory services have small but positive impacts on achievement--primarily

ia the primary grades for reading, but in all the elementary grades for math.
A

Looking specifi at educational services and processes, the major fin-

vire24%
dings *fp:

A

Regular instruction and tutor/independent work have small
positive effects on achievement growth, while special
instruction (small groups, special teachers, aides) do not.

Achievement growth seems to benefit from use of more e'xperienced
teachers, more frequent fledback on academic progress, and
more4fta acher devoteZto preparation, It is hampered by
classroom d sturbances and by high concentrations of low-achievers
in the school.

xii
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Successful Practices in High-Poverty Schools. The major objective of Report 16

(Lee, Carriere, MacQueen, Poynor, and Rogers, 1981) was to identify and describe

the instructional practices that are,effective in improving the reading and math

skills of educationally disadvantaged students. Using intensive interview and

observation techniques with the survey techniques employed in other aspects of

the Sustaining Effects Study, the following factors were found associated with

gains in achievement:

Greater achievement occurs in schools where principal and teachers
are more experienced and work together in harmonious and coordinated
ways. Where teachers are more experienced, curriculum matches the
content of achievement tests more closely, but this may be the re-
sult of teacher assignment policies.

The more attentive students are during lessons, the better they
perform on achievement tests. Attentiveness can be improved when
teachers spend more time on instructional (vs. managerial) acti-
vities, where teachers are more satisfied and share educational
views with their principal, and where teachers have responsibility
for fewer students, so that less time is spent on independent
(freAquently off-task) activities.

Teachers' common knowledge about and school-wide coordination of
instructionewhat-ke-caltvecoordinated instructioi is associated
not only with achievement growth, but more directly with more active
learning by students, better use of instructional staff, and more
job satisfaction among teachers.

A structural model of the educational process showed how these and other factors

are related to achievement.

In a Description of Compensatory Services, presented in Report 18 (Poynor,

Surace, and Lee, 1981), compensatory programs were described in greater detail

and were compared to regular programs in terms of classroom activities and prac-

tices. Even in the relatively small sample of high-poverty schools studied,

compensatory programs were found to vary in many-respects:

BEST' COPY AVAILABLE
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There is variability in the regularity and duration of special
services offered to students. While most schools offered daily

f.
services on a yearlong basis, there were notable exceptions,
both between and w thin schools.

The nature of the special services differs widely in terms of
staffing, use of materials, program emphases and techniques,
relationshipbtto the regular programs, and location of CE classes.
Although about half of the programs reported using diagnostic-
prescriptive techniques, the manner in which this was done varied
considerably.

Some commonalities were also found:

Although CE participants receive an overall higher amount of
reading and math instruction, it is at the expense of parts of
regular instruction.
VW4 tike
A C 00 d .systematically monitored the progress of students
once compensatory services were ended()

The various instructional settings were also studied. Pullout instruction was

found to be associated with smaller instructional groups, more on-task behavior

of students, more classroom harmony, a higher quality of cognitive monitoring

by teachers, and greater organization of activities. Pullout provided more

instructional time.

The attitudes toward compensatory programs were also investigated. Principals

are generally well-satisfied with the effectiveness of their programs in terms of

impacts on reading and math achievement. They perceived the impacts to spread

to other subjects and to nonparticipants as well. Teacher's attitudes were

more mixed. Negative attitudes stemmed mostly from the ways the programs were

operated, and therefore appeared improvable by better understanding of program

guidelines and improved administration. Little evidence was found for the

stigmatization of participants in CE programs, either on the part of teachers or

.4ellow students. ' l5
ie lcamVA 'MOO T236
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St.lies Still to be Done. The reports yet to cone from the study will

address the general effects of educational practices on raising students'

achievement levels, with special attention paid to the practices found

in CE programs in general and in Title I programs in particular. Impact

analyses will be based on three-year longitudinal data. The extensive

achievenent-data collected from overlapping cohorts of students in the

three years will be used to describe tlypatterns of educational growth

over the years for various groups of CE participants and nonparticipants.

Analyses of the three-year longitudinal data will allow us to examine in

greater detail the sustained effects of compensatory$ducation programs.

Jew
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OVERVIEW

Fifteen years ago, Equality of Educational Opportunity (EE0.

concluded that schools exert little influence on achievement that

is independent of social background. Consequently, the report

declared, "the inequalities imposed on children by their hose,

neighborhood, and peer environment are carries along to become

the inequalities with which they confront adult life at the end

of school."

These conclusions are disturbing and controversial, yet extensive re-

analyses of the EEO data have failed to overturn them. The results

of this study, drawing on extensive new data, qualify the earlier con-

clusions, but do not overturn them. Our analysis of the new data

shows that schooling does have tangible effects on student achievement,

but not enough to counterbalance significantly the effects of back-

ground.

Probably underlying some of the reluctance to accept the conclusions

of the EEO report were two substantial limitations of the data. First,

they were based on observations of students at a single point in time.

Such data pose problems in establishing the direction of influence

between schooling and achievement and in inferring the nature of stu-

dents' experiences from comparisons among cohorts. Second, while back-

ground factors were measured at the individual level, school factors

were measured at the school level. Thus, the influence of school

factors was assessed without considering the large variation within

schools inequality and amount of resources that students receive.

With the. Sustaining Effects Study (SES), we have the first
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national survey to provide longitudinal data on the school

experiences and academic achievements of individual students.

These data have been employed in the present study within a

series of structural-equation models of the schooling-achievement

process. The basic model is shown below.

Initial
Academic
Achievement

School
Character-
istics 1 D School

Experiences

Social
Background

C

Later
Acadamic
Achievement

The model indicates that early achievement, schools, and

background all (influence later achievement directly (paths A, C,
,14;tv e

F) and also indirectly, through school experiences (compound paths

BG, DG, EG).

Variables representing social background, school characteristics,

and individual and classroom experiences of students were

combined into composites and werd then entered into the model as

possible "causes" of achievement. In the process of developing

the composites, we determined that the quantity of classroom

8E81 tArie
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instruction has a significant positive effect on achievement

(part of path 4) and that peer characteristics (parts of path5 C
A

and G) have a much weaker effect.

Most important we

and achievement is

found that the correlation between background

relatively constant (about .5) throughout the

elementary years. On the other hand, our results clearly

establish tangible effects of schooling on achievement.' In

explaining the coexistence of these two results, we point to the

following findings:

Academic skills are already closely related to social
background at the time of entry into first grade.

Mo
Educational resources are distributed to students
primarily on the basis of academic skills (path B) and
the school attended (path D) together. To be sure, there
is a significant amount of preferential treatment
accorded to children of privileged backgrounds (path E),
but there are still imports ll opportunities for.receiving
school resources independenAI twof social background.

Despite the primary allocation of school resources on the
basis of ability (path 8) , the relationship of initial
ability to socioeconomic background results in a
substantial association between background and schooling.

while the effects of schooling are generally appreciable
(paths G and C), they decline rapidly with increasing
grade. The decline is particularly drastic for reading
achievement, with no evidende of schooling effects in the
later elementary grades.

The most important determinant of a child's later
academic success is his earlier abilities or achievements
(path A).

Thus, schooling effects are too modest to overcome the academic

advantages of socioeconomically privileged students. Even when

such effects are at their maximum in the early years of

schooling, the linkage of school resources to background, which

is not only direct, but also indirect through the allocation of::E xxi 29



resources to those with greater academic skills, works to sustain

if not increase the background-achievement relationship. Even if

schools were successful in lengthening the period over which

educational experiences had a substantial impact on academic

skills, this would probably only augment the

background-achievement relationship unless major changes were

made in the way educational resources are currently distributed,

to the point of according preferential treatment to those of

disadvantaged backgrounds.

In conclusion; the results of this study suggest that even if we

were to increase the amount of educational resources available to

students to levels near if not beyond the limits of

practicability, we would not increase their academic skills by

much nor altei---lignificantlyi the background-achievement

relationship. If such results are disturbing, they are

counterbalanced by three considerations. First, many other skills,

personal qualities, and life events unrelated to intellectual and

social origins and to prior educational and occupational

achievements determine the economic success of individuals in our

society. Second, substantive changes in the kinds of educational

resources or in the way they are delivered to students may

6r
increase the effects of schooling independent of Aorigins. 4Awy-.

finally, while compensatory-education efforts may be unable to

alter substantially the relationship between background and

achievement, they may make a difference to those who are

disadvantaged by backgrouny reducing the link between ability
on

k

and resources. Such efforts, targeted at those mg the margin of
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society, may increase VT probability of completing school or

enough school to participate more successfully in the economic,
°vr

political, and social life of the society.
k
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CHAPTER 1. SCHOOLING AND EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY

Previous research on the effects of background and
schooling on academic achievement concluded that
schools are unable to affect the relationship between
social origins and achievement that is established
prior to the start of schooling. However, such
research has been based on data with serious design
limitations and has only partially delineated the
factors accounting for the perpetuation of the
background-achievement relationship.

The Sustaining Effects Study provides an unprecedented
array of data on the achievements and school
experiences of a national crosspection of elementary
stuients for three years. These data are exploited in
a series of structural-equation .models that are
elaborations of a basic model similar to that employed
in recent studies of the adult socioeconomic
achievem,nt process. These models are used to explain
the stability of the background-achievement
relationship throughout the elementary period.

In the 1960s, a recurring assessment of American public education

was that it failed, in one sense or another, to equalize

achievement opportunities for children of different backgrounds

(Clark, 1968; Coleman et al., 1966; Sexton, 1961). The most

influential critical assessment, Equality of Educational

Opportunity (EEO), concluded that

. . . schools bring little influence to bear on a

child's achievement that is independent of his
background and general social context [T]his
very lack of an independent effect means that. the
inequalities imposed on children by their home,
neighborhood, and peer environment are carried along to
become the inequalities with. which they confront adult
life at the end of school. . . . [E ]quality of
educational opportunity through the schools must imply
a strong effect of schools that is independent of the
child's immediate social environment, and that strong
independent effect is not present in American schools
(Coleman et al., 1966: 325).
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This was not to say, the report noted, that schools have no

influence on achievement, but rather that what influence they do

exert is strongly linked to the student's social background.

This conclusion has been reinforced and more emphatically stated

by critical commentary and extensive reanalyses of the EEO study,

which have argued that because the influences of background and

schooling are so intertwined, the EEO report overemphasized the

influence of social origins by attributing all of the shared

influence of. both factors to background (Averch et al., 1972;

Bowles and Levin, 1968a, b; Mayeske et al., 1972; Hosteller and

Moynihan, 1972; U.S. Office of Education, 1970).

While there is merit to this criticism, the EEO study was equally

appropriately concerned id-aVassessing the effects of schoolinge'

independent of social origins, as distinct from those effects

that.oaIgimhance the background-achievement relationship because

of(;413etter schooling received by children of privileged

backgrOunds. Yet, it remains unclear whether the lack, if any,

of a substantial independent influence of schools on achievement

is due to A modest effect of schooling on the development of

academic skills, to the favorable distribution of educational

resources to children of richer social backgrounds, to the

strong, combined effect of background factors and initial

abilities, which are highly correlated, or to some combination of

these factors.

ilrevidence to date explains only partially or with uncertainty
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the processes underlying 1101perpetuation of the background-

achievement relationship. Reanalyses of the EEO data and

subsequent analyses of other data indicate that school factors

have some effect on the development of academic skills, but these

studies have been unable to identify particular resources,

programs, or environments (including school facilitieqjsmaller
44.

classroom4', classroom hours6ability grouping' .37,gquality of

teachers, curricula, or the students peer environment) as being

consistently effective (Averch et al., 1972; Jencks and Brown,

1975; Jencks et al., 1972; Karweit, 1976; Mayeske et al., 1972;

Hosteller and Moynihan, 1972; U.S. Office of Education, 1970).

More significan#P the overall impression conveyed by these

studies is that school influences are modest, although the

quality of 4-11 available

question.

has left these findings open to

In contrast, social background, however measured, has been

consistently found to be strongly related to academic achievement

(Averch et al., 1972: ch, 3). Yet this finding has been based

largely, if not solely, on cross-sectional data, so that what

appears as a high degree of influence of background on (later)

achievement is in large part indirect, through the close

association between background and earlier achievement. Of

course, the inclusion of earlier achievement along with

background in the prediction of later achievement, as permitted

by longitudinal data, would still leave the relationship between

the two predetermined factors unexplained, but at least would

more accurately represent the effect of background on achievement

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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over any given period and provide an indication of the degree to

which the perpetuation of the background-achievement relationship

depends on the effects of background net of initial ability.

Finally, it is clear that background is substintially

related to the quality of school experiences, as well as to

achievement. Placement in advanced tracks and curricula within

schools, attendance at better financed schools with

socioeconomically privileged schoolmates, and exposure to

preprimary educational programs are all more likely to be

experienced by children of privileged backgrounds (Coleman et

al., 1966: ch. 2; ifeyns, 1974; Hinckley et al., 1978: ch. 5:

Jencks et al., 1972: ch. 2; Sexton, 1961; Wang et al., 1978: ch.

3). '.1t hough disadvantaged children' are more likely to

participate in compensatory-education programs (Hinckley et el.,

1978; wang et al., 1978), such programs appear unable to

compensate fully for the educational experiences of

socioeconomically privileged students (Wan- et al., 1981).

Consequently, to the extent that the schooling process promotes

academic achievement, it appears to perpetuate initial,

background-related differences without providing a significant

means for advancing achievement that is independent of social

origins.

It is the aim of the current study to clarify the effects of

school factors on achievement, the extent to which the

educational process perpetuates the background-achievement

relationship established prior to entry into school, and the

factors that account for the inability of schools to affect that
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relationship. Drawing on data that overcome two major

limitations of earlier research, we show that school effects are

appreciable during the very early years of the elementary period,

but decline rapidly to extremely modest levels by the end of that

period. Moreover, and more imported! throughout the elementary

4*Nommem
period slhools are unable to the background-achievement

relationship because their effects, though appreciable, are

either modest or, when otherwise, are linked both directly and

indirectly to background through initial ability, itself the

primary determinant of later achievement.

Limitations of Previous Research; Current Data

As politically disturbing and scientifically controversial as the
e r-e

EEC) conclusions hal, eirreanalyses and studies independent of

EE0 have failed to overturn them. Yet, there has been an

understandable reluctance to accept the report's conclusions

because of two major limitations, due in part to the relatively

primitive state of educational theory (Bowles and Levin, 1968a,

b; Cain and Watts, 1970; Michelson, 1970; Hosteller and Moynihan,

1972; Richer, 1975). As long as these limitations persist, it is

possible that our failure to find strong effects of schooling may

be due to weaknesses in the data and methods thus far employed.

Cross-Sectional Data. Most of the research to date has been

largely or completely based on cross-sectional data, that is,

data based on observations of individuals at a single point in

time. (Notable exceptions are the various studies using the

Project Talent data on achievement in high school and beyond
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[ Shaycoft, 1967; Jencks -1.* al-, 1972; Jencks and Brown, 1975].

Other longi*udinal studies have examined high chool effects on

educational attainment rather than academic achievement

[Alexander and Eckland, 1975; Hauser et al., 1976)0 There ha-rgr.4
_be2p-several serious problems posed by such data. First, we have

been unable to determine the direction of causal influence

between schooling and achievement. Thus, when we find that

achievement is related to better schools, it is unclear whether

higher achievement resulted from selection into better schools or

whether selection into such schools resulted from achievement

(via its association with socioeconomic status).

Second, trends in student performance and its relation to

background and schooling as reported by the EEO studp,are based

on comparisons among cohorts at different stages of their

educatilnal career!) as if the experiences of these cohorts

represented those of a single cohort advancing through school.

It remains unclear whether the experience of any single cohort is

at all similar to that constructed across the cohorts observed at

any given moment. In particular, it is possible that differences

among cohorts in the relation between social origins and initial

academic abilities account for the cross-sectional pattern of

the background-achievement relationship. Thus, the pattern may

incorrectly indicate the relativlllongitudinal influences of

bwk;round and school factors on achievement.

Finally, cross-sectional data on levels of exposure to schoolSesource5
4

concurrent with achievement levelsylay provide a poor indication
%were

of the total resources to which students **abely exposed up to
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the point of * achievement assessment. The resulting error in

measurement of school experiences could increase the importance

of background at the expense of school factors (Bowles and Levin,

1969a; Hanushek and Rain, 1972).

Measures of School- Resource Exposure. Equally detrimental to our

past efforts in finding reliable schooling effects has been a

deficiency in our measures of educational resources allocated to

and used by individual- students (Bowles and Levin, 1968a;

Hanushek and !Cain, 1972; Hauser et al., 1976; Richer, 1972;

Smith, 1972) . Because of difficulties in measuring resource use

at the student level, almost all previous studiescross-

sectional and longi+udinal--have employed school-level aggregates

of resources, expenditures, or characteristics as measures of

students' experiences, thereby ignoring the much greater

thandifferences within
roM

than among schools (Heyns, 1974: in

particular, p. 1439, Table 1). B7 ignoring differences in

resource exposure within schools, we have been forced to assess

the relative influence of school and background factors among

schools, with no assurance that this accurately remsents the
AAP.

relative influence of these factors at the 1;)vVif students

(Robinson, 1950).

Until experimental data are available, our results will probably

continue to be plagued by the confounding of background and

school factors, making the assessment of potential schooling

effects problematic. Nonetheless, we now have a fairly rich body
-V11154

of longitudinal data on t1i' school experiences andacademic

achievement that has enabled us to reexamine the
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schooling process as it is currently constituted. The data are

from the sustaining Effects Study (SES).

The three-year, multi 1occasion
design of the SES and its

inclusion of multiple indicators of family background, individual

eiucational experiences, and achievement has provided a data base

that substantially overcomes the limitations of earlier

data. The existence of longitudinal data on several

cohorts of students for three years allows us to

determine the temporal order of achievement levels, school

experiences, and background characteristics and permits us to

rely less on synthetic cohort constructions to view the academic

careers of students. Second, the availability of data on the

school experiences of individual students enables us to assess

the relative influences of Vools, background, and initial

abilities at the level eir-*studenie and to take into

account the variation in students experiences within

schools.

A Model of the Schooling-Achievement Process

The SES data permitted a modeling of the schooling-achievement

process along lines yell established by Blau and Duncan's (1967)

4
studies of the socioeconomic and, academic

achievement processes (Duncan, 1968, 1969; Duncan et al., 1968;

Hauser, 1969, 1971; Heins, 1974; Hauser et al., 1976; Jencks et

al., 1972). The essence of their model, which is mathematically

formalized in a structural-equation system or 'path' model, is

simple: status achievement is viewed as a "temporal process in
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which later statuses depend, in part, on earlier statuses,

intervening achievements, and other contingent factors" (Blau and

Duncan, 1967; 202). In other words, the socioeconomic careers of

individuals are viewed as a sequence or chain of achievement and

achievement-producing events linked by direct and indirect

influences on one another over time.

In the context of schooling, we suppose that the achievement

process begins with the social and academic backgrounds with

which students enter school. These 'exogenous' or

'predetermined' factors condition the child's school

experiences--the curricula or tracks in which he is placed; the

peers with whom he comes in contact; the teachers who serve as

counselors, resource persons, evaluators, and role models; and

the facilities, books, and equipment that are available to and

uses by him. In turn, his academic achievements depend on his

school experiences, so that background and prior achievement

influence later achievement through the schooling received.

Finally, background and initial achievement directly affect later

achievement (independently of the amount of schooling).

This simply conceptual model may be elaborated in several

ways. First, if achievement and school experiences are

oh
measured -ay, several occasions, the schooling process may be

4

viewed as composed of several temporally ordered stages of input,

output, and feedback relations. Second, schooling and

achievement can be decomposed into several subdimensions

reflecting different areas or intermediate stages, as when peer

and teacher influences are distinguished or achievement itself is

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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conceives of as involving a motivational as well as cognitive

component in a feedback relationship. And, third, the initial

level of motivation can be taken into account as another

exogenous factor, along with background and prior achievement.

Previous discussions of educational opportunity have been

dominated by concern over the relative importance of background

and schooling. The Blau-Duncan conceptualization, of the

achievement process in terms of a path or structural-equation

model represents a' significant departure from this tack.

. .

The path model shifts attention to the status-transmission

process itself, as relevant to schooling as

to the adult socioeconomic achievement process of which Blau and

Duncan (1967: 202-3) write. Instead of evaluating the relative

importance of different causal factors by partitioning,,, the

variance explained

attention is focused on how the causes combine to
produce the end result. [V]e can indicate,
first, the gross effect of the measured background
factors or origin statuses . . on . . . achievement.
We can then show how and to what extent this effect is
transmitted via measured intervening variables and,
finally, to what extent such intervening variables
contribute to the outcome independently of their role
in transmission of prior statuses.

The research described in this report has been guided by the

above conceptualization of the schooling process. The issue of

the relative extent to which the process merely transmits the

parents' status to the child's achievements--or provides an

independent channel for development on the basis of initial

achievement and motivation--is addressed by a series of

1-10
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structural-equation models that are elaborations of the elemental

model described above. given the aodels, the direct and indirect

effects of background, schooling, and prior abilities on

achievement are assessed, and issues relating to educational

opportunities are addressed in terms of these effects. The

models are based primarily on data for three years of four

cohorts of elementary lchool children in the SES. These cohorts

were in grades 1 to 4 in the first year of the study.

The Data

The Population and Sample. The population surveyed under the SES

consisted of the first to sixth grades in public schools in fall

1976. A sample of the six cohorts, one for each grade, was

followed for as many as three school years, thus providing

lonlitnAinal data on student careers at overlapping intervals

covering the entire elementary period.

The study sample is a national cross-section consisting of 15,579

elementary students attending 242 public schools in the fall of

1976. (This sample is known as the sample for the participation

Ituly and is described along with other, related samples in
5%
Appendix A below, Hoepfner et al. [1977], Breglio et al. [1978:

appendices], and Hoepfner [1981].) The sample was' drawn from a

population of 20 million elementary students in 62,500 public

schools. Of the 242 schools in the sample, 95 were purposively

selected for follow-up in the next two years (1977-8 and 1978-9).

The sampled students in these schools were followed as long as

they proceeded through grades 1 to 6 in their schools during the
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three years of the study. They were not followed beyond the

sixth grade or upon departure or during absence from the 95

schools. (Further details regarding sample, population, and

sample weights are contained in Appendix A.)

Those students who were followed over at least one, two, and

three years of the longitudinal survey are referred to as members

of the one-, two-, and three-year panels, respectively. This

study is based on data for the cohorts of students in the fall

1976 crosSrsection sample and the three panels. The findings of

substantive interest are based primarily on the data for the

three-year panel of cohorts 1 to 4, that isthose in grades 1 to

4, respectively, in the fall of the first year, while some

preliminary findingsprior to model fitting--draw on data for

the crossCction sample and the one- and two-year panels. (The
411

one-year panel includes cohorts 5 and 6 and the two-year panel,

cohort 5.)

Table 1-1 gives the original sample sizes by cohort (as of fall

1976) and the number of students remaining (after selection into

the longitudinal survey and attrition) in the springs of 1977,

1978, and 1979.

The Data Base. This study drew on extensive data on students'

backgrounds, schools and school experiences, and academic

performance. T1 socioeconomic and family background,

home environment, academic motivation, and outside activities

relevant to academic growth were assessed by a parent interview

during the spring of 1977. Parents' education, occupation, and

SEW COPY AVAILABLE 1-12
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Table 1-1

iir jction and Panel Sample Sizes by Cohort
:11' (Gradc in Fall 1976)

Sample
Cohort

Cohorts1 2 3 4 S 6

Cross-section (fall 1976) 2,757 2,490 2,483 2,380 2,442 3,027 15,579

1-year panel (spring 1977) 2,740 2,484 2,474 2,374 2,432 3,0122 15,516

2-year panel (spring 1978) 1,035 934 949 827 7151 02 4,460

3-year panel (spring 1979) 857 793 759 557 01 0 2,966

1

2
Excludes 16 students held back one grade and still in the study in the third year (1978-79).

Excludes 11 students held back one grade and still in the study in the second year (1977-78).

income; family size and structure; and race/ethnicity constituted

tha primary measures of socioeconomic background. The language

spoken at home, the presence of reading .materials there, and the

parents' involvement in the child's school provided additional

indicators of the hose environment. Indicators of academic

motivation were provided by a few outside activities reflecting

student initiative, such as hours spent reading.

The student's school was characterized in terms of: the presence

of certain facilities, expenditures, staff/student ratio, receipt
2,

of compensatoryieducation funds, hours in the school year, use of

half-day sessions, staff development activities, student body

racial composition and academic achievement level, and the

education and experience of the (reading and math) teachers and

principal. The student's school experiences were recorded

periodically with respect to the reading and math curricula in

terms of: the number of hours of learning or instruction in

various settings, participation in compensatory programs, and

1-13 1,I8AJIAVA Ycl03 T836
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exposuro to teachers of various characteristics and employing

various practices.

Academic performance was assessed by means of a set of

standardized achievement tests, the Comprehensive Tests of Basic

Skills (CTBS) . For most test levels, the reading subtests were

in vocabulary and comprehension; the math subtests, in

computation and concepts. These tests assess basic academic
It

skills rather than knowledge specific to certain curricula.

'Vertical' scales were developed from the reading, math, and

combined scores in order to assess academic growth over grade and
ert.

test levels (Hemenway et al., 1978: ch. 1).- These scales -
War
i--

A

used in this study. They show
4111.

high internal consistency
OP

(RemanwAy et al., 1978: 42, 44) and moderately high test-retest

reliability betwer.n consecutive semesters and years (Hemenway et

al., 1978: 47; Appendix B below).

Details regarding the selection and construction of the

instruments for academic performance and school experiences,

their administration periods, and the rellility of the

variables and scales constructed from them imir--provided by

Hemenway et al. (1978). The instruments themselves (except for
r-

those under copyright) 4-r
mootrreproduced

along with the parent -

interview
7/8

questionnaire in a report of the SES Staff (1979) .
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CHAPTER 2. THE COMPONENTS OF BACKGROUND AND SCHOOLING

To assess the relative influences of background and
schooling on achievement and the manner in which
schooling and achievement affect one another over time,
composites represent ing background factors, school
characteristics, and individual-and-classroom school
experiences were constructed. In the course of
developing these composites, the components of
background and schooling that influence achievement
were examined. The most important variable of the hose
environment that appears to affect achievement is the
'kind of educational support and encouragement the child
receives. in sclrcretkr share is no support in the

ca.sciloot Barren*. peer
env is the most mporor even
that it is a major and consistent.inflnence. On the
other hand, -tube sheer quantity of instruction has a

significant, if modest, effect on achievement averaged
over the elementary grades.

A central question of interest, prior to the issue of the

relative influences of background and school factors, concerns

the components of these factors that encourage learning. Two

school factors that have received some recent attention and on

which we can bring some data to bear are the character of the

student body and the amount of classroom instruction to which a

child is exposed. In particular, a major conclusion of the EEO

report was that the peer environment was the most important

school factor in accounting for school-to-school differences in

achievement. Furthermore, Kiley (1976) has suggested that the

quantity of instruction has a significant impact on academic

performance. To date, there has been no consistent evidence of

positive effects of any school input and what evidence has been

offered has been subject to question.
3.1£1101AVA Ye103 Ten
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ete

ye assessed the influences of various school and background

factors in the course of developing composites for use in

structural - equation models of the schooling process. These

composites represent background (B), school characteristics (S),

and classroom and individual educational experiences (X). (For

v/4.5
reasons discussed below and in Chapter 3, schooling* measured

by composites at two levels--the level of the school and the

combined levels of the individual and classroom.) The composites

ayes. used in the models to assess the relative influences of

background and school factors and to determine the manner in

which they act through time and are conditioned by intervening

achievement statuses.

The primary motivation behind the development of the composites

Yeirei4o
was to reduce the number of variables considered. This not only

41.

sienlifieR representation and interpretation of the effect of

e4
each set of factors in the models, but also reflect"( a reluctance

to place such reliance on the effects of the individual

1"ettS

components. This reluctance the result of two facts. First,

the effects of the variables evidence little stability across

studies and are frequently negative because of the substantial

intercorrelations among the variables. Second, the variables

themselves only partially represent the relevant factors in any

given area and dire often 'proxies for factors in other areas as

well, thus making any strong interpretation of their effects

problematic.
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A problem with the use of composites, however, is that they tend

to oversuamarize the data in two respects. First, they leave

unanswered questions about the particular underlying factors that

are important. Second, their construction from components of

varying units of measurement make5 it difficult to interpret
A

patterns of cohort similarities and differences at the composite

level. Thus, in the course of describing the construction of

each of the three composites, we will examine the underlying

factors that appear to affect achievement. The variables

included in the composites are used to describe and compare the

backgrounds and educational careers of the cohorts in Appendix B.

The Variables considered in the Composites

The variables considered for each of the composites reflect the

cumulative evidence of previous research, but are limited by the

data available. The evidence of earlier studies on the effects

of family background are strongly suggestive of the kinds of

advantages that accrue to children of higher socioeconomic

backgrounds (Coleman et al., 1966; nail ant Duncan, 1967). The

important background indicators reflect the degree to which the

family carries out various educational support functions, such as

socialization of academic motivation and encouragement of

achievement, teaching and modeling of academically relevant

skills, and provision of a stable socioemotional and financial

environment. The family's resources for and commitment to these

tasks are reflected in its socioeconomic status( its

race /ethnicity' its structure (number of parents present and

number of siblings) and its behavior (provision of educational

3413AJIAVA IMOD T&
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materials, encouragement, assistance with homework, and

aspirations for the child).

While the evidence regarding schooling components has been less

certain, it is reasonable to suppose that support, models, and

intellectual resources are provided and goals set not only at

home but also in school, where teachers and peers are the chief

socialization agents. This presumption is supported by, among

other evidence, the influence of friendship choices at school on

post-schooling aspirations (Campbell and Alexander, 1965) and the

substantial dependence of socioeconomic achievement on

educational attainment, which in fact mediates the influence of

social origins (Blau and Duncan, 1965: ch. 5) .

Ideally, we would like to have individual-level data on school

experiences along all the significant dimensions. Because of

practical difficulties in procuring such data, school and

classroom characteristics must be employed along with

individual-level data. For example, where information on

students' use of school facilities or on the backgrounds of those

peers who serve as referent individuals and resource persons is

impractical to obtain, the facilities of the 20°01 or the

average socioeconomic and academic statuses of schooliates, or

better, classmates, is used.

Within th6 study, there are class- and individual-level data on

some school experiences. The student attendance and hours of

in
schooling (cy all courses) in each year were recorded. In

reading and mal/such data were gathered by classroom setting
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and size and by type of instructional staff. The students'

reading and math teachers reported their professional backgrounds

and teaching practices, such as use of ability (sub)grouping of

classes and amount of homework assigned to students.

Individual-level data were also gathered on participation in

compensatory reading and math programs. Finally, students were

linked to homeroom teachers, thereby facilitating the treatment

of class differences within schools and the measurement of

classmate as well as schoolmate characteristics.

Among large-.scale surveys, these data are a significant

improvement in the measurement of exposure to school factors, but

they likely capture only a small part of the variation in the

quality of school experiences among and within schools. In

particular, we still know little about the kind and degree of

attention a student receives in the classroom (despite teacher

reports of sone classroom-wide practices), about the nature of

school programs in which he participates, or about his actual use

of resources and services. For example, while our data on

quantity of classroom exposure includes number of hours attended

as well as offered, we do not know the number of hours of class

attended to by the student.

In the absence of an adequate representation of school

experiences, it is possible to misrepresent tvo important

relationships in the schooling process. First, it is possible to

overestimate the influence of background on achievement, since

some aspects of the child's social origins may serve as proxies

for unmeasured school experiences. Second, it is possible to

BEST COPY AVAILAKE
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misrepresent the overall direction of the relationship between

background and school inputs. Some inputs (e.g., gifted'

programs, skilled teachers, motivated peers) are more likely to

be received by children of privileged backgrounds, while others

(e.g., compensatory or remedial programs, special teachers for

the academically handicapped) are more likely to be received by

socioeconomically disadvantaged children. If the inputs measured

are predominantly those more likely to be received by privileged

children, the overall association between background and school-

resource levels will be positive. On the other hand, the

relationship will be negative if the inputs measured are on the

whole more likely to be received by disadvantaged children.

We have no complete cure for these problems, but to try to take

into account class and school characteracteristics that are not

measured, aggregate teacher and peer characteristics will be used

as surrogates. Of course, the surrogates may capture only part

of the unmeasured variability in class and school quality and,

more importan4Ftheir effects cannot be attributed solely to

.44

teachers or to the school environment as against other school

factors.

Construction of the Composites

Each composite was formed by regressing later achievement on

earlier achievement, cohort (a categorical variable), and a set

of components representing background or schooling factors.

The inclusion of cohort in the regression meant that the

effects of the remaining variables were within-cohort effects.
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These effects were assumed to be invariant across cohorts, so

that-tV'selection of the components and calculation of their

weights were based on the average experience of the cohorts. A

description of the code categories for some of the variables

considered) whose scales are not apparent)is given in Table C-1

(Appendix C).

In the case of the school-experience (X) composite, data on the

components were gathered each year,and thus the 'earlier' and

'later' achievement levels were the fall and spring of each

schOol year for each cohort for which data were available. For

the other two composites--background (B) and school

characteristics (S), the 'earlier' and 'later' achievement levels

were fall 1976 and spring 1979, respectively, for the three-year

panel of cohorts. The background data were gathered only once

(in the first year) and school characteristics were not only

similar from year to year but also were conceived of as exogenous

(and therefore fixed prior to the first exposure to classroom and

individual educational experiences and to subsequent events in

the student educational career).

Although the 'later' achievement level used for the B and S

composites could have been the spring 1977 measurement, the

spring 1979 measurement was used to allow background and school

characteristics to extrt their influences over the entire span of `44

-tiec.a0S4
4 rs serve et"?' earlier achievement accounts for a larger

portion of the true-score variance in later achievement as the

intertest interval diminishes, there may be some concern that the

different regresston procedures for the I composite on the one

3.18AJIMA VICOT0,36
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hand and the B and S composites on the other...5in some sense favor

the latter. To be sure, more components are likely to be

included in the latter composites, resulting in greater

proportions of explained variance in later achievement net of

initial achievement. However, in the first place, as shown

below, in no case did the addition of a few components at the end

of the stepwise procedures dramatically increase the explained

variance in later achievement net of initial achievement.

Second, it seems reasonable to consider the long-term impact of

relatively stable attributes such as background and school

characteristics, which are likely to exert continuing influences

throughout a child's educational career, while considering only

the short-term impact of classroom and individual educational

experiences, which are such more variable over the years and

AtA*
whose impactLw presumably largely immediate. Finally, as noted

below, a more generous criterion of inclusion was employed for
glio.v145

the X composite than for the B and S compositesAte--1414r-setreo.kr,
4;01-540o) expgrie;ices

JszpAr46errcesttp 113XiSUM opportunity
A
to account for achievement.

In forming the composites, each set of variables was considered

independently; that is, the regression analyses for the

background composite did not include school factors (for X and S)

as regressorsyand, similarly, the analyses for each of the X and

S composites did not include the background variables or the

variables of the other school factor. Because of the correlation

among components for the three areas, this procedure no doubt

affected the regression weights. For example, in the

construction of the X composite some components probably

BEET` COPY AVAILABLE
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functioned in part as proxies for background factor5and the

regression coefficients for the school inputs alone probably

represented the effects of both types of factors. Nevertheless,

other factors were excluded in each case in order to give the

components in each area the maxinu opportunity to explain

achievement gains.

A stepwise procedure (maximum R2 inproveaent) was employed to

determine which components significantly contributed to the

explanation of achievement gains, or, more precisely, of later

achievement net of initial achievement (within cohorts). Because

of the large sample size, addition to the adjusted coefficient of

determination (of at least .001) --rather than statistical

141.2imi:sal .

significance at conventional levels--was generally relied --1n to
lok

determine the cut off point for entry of a component into a

composite. Adjusted R2, rather than RE alone, was used in order

to discount the additional explanatory power of components by the

degrees of freedom they consume, or conversely, the additional

complexity they introduce into the composite.

However, for the X composite, statistical significance at

conventional levels was employed since the more restrictive

criterion would have meant that no components would, have entered

at all (see Table 2-6)6Dand--slAcefezliven previous findings of

limited schooling influences, we intentionally sought to give

school experiences as such opportunity to account for achievement

as possible, that is, we preferred to over- rather than

underestimate the effects of schooling if any error were to be

made. (A more generous cut-off in terms of adjusted R2 is
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indicated for the X composite in view of the fact that the

adjusted R2 with initial achievement and cohort taken into
-re)r

account is substantially greater (.90] than B
/1

and S composites [.71]. However, even if the same selection

criterion in terms of the multiple partial coefficient of

5 fgr 711111
determination

A
we used for the I composite as was used for the

other two, none of the school-experience variables would have

entered their composite.)

In the case of the B and S composites, an additional stepwise

procedure was employed with fall 1976 achievement as the

criterion and cohort among the predictors. The 'significant'

predictors from this procedure (excluding cohort) were added to

those selected by the first procedur5and the regression weights

were recomputed using as the criterion later achievement net of

initial achievement and cohort. For the B composite, the purpose

of adding the components from the second procedure was to

construct a composite that would also be useful in addressing the

question of the extent to which academic and social origins are

related. For the S composite, which could also function as a

proxy for background (neighborhood) factors, the second procedure

was similarly motivated. Again, it is clear from the results

reported below that the addition of these components did little

to increase the explanatory power of the two composites at the

expense of the X composite with respect to achievement gains.

Of course, there are several alterna,r1r approaches to

constructing the composites, among them, factor analysis, leading

to the development of factor scoring weights; standardizing the
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components and applying unit weights (Wainer, 1976); constructing

composites by embedding the corponents in the causal models and

employing the method of sheet coefficients (Heise, 1972); and, in

the case of school inputs, employing weights representing

relative costs of the components where possible (Haggart et al.,

1978; Sumner et al., 1979). All of these alternatives were

considered, but we were interested in employing weights that (1)

were simple to obtain; (2) would be easily developed for the

cohorts as a whole throughout their educational careers, so that

the interpretation of the composites would be invariant across

cohorts and grades; and (3) would represent in some sense the

relative effectiveness of the components in producing achievement

gains. In addition, in the case of scho.ol inputs, weights based

on relative effectiveness were of interest in order to assess

"'effective' inequality of opportunity" (Coleman, 1972: 148),

that is, the extant to which resources measured in terms of their

effectiveness--instead of their absolute amounts or costs--have

been differentially allocated to children of differing

backgrounds. In. any event, it is strongly suspected that the

thrust of the conclusions drawn would not be significantly

different whatever the weighting scheme (Wainer, 1976; Sumner et

al., 1979: 26-7; Wang et al., 1979: ch. 3; see also the

discussion of the I composite below).

A possible problem with the weighting scheme is that the

composite constructed is used in the causal models to predict

achievement, thus introducing the possibility that a high

dependence of later achievement on one factor, say, school
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experiences, as against other factors, may be built into the I

composite. The concern here is that we hypothesize that school

experiences cause achievement and use the degree of achievement

to define the degree of schooling. There are two considerations

that would seem to mitigate this problem. First, all composites

were construct in a more or less similar manner (except as

noted above); thus, insofar as the relative importance of the

various factors is of concern, each composite is given an

opportunity to account for achievement in a similar manner.

Second, in the case of classroom and individual educational

experiences (and probably in the other cases as well), there is

little difference in predicting achievement however the

components are weighted (Sumner et al., 1979: 26-7; Wang et al.,

1979: ch. 3).

Thy B (Background) Composite

The Components. The B composite consists of eight components

selected from a set of 12 that were chosen to represent background:

(1) Father's education (FATHER) ,

(2) Mother's education (MOTHER),

(3) Occupation of the household head (DCC),

(4) Family income (INCOME),

(5) Race/ethnicity (of parent respondent-- RACE --
classified as "majority" if white or Asian
but not of Hispanic origin and "minority"
otherwise),

(61 Number of parents present in the home (2PARENTS)

(7) Number of books in the home for the child at his
reading level (BOOKS), and

(8) Parents' attendance at school events (ATTEND).
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These variables reflect both the socioeconomic status of the

child's family and the kind of support he receives that motivates

and facilitates his learning. (The other four variables con-

sidered will be described shortly.) Many of these indicators have
wet(

also been found by the EEO report to represent1the backgrounds of

students ma9.-(Coleman et al., 1966: ch. 3). The RAC! variable

was constructed to reflect the similar academic experiences of

whites and Asians (Coleman et al., 1966: ch. 1).

Table 2-1 displays the pooled within-cohort correlations among

the eight indicators and between them and academic achievement.

Although there is some variation among the cohorts in the

correlations, the pooled correlations reveal the basic patterns

faithfully. First, it is evident that most of the indicators are

substantially interrelated and related to academic achievement as

of fall 1976 (CTBSO) and spring 1979 (CTBS3) . Thus, it is not

Table 2-1

Pooled Within-Cohort Correlations of Background Variables and Achievement for Cohorts 1 to 4

Background and Achievement Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Father's education malow

2. Mother's education OCMIO30 .62 -

3. Occupation of household head (0CC) .51 .40 -

a. Family income (MCCUE) .41 .41 .29

5. Race/ethnicity (PA CS) .19 .26 .19 .37

6. Presence of 2 parents (2PAREATS) -.00 .10 .08 .43 .33

7. Cumber of books in hose (800031) .42 .40 .25 .34 .35 .21 -

B. Parents' attendance at school events (kTrap) .25 .27 .15 .29 .26 .16 .26 -

9. Total achievement, fall year 1 (=ISO) .38 .40 .25 .36 .36 .21 .44 .24

10. Total achievement. spring year 3 (CT883) .41 .42 .25 .33 .34 .20 .43 .23 .79

Note. Each correlation is build on all cases SA the three -year panel of cohorts 1 to 4 for which data are

available for the pair of variables involved.
The pooled within-cohort correlation is the pooled

within-cohort covariance divided by the square root of the product of the appropriate pooled within-

cohort variances. The pooled within -cohort variances and covariances are um Bighted (i.e.. simple)

averages over the cohorts of the covariances and variances within each cohort.
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surprising that once a handful of wal hosen indicators are

selected, there is little to be gained in the prediction of

achievement by obtaining further information (Table 2-3) at

generally increasing cost.

Second, there is a great deal of stability in the relationships

of the background variables to achievement over time within each

cohort. This, together with the absence of any discernible trend

in the correlations between background and fall 1976 achievement

across all six cohorts (Table 2-2), indicates that the

relationship' between background and achievement is invariant as

the child progresses through school. While earlier evidence

(Coleman et al., 1966: ch. 3) for this proposition was based

entirely on synthetic cohort data over the twelve years of

schooling, the present data are for true and synthetic cohorts,

albeit over a much shorter interval. Thus, intervening school

experienceshowever currently distributed with respect to family

Table 2-2

Correlations of Fall 1976 Achievement With Background by Cohort

Cohort

Family Background Characteristics

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cohort 1 .42 .41 .32 .39 .36 .21 .39 .31

Cohort 2 .40 .41 .29 .35 .35 .19 .48 .25

Cohort 3 .39 .40 .31 .38 .44 .22 .51 .25

Cohort 4 .40 .40 .29 .39 .38 .19 .48 .23

Cohort 5 .38 .40 .30 .36 .38 .22 .48 .26

Cohort 6 .39 .40 .30 .34 .36 .14 .46 .26

Note. -- Family background variables are numbered as in Table 2-1.
Each correlation is based on all cases in the cross-
section sample for which data are available for the pair
of variables involved.
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background and effective in advancing academic skills--have

little impact on the the relationship between background and

achievement, a relationship that is well established before entry

into elementary school.

By the same token, if schooling has little effect on the

inequalities with which children begin their educational careers,

it also does not reinforce these inequalities. It is important

to recognize that, at the very least, the schooling process (as

currently constituted) does not in any sense increase the

predictability of greater academic achievement for children of

higher socioeconomic backgrounds - -at least not through the

elementary years. In Chapter 3, we will examine the elements of

the schooling process that tend to result in a perpetuation of

the background-achievement relationship despite the effects of

schooling on achievement and the existence of important

opportunities for receiving school resources independent of

social origins.

Finally, and perhaps most significant,
ly

Table 2-1 reveals that the
4

:education of the child's parents and the books int4f5to

the home 41,-e.,68( are among the strongest indicators of an

academically wiipportive home environment. The single strongest

predictor is BOORS, a behavioral indicator presumably more

subject to response error and (upward) bias than demographic

indicators such as parents' education. We shall find in Chapter

3 (Figure 3-2 and Table C-2) that the correlation between the B

composite and initial achievement for each cohort in the
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1.

three-year panel is not much greater than the correlation between

initial achievement and BOOKS alone for the cross-section sample

(Table 2-2). (The exception for cohort 1 is not surprising,

given the low reading levels of children at their entry into

school.) This performance of the BOOKS indicator is particularly

impressive when we consider that the composite consists of seven

other indicators, all selected and weighted to maximize the

prediction of initial achievement and achievement gains. In

combination, the strength of BOOKS and parents' education over

other socioeconomic background variables (such as INCOME) in

predicting achievement (see also Table 2-3) suggests that the

development of academic motivation (Katz, 1967), the valuing of

learning, and the acquisition of academically relevant skills

(such as learning habits and verbal skills) may be among the most

important advantages that parents of higher socioeconomic status

provide their children in the early years.

The stepwise regressions for defining the background composite

entertained four variables in addition to those that finally

entered the composite:

(1) size of place of residence,

(2) Languages spoken in the home,

(3) Size of the sib group less than 18 years of age, and

(4) Presence of newspapers and magazines in the home.

It was determined by preliminary analyses that the sex of the

rparenfl absent in a one-parent home was not of statistically

reliable consequence. (This is not surprising, given that there

were few students in father-only homes, and thus there was not
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much variation in the sez of the parent absent.) But, in order

not to treat the absence of either parent simply as missing data

on father's or mother's education, a dummy variable indicating

whether or not either parent was absent (2PARENTS) was included

along with the parents' education variables (one of which was

coded '0' in the absence of the relevant parent) .

The Stepwise Procedure. Table 2-3 summarizes the results of the

stepwise regressions of fall 1976 and spring 1979 achievement scores

on the background components for all cases with complete sets of

data. The table shows the variable entered at each step up to term-

ination, the total adjusted R
2 for all variables entered up to that

Table 2-3

Stepwise Regressions for the Background Composite With Spring 1979
and Fall 1976 Achievement as the Criteria

Step Component Entered Adjusted R2
Increase in
Adjusted R2

Spring 1979 (N1,831)

1. Fall 1976 achievement and cohort .705 - --

2. Number of books in home (BOORS) .714 .009

3. Mother's education (MOTHER) .717 .004

4. Race/ethnicity (RACE) .719 .002

5. Father's education (FATHER) .720 .001

6. Remaining 8 background variables .721 <.001

Fall 1976 (N9,964)

1. Cohort .740 - --

2. Number of books in home (BOOBS) .788 .048

3. Mother's education (MOTHER) .799 .011

4. Race/ethnicity (RACE) .804 .005

5. Father's education (FATHER) .807 .003

6. Parents' attendance at school events (ATTEND) .808 .001

7. Occupation of household head (OCC) .809 .001

8. Family income (INCOME, replacing FATHER) .810 .000

9. Remaining 6 background variables .812 .002

Note. The first stepwise procedure is based on the unweighted cases in the three -
year panel of cohorts 1 to 4 for which data are available on the criterion
and all the predictors considered. The second procedure is based on the
=weighted cases tu cohorts 1 to 4 for which data are available on the
criterion and all the predictors considered.
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point, and the increment in adjusted R2 from the prior step. At the

points where termination occurs, six components are included in the fall

1976 analysis and four in the spring 1979 analysis for a total of

seven different variables. Adding the variable reflecting number

of parents present in the home--a variable that is integrally

related to parents' education as defined above, the B composite

was built from eight components.

It is of interest that the variable entered in each of the first

four steps is identical in each procedure. Apparently, as noted

above, the number of books in the hone for the child and his

parents' education are among the most important indicators of the

kind of home environment associated with academic achievement.

This is true even for spring 1979 achievement after achievement

and grade of the student in fall 1976, which account for most of

the explained variance, are taken into account.

It is also of interest that a handful of background indicators

suffices to account for most' of the variance in achievement that

can be explained by background variables (at least those

considered). Even if one uses the multiple-partial coefficient

of determination rather than Ba, with cohort taken into account,

flr CTBSO the coefficient increases from .268 to .277--a gain of

only .009--when the remaining six background variables are added

after termination of the stepwise procedure. Similarly, for

CTBS3, with cohort and CTBSO taken into account, the increase is

from .054 to .060--a gain of .006--when the remaining eight

background variables are added.
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The S (School Characteristics) Composite

The Components. The S composite consists of five components

selected from a set of 20 chosen to represent school characteristics:

(1) The racial composition (percent white or Asian,
but not of Hispanic origin) of the student's
grade at the school (SCH-RACE),

(2) The average academic achievement of the grade
in the school in the fall of 1976 (SCH-CTBS),

(3) The educational attainment of the school's
principal (PRINCIPAL),

(4) The level of compensation given teachers for
inservice training at the student's school
(TRAINING), and

(5) The presence of a central library at the school
(LIBRARY).

fire.
The remaining 15 school characteristics wers:

A

(1) Presence of a reading resource center at the
school,

(2) Presence of a math resource center at the school,

(3) Per-pupil expenditures,

(4) Size of regular instructional staff and administra-
tive staff relative to enrollment,

(5) Size of special instructional and counseling staff
relative to enrollment,

(6) Receipt of compensatory-education funds by the school.

(7) Number of hours of instruction in the school day,
by grade,

(8) Use of half-day sessions by the school, by grade,

(9) Frequency of staff development activities,
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(10) The school's reading and math teacher average
ecucation, vv

(11) Their average teaching experience,

(12) Their average extent of inservice training in
their areas of specialization,

(13) Their average number of recent college courses
in their areas of specialization,

(14) The principal's administrative experience, and

(15) His recent extent of 'staff development' training.

The Stepwise Procedure. Table 2-4 presents the results of the

stepwise regressions for school characteristics and is parallel

in fora to Table 2-3. Although, as indicated in the table, only

four variables should have entered the S composite, a fifth

variable--LIBRARY--was incorrectly entered Eros earlier,

preliminary results. This error was not detected until all

analyses had been completed. However, the inclusion of LIBRARY

in the composite in all likelihood had no effect on the

conclusions drawn in Chapters 3 and 4. The correctly constructed

composite correlated .89 with the S composite for all cohorts but

the fourth, for which the correlation was .85. In addition, the

improvement in the explanation of achievement resulting from

inclusion of the fifth component was virtually nil, as indicated

in Table 2-4. Finally, and most importantly the generally small
4

influence of the S composite on achievement that is manifested in

the models of Chapters 3 and 4 would probably have been exhibited

all the more had the additional component been excluded.
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Table 2-4

Stepwise Regressions for the School Characteristics Composite With Spring 1979
and Fall 1976 Achievement as the Criteria

Component Entered Adjusted R2 Increase in
Adjusted R2

Spring 1979 (N2,766)

1. Fall 1976 achievement and cebort- .709 - --

2. Racial composition of school by grade (SCR-RACE) .714 .006

3. Principal's education (PRINCIPAL) .716 .001

4. Teacher insorvice training (TRAINING) .717 .001

S. Remaining 17 school variables .720 .003

6. School (92 levels, replacing the 20 school -
characteristics variables)

.726 .005

Fall 1976 (No10,032)

1. Cohort .646

2. Average fall 1976 achievement of school by grade (SCH -CTSS) .739 .094

3. Remaining 19 school variables .739 -.000

4. School (223 levels, replacing the 20 school

characteristics variables)
.724 -.015

Note. -- The first stepwise procedure is basedonthe unweighted cases in the three-
year panel of cohorts 1 to 4 for which data are available on the criterion
and all the predictors considered. The second procedure is based on the

unweighted cases in cohorts 1 to 4 for which data are available on the
criterion and all the predictors considered.

As in the case of background factors, a few of the 20 school

factors are sufficient to account for the bulk of the explanatory

power of all. Moreover, consideration of school as a qualitative

factor ail not yield a sufficiently large improvement in the

explanation of later achievement, given initial achievement

several years earlier, to warrant its use in lieu of the measures

of school characteristics available. As for the explanation* of

initial achievement itself, the substitution of school for

SCR-CTBS resulted in a decrement in adjusted R2. (This is

mathematically possible foi two reasons. First, adjusted R2,

which takes into account the degrees of freedom for regression

and the remaining degrees of freedom for error, can decline as
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variables are added to a model if those variables add little to

RE. Second, in the case at hand, even RE was less for cohort and
descreptscy

school than for SCH-CTBS alone. Normally, thisAwould not occur,

but here SCR-CTRS represents average initial achievement [CTEISO]

by cohort [nested] within school for all students in the sampled

schools, while the ANOVA model was fitted only to those students

in the study sample [Table 1-1] and excluded cohort-by-school

interactions.)

The results of the stepwise procedures for the B and S compoetes

bear on two conclusions of the EEO report regarding the relative

influence of background and school factors) and the kinds of

influences that schools exert. If one compares the predictive

power of background and school-level schooling factors with

respect to initial achievement (fall 1976) or later achievement

(spring 1979) net of initial achievement (Tables 2-3 and 2-4), it

is clear that background characteristics are much more potent in

two respects. First, despite the substantial correlations among

the background variables, the improvement in prediction obtained

from considering additional background variables at any given

point in the stepwise regression is greater than the improvement

with respect to school characteristics under the same conditions.

Second, using the same criterion as a cut-off, point, more

background than school variables provide information about

initial achievement and achievement gains. This superiority can

in part be explained by the fact that the background variables

are at the student level while the school variables are at the

school-within-grade level. Nevertheless, even when two
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background variables--race and achievement-are aggregated to the

school-within-grade level, they remain the most highly correlated

with individual achievement., as shown in Table 2-5. Indeed, the

magnitudes of these correlations are on the sane order as that of

the background variables, which are not aggregated, with

achievement (Tables 2-1 and 2-2). Clearly, then, it is not

simply the differences between levels of measurement that explain
-400ppAtO

the 411ffereneemes5 between background and school factors in

accounting for initial achievement and achievement gains. Either

school factors are less potent or we have measured the wrong ones

and/or measured poorly the ones we have. The latter alternatives

become increasingly less plausible as the number of studies

considering diverse sots of school factors in appreciable numbers

increases. It is likely that schooling influences, if stronger

Table 2 -S

Pooled Within-Cohort Correlations of School Characteristics,
114MOVOMant, c7.d background for Cohorts 1 to 4

1 2 3 4

1.

2.

3.

a.

S.

6.

7.

School Characteristics

Average achievement in school and grade, fall year 1 (SCR -CTSS)
Proportion white or Asian is school and grade, year 1 (SCM -PACE)

Teacher insarvice training (TRAINING)
School library (LIBRARY)
Principal's education (PRINCIPAL,

--
.6S

-.00
.02

-.20

--
.21

.00

-.17

--
-.05
.02 .01

Achievement

Total achievement, fall year 1 (CTN.)
Total achievement, spring year 3 (CT1113)

.52

.43

.34

.29

.00

-.02

-.02

.01

-.11

-.15

S.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

background Characteristics

Father's education (TASTIER)
Mother's education (marmot)
Occupation of household head (0CC)

Family income (=CCM)
Race/ethnicity (RACE)
Presence of 2 parents (2PAMENTS)
Number of books in home (DOORS)
Parents' attendance at school events (ATTEND)

.40

.39

.27

.46

.51

.26

.39
.211

.17

.22

.15

.3S

.77

.31

.32

.19

-.10
-.Oa

-.04
-.OS
.16

.01

.01

-.04

.04

.04

-.00
.00

.00

-.00
.02

.01

-.05
-.07
-.05

-.14
-.18
-.16
-.10
-.OS

Note. Each correlation is based on all cases in the three-year panel of cohorts 1 to 4 for which data are

artilable for the pair of variables invol'ied. The pooled within-cohort correlation is the pooled

within-cohort covariance divided by the square root c' the product of the appropriate pooled within -

cohort variances. The pooled within-cohort variances and covariances are unweighted (i.e., simple)

averages over the cohorts of the covariances and variances within each cohort.
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than appeirent at the school level, must be measured at the

individual level as well in order tccarately to be comiWi;341with

background factors. Our results on background and schooling

influences when individual-level data on schooling are available

in fact support this supposition, as reported under the

composite below.

eNikAevic.e...

All of this does not. mean that school-level factors are

completely ineffective. The addition to adjusted R2 for spring

1979 achievement due to the 20 school variables considered after

cohort, fall 1976 achievement ind the eight components of the B

composite (.006) compares favorably with the addition due to the

B components after cohort, fall 1976 achievementind the school

variables (.0n9). (Although not all of the 12 background

variables considered are included in this comparison, Table 2-3

shows that the remaining background variables add less than .001

to adjusted Rt.) Thus, each set of variables contributes to the

explanation of achievement gains net of the other. Though

background is clearly more important, it seems unlikely that the

net contribution of school factors, which is due to components

completely uncorrelated with the former, simply represents

additional unmeasured background characteristics.

If the influence of school factors is appreciable, can we say

anything about the particular factors that contribute to

achievement gains? Stepwise procedures have a notorious

reputation for being 'blindly empirical' in the way the

predictors are selected. In the present context, this reputation
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seems deserved; in other worts, we do not believe much can be

made of the particular school components selected or their

order of inclusion.

Two of the school characteristics that describe aspects of the

school other than the peer environment (PRINCIPAL, TRAINING) were

entered over all the other such characteristics, but are in

general n-jatively related to the socioeconomic background and

achievement of the student (Table 2-5) and exhibit relatively

strong negative effects on achievement gains (Table 2-9). Such

effects are .implausible. Nevertheless, the two characteristics

nevONvell
may represent some aspect of the school environment or program,

which does affect achievement in a positive

manner. Since the composite itself, rather than the individual

components,,,l
is
avir of interest, these two characteristics were

retained despite their uninterpretable behavior.

The significance of the school context variables--SCH-CTBS and

SCH-RACE--in the S compositeas of greater interest because of

earlier suggestions (Coleman et al., 1966: ch. 3) that the peer

environment is an important influence on academic achievement and

indeed is more important than the character of the school itself.

, Evidence for this proposition within our data is weak. Consider,

AM the prediction of the student's initial achievement

(CTBSO) by school characteristics. The school average

achievement at the same point in time (SCH-CTBS) is by far the

single most important predictor (Table 2-5) and indeed is more or.-

less sufficient by itself (Table 2-4) . Part of te
A
ttnue to

the fact that the correlation between the two achievement
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measures is inflated by the inclusion of the student's own

achievement in his grade's school average. But the bulk of this

relationship is due to the assortment of students among schools

by achievement and background characteristics. The average

achievement of the student's grademates alone tells us as much

-about the differences between schools as the does the identity of

the schools themselves (excluding cohort-by-school interactions

in terms of accounting for the student's own achievement. In

addition, the average achievement of the student's school is

highly correlated with his own socioeconomic background (Table

2-5). Thus, .when we examine the static relationship between the

student's own achievement and that of his grade and school, much

of that associatio, is due to the fact that his peers' status is

a proxy for the student's own background.

Of course, there may still be a residual influence of school

context after background and other school characteristics are

con rolled. Since such influence with respect to achievement

gains is of primary interest, consider the prediction of

achievement in the spring of 1979 (CTBS3) , net of fall 1976

achievement (CTBSO) and cohort. It has been suggested (Coleman

et al., 1966: ch. 3) that the racial mix of the student body is

of major importance among school factors in accounting for

school-to-school differences in achievement. While our stepwise

procedures without consideration of background factors appear to
S V V\-estl ow

support this, `once those factors are taken into account, SCR-RACE
A

contributes virtually nothing. Thus, there is no evidence in our

data for the influence of-racial composition of the student body

2-26
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that cannot more plausibly be accounted for by initial

achievement and background alone.

On the other hand, the school average achievement explains a

small additional (adjusted) prOportion of the variance (.002) in

siring 1979 achievement net of cohort, initial achievement,

background, and the school characteristics considered.

However, this increment is still substantially smaller than the

increment due to the noncontextual school characteristics after

cohort, initial achievement, background, SCH-RACE, and SCR -CTBS

are taken into account (.009). Thus, our data provide no

confirmation of the greater importance of contextual factors.

Moreover, one can always attribute the residual influence of

context to unmeasured aspects of initial achievement, background,

and school characteristics other than Alt1Kpeer environment.

Hence, while the small effect of SCH -CTBS is suggestive of some

peer influences within the school environment, it is by no means

demonstrative. Other studies have indicated effects of peer

socioeconomic status, academic ability, and behavior on

educational and/or occupational aspirations, educational

attainment, and academic performance relative to that of peers as

measured by grades or class rank (Alexander and Eckland, 1975;

Alvin and Otto, 1977; Campbell and Alexander, 1965; Duncan et

al., 1968), but there is none of which we are aware offering

corroborative evidence of peer influences on academic achievement

as measured by standardized tests. It seems reasonable to

suppose that such effects are likely to exist with respect to

academic achievement as well, but that they are small--at least
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at the school level - -as in other areas of achievement (Hauser et

al., 1976).

Finally, we 'note for future reference that whatever components

underlie the effects of schools on achievement, it is precisely

because of the factorial complexity of the S composite,

.particularly as a surrogate for neighborhood and background, that

it appears as an exogenous factor in our models and is separated

from individual- and classroom-level educational experiences.

compkO'y
This

A
enables us to treat the composite as a measure of school

characteristics or as another measure of background when

decomposing the explained variance in later achievement and

individual school experiences or when evaluating the total

thew,
effects of the various sremenous factors on

The X (School-Experience) Composite

The Components. The I composite consists of nine components

selected from a set of 12 chosen to represent school experience:

(1) The average academic achievement of the student's
homeroom (HR-CTBS),

(2) The racial composition of the homeroom (HR-RACE),

(3) The average teaching experience of the reading and
math teacher in years (TCHR-EXP),

(4) An indicator of whether or not the student received
compensatory educational services in reading and/or

math (CE),

(5) Attendance in weeks during the school year (WEEKS),

(6) The hours of regular instruction in reading received
by the student during the school year (PEG - READ),
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(7) The hours of special instruction in reading
(SPL-READ),

(8) The hours of regular instruction in math
(REG-MATH), and

(9) The hours of special instruction in math
(SPL-MATH).

The remaining three school-experience variables considered were:

(1) The student's reading and math teachers' average
education,

(2) Their average extent of recent inservice training
in their areas of specialization, and

(3) Their average number of recent college courses in
their areas of specialization.

The instructional hours were obtained frog teacher reports of the

student's: (1) attendance in reading or math classes of varying

sizes, instructed by the (regular) 'classroom' teacher or a

'special' reading or math teacher, (2) receipt of assistance from

teacher aides, other students, or adult volunteers, and (3)

independent seat work. (The forms on which the teachers reported

a student's time in instruction or independent learning did not

define the terms 'classroom' (hereinafter, 'regular') and

'special' teacher or distinguish 'regular' from 'special'

independent learning. Presumably, special teachers could have

taught both advanced and disadvantaged students., On balance,

however,1%-peciel instruction was given sore to disadvantaged

students [Table 2-8 below]. )

Actually, the forms for reporting instructional hours contained

11 categories of instruction aaong the three areas. Wang et al.,

(1981: ch. 3) collapsed these categories into three--regular
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instruction, special instruction, and tutorial/independent work- -

and found no significant difference in the prediction of

achievement using their three categories instead of all 10. For

simplicity, we further distributed the number of hours spent in

tutorial/independent work equally between regular and special

instruction and retained only the latter two categories.

Oec-dust,
The Stepwise Procedure. Sia9. data on the X components were

available on a yearly basis, the composite was formed for each of

the three study years, although the components and their weights

are identical for each year.

In selecting the components for the composite, statistical

significance at conventional levels was used as the criterion, as

previously noted. See Table 2-6 . It turned out that an a level

of .10, .05, or .01 would have made no difference in the results.

Although two of the four classroom-exposure variables (REG-READ,

SPL-READ, REG-!LATH, and SPL-HATS)--one in reading and the other

in math--were not significant, all four were retained because of

the integral relationships between regular and special classes.
ThweXere,, c.
Titt_altapa. ._____-, nine components of the

wNurie Sele4e4 4
compositeA .

With individual- and classroom-level data on schoOling, we can

,1111jaddressi the same issues that were raised in considering the

S composite. Here, however, we consider the prediction of the

spring test at the end of a school year, given the spring

measurement of the previous year (or the fall measurement, in the

case of the first study year).
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Table 2-6

Stepwise Regressions for the School- Experience Composite
With Spring 1977 Achievement as the Criterion

Step Component Entered Adjusted R2

1. Fall 1976 achievement (CUM) and cohort .900

2. Receipt of caepensatory educatiOn (CE) .901

3. Attendance in weeks during year (WEEKS) .902

4. Student's reading and math teacher's teaching experience (TCHR -EXP) .902

S. Average achievement in student's homeroom (HR-CTHE) .902
6. Hours of special reading instruction received during year (SPL-READ) .902

7. Racial composition of student's homeroom (HR-RACE, replacing HR -CTBS) .902

8. HR-CTISS (re-entered) .902

9. Hours of regular math instruction received during year (REG-MATH) .903
10. Remaining 3 school variables .903

Note. -- The stepwise procedure is based on the unweighted cases in the one-year panel of
cohorts 1 to 6 for which data are available on the criterion and all the pre-
dictors considered (N14,442).

Table 2-7 exhibits the proportion of the residual variance in the

spring achievement scores of each year, net of initial

achievement and cohort, that is accounted for by all the

components of the B and X composites and by various subsets of

these. (In this table, 'schooling' refers only to the factors of

the X composite.) For those accustomed to the coefficients of

determination of achievement in cross-sectional data, the

proportions of residual variance in later achievement explained

by background and schooling may appear small, 'but they are

nonetheless appreciable, ranging from four to seven percent.

(The proportions would be larger if we had not also removed

initial achievement and cohort from the background and schooling

components as well.)
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Table 2-7

Proportion of Residual Variance in Later Achievement, Net of Initial Achievement and Cohort, Explained

by Background and Schooling Factors and Various Components of Schooling for the Three Study Years

Variables

Study Year

1 2 3

All background and schooling components .041 .056 .070

Background .027 .034 .036

Schooling .022 .034 .043

Background, net of schooling .019 .022 .027

Schooling, net of background .014 .022 .033

Classroom context, net of background .000 .005 .008

Classroom context, net of all other schooling components and background .000 .004 .009

Quantity of instruction, net of background .007 .008 .011

Quantity of instruction, net of all other schooling components and background .005 .006 .011

Note. -- For each of the years, later achievement is the spring achievement score for the year. For the

later two years, initial achievement is the spring score of the previous year, while for year 1,

it is the fall score of the same year.

The table shows that the influences of background and schooling,

though somewhat varying over the three years, are relatively

equal on balance, whether we consider the addition due to

background or schooling alone or the addition of each after the

other is already taken into account. The fact that there is both

a substantial reduction in the contribution of either factor when

it is considered after the other and a substantial contribution

of each factor net of the other' indicates that the two factors

are interrelated, yet have distinct direct effects. In

particular, considering the number of background indicators

employed and the little addition to likely to come from

inclusion of other such indicators, the schooling contribution is

appreciable and probably robust (in a statistical sense). Thus,

with schooling experiences measured within schools--at the levels

of individuals and classrooms--and with longitudinal data on

achievement, we have some palpable evidence that schooling makes
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a difference. In particular, it appears that, averaged over the

elementary grades, differential educational experiences of

students within and among schools have as much impact on -Al.

development of the students' academic skills in any one school
4044

.year alitla*-44--tlrhomes freir-oh-teh-timircelber: Later, we will

find that schooling influences are particularly strong in the

earliest years and diminish rather rapidly as the child

progresses through school (see Chapters 3 and 4).- In short, the

relative effects of background and schooling depend on grade

level, but the affects of both averaged over the elementary

education period are clearly significant.

For some time now, we have known that, there are substantial

differences in adult socioeconomic achievement between those who

complete more and those who complete fewer years of school (Blau

and Duncan, 1967; Jencks et al., 1972). Common sense tells us

that schooling also sakes a difference in academic achievement

insofar as some are denied (for whatever reason) opportunities to

attend school. Several earlier studies (reviewed briefly in

Jencks et al., 1972: 81-80 provide some evidence consistent with

this notion. In particular, when schools have been closed for

periods of time because of extraordinary events (e.g., a

teachers' strike), achievement scores have suffered. In

addition, Heyns (1978) has found greater gains in reading

achievement during the school year than daring the summer period

for elementary students. Our current results suggest in addition

that, among students who do attend school, their various

educational experiences produce some variltion in academic

skills.
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Perhaps of even greater interest than the relative influences of

background and schooling is what the results suggest about the

roles of classroom instruction and peer influences on the

student's academic development. Wiley (1976) proposed that the

quantity of classroom exposure has an appreciable impact on

academic achievement, but Karweit's (1976) extensive reanalysis

of the EEO data, on which. Wiley based his conclusions, failed to

confirm his results. Our earlier evidence regarding the effect

of peer characteristics averaged by school was that such effects

were small and in fact not at all the primary aspect of school

influences. This leaves the question whether the characteristics

of students in tiismaller and more homogeneous classrooms4within

which there is presumably greater interaction among students
A

wouldflaccounVfor the variance in their achievements.

Table 2-7 displays the additional proportion of variance in

academic growth explained when the classroom context (HR-RACE,

HR-CTBS) and the quantity of instruction received (WEEKS,

REG-READ, SPL-READ, REG-MATH, SPL-MATH) are considered after

background) or after background and the remaining school-

experience variables. Clearly, the influence of separate

components of schooling can be quite small, but there is an

appreciable influence of quantity of instruction in each of the

years, consistent with Wiley's suggestion. Although there is

some influence of classroom context in two of the three years,

such influence is dominated by that of instruction and thus is

not at all the single most important school influence, as
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previously suggested (Coleman et al., 1966: ch. 3). (Of course,

the classroom context is measured at the classroom-level while

the hours of. instruction received are measured at the

individual-level, but we have no better seanyf representing

peer influences within this studp Aggregation of the

instructional hours to the classAevel wou13 alter the meaning of

those variables.)

Table 2-8 gives some indication of the relationship between the

school-experience variables on the one hand and background and
4n4

achievement on the other4-tb-31. may explain whithe observed

differencerin the influences of context and instruction -.self:

Although the characteristics of the student's homeroom are highly

correlated with his achievement, they are also highly correlated

with his background. The remaining schooling variables are less

strongly related to achievement, but are also more independent of

Table 2-S

Pooled Within-Cohort Correlations of School Experiences,
Achievement, and lackground for Cohorts 1 to 6

Variables 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9

1. Average achievement in homeroom, fall year 1 (MR-CTBS)
2. Proportion white or Asian in homeroom, year 1 (MR-RACE) .60

3. Average experience of teachers (7041R-EXP) .13 .08 --

4. Participation in compensatory education program(s) (0) -.27 -.27 -.10 --

S. Attendance in weeks (MRS) .19 .02 .03 -.10 --

6. Sours of regular reading instruction attended (AEG -READ) .03 .01 .09 -.17 .15

7. Sours of special reading instruction attended (SPL-READ) -.12 -.08 -.10 .27 .10 -.35
8. Hours of regular math instruction &tussled (REG-MATH) -.01 -.02 .04 -.11 .12 .43 -.15
9. Hours of special math instruction attended (SPLKATM) -.13 -.13 -.09 .22 .09 -.16 .43 -.38 --

10. Total achievement, fall year 3 (012S0) .SG .35 .08 -.34 .15 .10 -.21 .06 -.15
11. Total achievement, spring year 3 (CT181) .51 .34 .11 -.35 .16 .11 -.22 .07 -.15

12. rather's education Mfg= .36 .20 .08 -.23 .18 .07 -.11 .00 -.07
13. Mother's education (MOTHER) .38 .26 .08 -.23 .20 .07 -.10 .02 -.07
14. Occupation of household head (0CC) .27 .18 .06 -.16 .11 .02 -.OS .01 -.06
IS. Family income (MOM .42 .37 .07 -.21 .19 .03 -.08 -.01 -.08
16. Race/ethnicity (RACE) .47 .77 .07 -.25 .02 .03 -.10 -.00 -.13
17. Presence of 2 parents (2PARE8TS) .23 .31 .04 -.09 .08 -.01 -.03 .01 -.OS
18. Number of books in home (IOMS) .39 .35 .05 -.22 .12 .04 -.10 -.01 -.08
19. Parents' attendance at school events (A11730) .22 .14 .04 -.10 .17 .06 -.05 .01 -.0511=k.

Note. - Each correlation is based on all cases in the cross-section sample for which data are available for the pair
of variables involved.
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background. While there is some indication that compensatory

educational services and special reading and math instruction are

received more by academically and socioeconomically disadvantaged

students, the relatively greater independence of the

noncontextual schooling variables from background -probably

accounts for their stronger residual influence.

The only fact marring the present results on the influence of

classroom hours is that the effect of special reading instruction

is negative, Table 2-9 . It is unlikely that this service

actually reidces achievement. Rather, it more likely reflects

differences in other characteristics associated with selection

for this service and not sufficiently taken into account by the

variables employed. once admitting this possibility, we must

also admit that these uncontrolled characteristics may reflect

the academic and social backgrounds of the students rather than

receipt of other, unmeasured services that have a positive impact

on achievement and that are negatively related to receipt of

special reading instruction.

mois714"--
A countervailing consideration, however, is --thilther effect of

the total configuration of classroom hours for any given student

To be sure, the negative coefficient for SPL-READ

in the X composite means that it is possible to obtain a negative

overall number of (weighted) classroom houTs. Indeed, the

G&W)/
portion of the X composite that is due,

it

to the four hours

//'
variableri-oic is negative for between .7 and 1 percent of the

sample in each of the three years. However, this is an extremely

small percentage of the cases. Thus, it lakes sense to treat the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 2-9

Raw and Standardized Coefficients of the Components in the Background,

School-Characteristics, and School-Experience Composites

Components

Coefficients

Raw Standardized

Background Characteristics

Father's education (FATHER)
Mother's education (MOTHER)
Occupation of household head (OCC)

Family income (INCOME)
Race/ethnicity (RACE)
Presence of 1 parent (1PARENT)
Number of books in home (BOOKS)
Parents' attendance at school events (ATTEND)

4.408
4.264
-.341
-.565
5.541
/:816
2.055
.160

.108

.072

-.007
-.029
.035

.041

.059

.001

school Characteristics

Average achievement in student's school and grade (SCH-025) .012 .005

Racial composition of student's school and grade (501-RACE) 3.776 .019

Teacher inservice training (TRAINING) -4.214 -.028

Principal's education (PRINCIPAL)
-20.511 -.057

School library (LIBRARY) 12.449 .020

School Experiences

Average achievement in student's homeroom (HR-CTBS)
.077 .030

Racial composition of student's homeroom (HR-RACE) 2.398 .043

Student's reading and math teachers' teaching experience (TCH-EXP) .263 .013

Receipt of compensatory education (CE) -4.760 -.053

Attendance in weeks during year (MENS)
.667 .024

Hours of regular reading instruction received during year (REG-READ) .012 .014

Hours of special reading instruction received during year (SPL -READ) -.020 -.020

Hours of regular math instruction received during year (REG-MATH) .024 .018

Hours of special math instruction received during year (SPL-MATH) .043 .026

Note. -- The composite coefficients are based on the pooled within-cohort correlations in Table 2-1

and Table 2-7, except that here father's education or mother's education is coded "0" for

the purpose of computing the coefficients if he or she is absent from the home. Also, a

dummy variable representing the presence of only one parent is used instead of a dummy

variable representing the presence of both parents, as in the earlier tables.

overall coefficient for the total weighted hours within the I

composite as positive, since if we considered it as negative, we

would have to consider the weighted hours to be negative for over
4

99 percent of the cAsest (The weightei sum D a x can be

4
i=1 i i

written asciE1 bx
i
where x represents one of the four classroom

=

hour3 variables, cbi ai for every i, and c is an arbitrary

constant in sign and imgnitude. If we took the effect c of the

4

weighted sus
i
E b1

J.

g: to be negative, then the sum itself would be
=1

negative for almost all cases.)
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Finally, as noted in Table 2-9, the coefficient for CE is

negative and is yhflargest in magnitude when the components are

standardized. As in the case of special reading instruction, the

sign of the coefficient probably reflects aspects of initial

achievement and background thetp-ainot sufficiently taken into

el MA) NteitOced
account. This, together with the size of the contribution of the

A

CE componentrar raise /telti4oncern that the effects of the

aS
school-experience composite on later achieveme9Areported in

Chapters 3 and 5may be overestimated, particularly for cohort 1,

vhich exhibits the strongest effects. However, exclusion of the

CE component made little difference; the two composites--with and

without CE--vere so highly correlated that differences in the

effects for cohort 1 were inconsequential.

Component Weights for the Three Composites

Table 2-9 reports the raw (metric) and standardized coefficients

for the components in each composite. The standardized

coefficients vere obtained by using the pooled within-cohort

variances.

For the B and S composites, Alivariances of the components and

criterion vera computed as simple averages of the cohort

variances across tlyIL four cohorts in the three-year panel. For

SUX4.
the X composite, titil variances of the components and criterion

were computed as weighted averages of the cohort variances for

each year and cohort for which data were available over the three

years of the study'. Since three years of data were available for

MO Teas
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grades 3 to 6 while only one and two years of data were available

for grades 1 and 2, respectively, the covariances for the latter

were weighted by 3 and 1.5, respectively, while the remaining

covariances were equally weighted.

(Sample weights were not computed for the two-year panel.

Although such weights could have been computed as they were for

the cross-section and three-year panel, the means and covariances

for the second year were computed for the weighted three-year

panel, except for cohort 5. In this case, AlF/'statistics were

computed on the unweighted two-year panel for simplicity.)

The magnituies of the standardized coefficients give some sense

of the relative weights of the componenti in each composite. For

example, a standard deviation increase in BOOKS has a greater

effect on CTBS3 (all other things being equal) than does a

standard deviation increase in INCOME.

For reasons already given, it would not be productive to attempt

a substantive interpretation of the weights. The weights simply

define composites that are predictive of achievement gains and

that presumably reflect the factors of interest. Moreover,

standardized coefficients are not very meaningful for dichotomous

variables (04., RACE, CE) and the FATHER, MOTHERk and 1PARENT

variables are integrally related and meaningful only in their

natural (raw) units. However, even the metric coefficients are

in some cases suspect. For example, these coefficients imply

that a child's achievement will be greater if he has only one

parent than if the missing parent were present and had attained
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or-60Ar em4) ollii
only eight

A
years of schooling This

A
seems unlikely. In

addition, not much can be made of the negative coefficients for
$

some components. We have already noted the reason that some of

the components of the X composite have negative coefficients. In

addition, there are negative coefficients for some of the 8

components, reflecting 'suppressor' effects (Lord and Novick,

1968: 271-2). Here we have an example of an oft-occurring result

in regression analyses: when a number of positively and

substantially related predictors are included in a regression,

the signs of the coefficients of some of the weaker predictors,

which would be positive if the stronger predictors were excluded,

become negative. If the components with the negative

coefficients were excluded, the other,' positive coefficients

would generally decrease. The result is that since INCOME is

positively related to BOOKS, the increase in the 8 composite due

to an increase in BOOKS tends to be partially offset by an

increase in INCOME as well. If moms were excluded from the 8

composite, the effect of BOOKS would decline. One could omit the

suppressor variables from the composites, but at some loss in

accuracy of prediction (R2) of (later) achievement.

Finally, we note that the large negative coefficients in the S

composite led to S scores that mere on the average negative.
reSUlt 6t.00.4.4ge.

This poses no substantive problessedisieelrthe mean of the

variable has no effect on its path coefficient, whether metric or

standardized.

2-40
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Conclusions

WWI kJ
la--tirs-rle-mtatte--ef,constructing three composites to represent

A
background and school factors in models of the schooling process,

we found that, although the underlying components of the

factors are difficult to disentangle, both factors

appear to contribute to achievement gains. The most important

characteristic of the home environment that appears to produce

achievement gainsjis the kind of educational support and

encouragement the child receives. At school, the child's sheer

quantity of exposure and attention to instruction (assuming a

proportionate relation botween hours attended and hours attended

to) appear
57
to produce achievement gains. ST, found no 'support for

the proposition that the peer environment at school is the most

important school influence. Indeed, the effects of the peer

environment measured at the school-level are weak, and those

measured at the classroom-level are not consistent over the three

years of the study. Finally, we found that while background

41a4/
factors are significantly more important km-eompackeem--t0/1

school-level factors in the explanation of achievement gains,

once classroom- and individual-level data on school experiences

are taken into account, the direct influences of schooling and

background (averaged over the elementary grades) are

substantially similar in magnitude within any given year.

In the next two chapters, we use the three school and background

composites in models that irl-Wnot only provide an additional

assessment of the relative importance of schooling and

background, but also indicate how these affect .achievement over
3.J6/4.1fAVA MD T236
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time. The appreciable direct effects of schooling on achievement

found in this chapter/must be reconciled with the perpetuation of

the background-achievement relationship established prior
oASO

'to school. Ve
A
vi-lrexamine the parts of the schooling process

that account for t-hi/goexistence of these two results. .

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CHAPTER 3. THE SCHOOLING-ACHIEVEMENT PROCESS

basic structural-equation model of the schooling
process indicates that educational resources are
distributed to studvipprimarily on the basis of
academic skills aTalt-Achool attended rather than
social origins. T sure, there is a significant
amount of preferential treatment accorded to children
of privileged backgrounds above that which they would
receive if the school they attended depended solely on
their abilities and if the resources they received
depended solely on their school and abilities. vet
there are important opportunities for receiving school
resources independent of social background. Despite
these opportunities, however, the strong association
between background and abilities established prior to
schooling)in combination with a significant degree of
preferential treatment accorded to socioeconomically
privileged children results in a substantial
association between schooling and background.
Moreover, while schools exert a tangible influence on
achievement, the effects decline rapidly and markedly
with increasing grade. The decline is particularly
drastic for reading achievement, with no evidence of
schooling effects in the later grades.

A fundamental observation to be explained by any model
of the schooling process is that the correlation
between background and achievement remains essentially
constant throughout the elementary years, although the
association is stronger in reading than in math. This
perpetuation of the background-achievement relationship
is the result of Cl) the strong, combined effect of
highly correlated background and ability factors, (2)

the favorable distribution of school resources to
children o4 privileged backgroundspwhich, of course, is
the very penomenon that compensatory programs attempt
to mitigate), and (3) the generally modest effect of
schooling on achievement. Even if the preferential
treatment accorded to socioeconomically privileged stu-
dents were completely eliminated, the impact on the
background-achievement relationship would be insignifi-
cant because of (1) the modest effects of schools, (2)
some remaining association between background and
schooling due to the correlation of each with initial
achievement, and (3) the predominant importance of
earlier achievement in the determination of later
academic success.



. In this chaptar, we describe a structural- equation system or

'path' model that formalizes our causal assumptions about the

6'5
schooling processitdescribed in Chapter 1. We then examine how

background ani schooling influence achievement over three years

among the four observed. Next, we discuss how

educational opportunities say be assessed in terms of the model.

Finally, we consider the differential influences of background

and schooling on reading and math achievement.

The Basic Model

Our basic model of the schooling process is depicted in the form

of a path diagram, Figure 3-1 . This model, elaborated in

v'rious forms, lies at the heart of the analyses throughout this

study.

The diagram suggests that the child's social and academic origins

affect his schooling, which in turn affects his achievement. The

effects of origins are presused to be both direct and indirect

(through schooling).

Further, the model assumes a correlation between initial

achievement and background factors (represented by a cursed,

double-headed arrow between the two) rather than a causal

dependence of the forcer on the latter. This is done, first,

because some background factors--for example, parents' interest

in the child's achievements and provision of educative

materials--may be a consequence as well as a determinant of

achievement to that point, especially in later years of his

ma COPY AVAILABLE 3-2
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Initial Academic
Achievement (AO)

School Experiences
or Inputs (X)

Social Background (B)
(SES, Family Structure, etc.)

11111111

Figure 3-1

A Basic Model of the Schooling Process

Later Academic
Achievement (AL)



schooling. Seconi, both the parents' socioeconomic status and

the child's own achievement may depend on prior factors, such as

inherited intelligence. In short, the association between

initial achievement and background is unlikely to be due simply

to the dependence of the former on the latter. Consequently, the

association is left unexplained in the model by postulating both

factors to be 'exogenoust, as further explained below.

Statistically, the model may be written out as a system of two

'structural' equations, one for school experiences (X) and the

second for later achievement (AL):

(3.1)
* BIC * BXA AO * OXBB

t cx
0

AL = BAL BALXX OALA0A0 t 13ALBB cAt.

4.3c,404;45 as reyesSors

Each equation is a regression equation w-i-t1- those variables

of interest&

background (A0, B) are

having direct effects on the variable

firgresserssar Academic and social

'exogenous' variables because their values are determined

'outside the system', that is, in a way unexplained by the system

and taken as given, whereas the other, 'endogenous' variables

(X, AL) are determined by the exogenous variables and the

'disturbances' (EX, cAL) in the way described by the system, as

specified by the Bs.

In the nomenclature of structural-equation modeling, the variable

of interest whose behavior is explained by a given equation is

the 'current endogennus variable, while the regressors are

'predetermined' variables, which may include other endogenous

variables as well as exogenous variables, as in the equation for

AL. The Bs are 'structural coefficient

91
'path coefficients'



(particularly when the variables are standardized), or simply

1(direct) effects.

The system of equations (3.1) provides an underlying 'causal'

structure that explains the covariances asong the endogenous

variables. For example, if the disturbances are uncorrelated

with one another and with the random exogenous variables,. we can

see
bi
f/substituting the right hand side of the first equation

for the variable t in the second equation, that the covariance

between A L and X will be a function of the structural

coefficients and the variances and covariance of the two

exogenous Rriables. In a similar manner, the model also

explains 113r covariance relations between the endogenous

variables and the random exogenous variables. The covariance

structure of the random exogenous variables themselves is taken

as given and left unexplained.

The model is not subject to test as it stands because it

perfectly accounts for the covariance structure of the variables.

Its purpose is to provide an interpretation of the relationships

observed on the assumption that the covariance structure arises

from the model. 'This process is the inverse of that -off using the

observed relationships (the covariance structure) to test the

plausibility of the posited model. Assuming the model is true,

however, one can test various special cases that constrain

certain effects. We shall refer to the full underlying model

(which is not subject to test) as 'saturated° and to any model

derived therefrom that places certain restrictions on the

structural parameters and thereby allows a testias 'unsaturate

3-5
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Maximum- likelihood estimation of the effects in the model and

likelihood-ratio hypothesis testing under the assumption that the

disturbances and random exogenous variables are independent

across observations and normally distributed are well established

(Land, 1973; ?befit 1971: 460-1, 524-5; Jareskog, 1973, 1977;

Jareskog and sOrbome 1978). These procedures are employed as the

basis for statistical inferences throughout. Further details

about the procedures are.provided as particular models are

discussed.

The basic model of Figure 3-1 provides a means for a simple first

assessment of the extent to which schooling exerts an independent

or compensating influence on achievement. growth. With only two

measurements of achievement and a single period of schooling

between measurements, the causal scheme is straightforward. If

the direct effects of background and initial achievement on later

achievement decrease and if school experiences become

increasingly imr,ortant and independent of background over time,

use of the maximum observed interval between achievement

measurements should cast school factors in the most favorable

light. In addition, by employing the maximum test-retest

interval, we allow the true change in achievement scores and the

variance in intervening influences to be saximal, so that pretest

is less likely to account for most of the variance in posttest

simply because of test reliability or short-term trait stability.

If schools exert a significant independent influence on academic

achievement, then we should find that the total resource exposure

over the three-year period has substantial direct consequences

3-6
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for achievement in spring 1979,,both in absolute terms and

relative to the direct and indirect influences of background -

(unless our measures of school experiences are inadequate

or off-target). Resource exposure should also exhibit substan-

tial independence of background.
alk

Modification of the Basic Eodel

The actual models used in 44asses school-and. background
A

influences involve a slight modification of the model in Figure

3-1, motivated by two considerations. First, school

characteristics were essentially constant over the three years of

the study. Second, and more important in the absence of

adequate controls for neighborhood and community characteristics,

14144;*
school characteristics may be

A
'surrogates for- -- -thy: Thus,

aggregate and global characteristics of the schools are treated

as exogenous.

Once school characteristics are controlled, other schooling

variables such as classroom characteristics and individual

educational experiences can More seak1 be attributed to

schooling C;!intirel . S ASool experiences are endogenous,
Bemuse'

effects of aggregate and global classroom characteristics were

combined with individual experiences (as described ,in Chapter 2)

to obtain a single school-experience composite for the sake of

model simplicity.

In Chapter 1, we also mentioned that one direction of elaborating

the basic model was to consider' initial level of academic

motivation as another exogenous variable and subsequent levels as

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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eniogenous. Two indicators of initial motivation seemed

promising and were considered: the number of books brought home

by the child from N.ste library and the number of hours he spent

QS

reading during an average weekday of the school year (both

reported by parents). Preliminary results showed, however, that

their effects were generally small once background and initial

achievement were taken into account. Thus the simpler models

without measures of initial motivation were employed!

Our starting point, then, is the (saturated) model:

7 ITXA0A0 * 1TXSS ITXBB cX
(3.2)

k3 m ITA3XI ITA3A0k0+11A3SS IrA3BB cly

where S represents school characteristics and AL has been

replaced by A3, the spring 1979 achievement score. The variables

are now centered (i.e., deviated from their means), so that the

constant (*intercepts) terms are absent. In addition, we

generally consider the variables as standardized, and hence the

vs as standardized coefficients, unless otherwise noted. The

model is depicted in the path diagram for cohort 2 in Figure 3-2,

the diagrams for the other cohorts representing unsaturated

special cases.

Before interpreting this model for the four cohorts, there are a

few additional technical details to observe. B and S are the

composites, respectively, for background and school

characteristics assessed in the first study year. I is the total

of individual- and class-level educational experiences over the

three years. AO is fall 1976 achievement (CTBSO) and A3 spring

1979 achievement (CTBS3).
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Figure 3-2

Path Diagrams With Estimates of Standardized Coefficients for the

Model of Equation 3.2, With Nonsignificant Effects Omitted
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Models of the form in Eq. (3.2) with uncorrelated disturbances

and 'one -way causation' (e.g., I affects A3, but A3 does not

affect X) are called 'recursive For such models, whether

saturated or unsaturated, the maximum-likelihood estimates under

the normality assumptions described above are obtained by

ordinary least squares (OLS) . (The OLS estimates have other

desirable properties without the assumption of normality of the

disturbances or of the random exogenous variables. However, we

will require the assumption of normality in any event in order to

use established hypothesis-testing procedures. See Land [1973A

and Theil [1971: 460-1, 524-0) -T-hi estimates of the

effects are reported in Table 3-1 as well as in

Figure 3-2. l`heigorresponding metric estimates are given in

Table C-3 of Appendix C.
1...

Table 3-1

Estimates of Standardized Effects for the Models of Figure 3-2

711b

...4
Predetermined Variable

P Effect Endogenous Variable

0 Three-Year Total Total Achievement School Student

0
School Experiences Fall Year 1 Characteristics Backgrrund

Cohort 1
4"1ca Cirect Three-year total school experiences --- .411 .183 .2671

VA Direct Total achievement, spring year 3 .352 .441 .000 .C76

en
Indirect
Total

Total achievement. spring year 3
Total achievement. spring year 3

---

.352

.145

.585

.064

.064

.093

.174

Cohort 2

Direct Three-year total school experiences --- .414 .223 .273

Direct Total achievement, spring year 3 .061 .644 .084 .135

Indlrect Total achievement, spring year 3 .025 .014 .217

Total ' Total achievement, spring year 3 .061 .669 .098 .251

Cohort 3

Direct Three-year total school experiences --- .439 .211 .287

Direct Total achievement. spring year 3 .176 .619 .000 .11C

Indirect Total achievement, spring year 3 --- .077 .037 .051

Total Total achievement. spring year 3 .176 .726 .037 .161

Cohort 4.

Direct Three-year total school experiences --- .480 .075 .276

Direct Total achievement, spring year 3 .065 .724 .000 .136

Indirect Total achievement, spring year 3 .031 .005 .011

Total Total achievement, spring year 3 .065 .736 .005 .145

Note. -- The estimate of en effect is zero (indicated as .000) when the estimate pn er the saturatedmodel As not

significantly different from zero. In that case, the unsaturated model adopted, with the corresponding

parameter assumed to be zero.

The dashes (---) indicate that the parameter is not defined under the saturated model.
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The estimates shown in Figure 3-2 follow path-diagrammatic

conventions. Estimated correlations between pairs of exogenous

variables are placed adjacent to the curved, double-headed arrows

connecting members of the pairs. Estimates of the standardized

path coefficients corresponding to the irs of Eq. (3.2) are

displayed alongside the single-headed arrows from one variable to

another. Finally, the standard deviation of each disturbance,

which in a recursive system is the square root of the coefficient

of alienation for the endogenous variable, is shown at the head

of an arrow leading from the disturbance to the variable. This

standard deviation is also the effect of the disturbance when it

is standardized.

The estimatesestimates shown in Figure 3-2 are th6td---1114--aw'

significantly different from zero at the .05 level. The only

coefficients eliminated were the direct effects of S on A 3 for

cohorts 1, 3, and 4. It turned out that, given the sample sizes,

coefficients of magnitude less than .05 were nonsignificant.

The means, standard deviations, and correlations of the variables

on which all estimates and tests in this and the following

chapter are based are reported in Table C-2 of Appendix C. The

statistics are given by cohort for the three-year panel of

cohorts 1 to 4. -To minimize 41(loss of data, each statistic was

based on the maximum number of cases with nonmissing data. In

particular, the correlation matrices contain elements that are

3-11
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based on different subsets of the sample. Thus, prior to

analyses of the matrices for each problem, it was determined that

they were well-behaved (i.e., positive
4

definite). For the

purpose of hypothesis testing, the average number of cases

available for each cohort was used (N = 815, 751, 720, and 523

for cohorts 1 to 4, respectively).

Background, Schooling, and Achievement

We began our analysis of the schooling-achievement process by

treating the .three years of the study as a single period--without

consideration of intervening achievements and their relations to

40
schooling. In this simplified setting, tbtr common patterns

across the cohorts and the uniqueness of experiences of cohort 1

are immediately apparent.

First, let as examine relations among exogenous variables

representing the characteristics of students and their schools as

they entered the three-year period. It is clear that at any

given grade (among those observed), there is a strong

relationship between the level of skills with which a student

enters school (As) and his social background (B)

on -th-eet-4415: As noted in Chapter 2 and affirmed by our

composites, this relationship appears neither to decline nor to

increase with progression through school.

The substantial correlation between background and initial

achievement notwithstanding, achievement at any grade level is
poriion

largely independent of background. Since the px-aportApn-- of
4

variance in initial achievement accounted for by background
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rarely amounts to sore than a thiri, this- --wan about
0C Orve, Vatirafoter

two-thirds 1is completely unrelated to and inexplicable by

background. (Even if we consider S Alf an indicator of

background, the remaining proportion of variance in initial

achievement is still about .6 ) Thus, insofar as schooling and

later achievement depen34n initial achievement primaril there

are opportunities both for background to influence achievement

indirectly and for factors independent of background to advance a

child's academic skills.

Just as the child's initial achievement is related to social

tiffs ,,
origins, so ar+e*-1 the quality of titerschool

.

IS
A 1

related to his background an?, to a somewhat lesser extent,
10 IA% 9 g....

Aiacaiemic abilities as well. For the later grades, -thy

association between initial achievement and school

characteristics could be due to effects of schools on achievement

or of achievement on school selection. At the point of entry

into school in the first grade, however, the quality of school

that the child attends tclearly 11;lrelated to initial

achievement (the partial correlation between S and A is .17

for cohort 1

This pattern of approximately equal correlations between school

quality on the one hand and background and initial achievement on

the other is also evident for cohorts 2 and 3. For cohort 4, the

tvo correlations decrease, with a sharper decline for the

correlation between school quality and initial achievement. We
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suspect that the reason for,;; is that the S composite does not

function for this cohort
Aag

as an

indicator of school quality. Note that the composite also does

the poorest job of accounting for school experiences for cohort 4,

and has the least variance in this cohort. In reviewing the

components for tha S composite, we observed that cohort 4 was the

only one for which there was no school whose principal had a

doctor's degree, while the distributions for the other school

characteristics were essentially similar across the cohorts.
ri4 -C4 ci nily res-1?-1 cte.1

-B-e occurrenceW the variability of this composite foroccurrences
(3 MAAS 6

cohort 4 wai-actiaiktr-ismaz.i.c.teerin the sample. /1.44411ethe

principal's education figures prominently in the S composite

(Table 2-9), it is likely that it alone accounts for the

discrepant results for cohort 4.

Turning to the effects of the three exogenous variables on the

first step in the schooling-achievement process, namely, school

experiences (X) , we note that for all cohorts, initial

achievement is the most important factor. Increases in school

services are about one-and-one-half or more times more responsive

to increases (in standard-deviation units) in academic ability

than to increases of social status or the quality of the school.

In addition, the quality of the school attended is generally an

important factor in the kinds of educational services to which

students are exposed, the exception for cohort 4 probably being

unimportant as noted above. (Parents who work hard to plape
re)q)Hiows h

their children in certain schools are already convinced of this.)
A

Nevertheless, even with academic abilities and school quality
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controlled, family background exerts a relatively strong direct

effect on experiences at school. Thus, services are dependent on

background not only indirectly, through the skills with which

children begin school and the schools to which they are assigned,

but also directly. For those interested in seeing school

resources allocated on a basis (statistically) independent of socioeconomic

status (which is a goal of legislation affecting school finances), this is.not

a welcome result. Moreover, even if the direct effect of background on school

cahr
services were nullified (by allocating services without regard to background

A

iALt2tt ), a substantial correlation between services and

background would remain, as indicated by the difference rXB -

'NB'
where rXB is the (estimated) correlation between X and B and

pxB is the (estimated, standardized, direst) effect of B on X.

This difference is the (estimated) part of the correlation that

is due(other than to th direct effect of B on X. The difference

ranges from .253 to .322 for the four cohorts (see rows 1 and 2

of Table 3-2, panel 1, below; row 2 is the correlation between B

and X) and would probably be greater if better measures of school

characteristics were employed, since pxB would probably be less

in that case. (The use of better measures of school

characteristics would probably shift greater weight to the

indirect determination of school experiences by background

[through the quality of the school attended], but the resulting

component of the association between X and B due to D-XB + PXSrSBP

representing the influenct of background on school experiences

not due to the association of background with initial ability,

would probably not be changed.)
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It is worth repeating that while background is an important

factor in the receipt of school services, 4h 'academic ability of

the student is more important. moreover, even if ability and the

quality of the school were completely dependent on background,

the receipt of school services would be to the same degree

independent of background as it is dependent on it, in the sense

that the proportion of variance in X accounted for by all three

exogenous factors is about one-half, leaving one-half to be

accounted for by other factors. Thus, while the educational

system clearly favors the socioeconomically privileged beyond

what would be expected because of their abilities and schools.'

characteristics, there is also a large element of 'randomization'

of services, providing important opportunities for children to

receive services independent of their social origins.

Finally, we consider the effects of all four predetermined

variables on achievement in the spring of the third year. First,

we need some definitions. For recursive models, the 'total'

effect of a predetermined variable on an endogenous variable is

the sum of its direct effect and all its indirect effects.

Loosely speaking, an 'indirect' effect is the product of direct

effects 'connecting' the predetermined variable to the endogenous

variable via a particular combination of intervening variables,

proceeding in a 'forward' direction. (The arrows then form a

causal 'chain'.) For example, the single indirect effect of A0

on A3 is through (its effect on) X and is 7A
3
X7XA

0
. The total

effect of A0 on A3 is ire

3 0
7A3X7XA0 and represents the effect

of Ao on A3 both directly and indirectly. Similar rules apply to
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the other two exogenous variables. The values of the total and

indirect effects are interpreted in the same way as the value of

the direct effect, whether standardized or not.

For three of the four cohorts, the effect of the quality of the

school attended is indirect. That is to say, while the school

conditions the kinds of educational experiences to which the

student is exposed, once such experiences are taken into account,

the school itself generally has no influence on achievement.

For all four cohorts, achievement three years later not

surprisingly depends predominantly on the abilities with vhich

students entered the study. This is evident not only iron the

pattern of direct effects, but also from the patterns of indirect

and total effects for the three exogenous variables (Table 3-1).

Much more interesting, hoverer, is the pattern of generally

increasing direct effects from thjearlier to later achievement)

from cohort 1 to cohort 4, with the largest jump occurring from

cohort 1 to cohort 2. Cohort 1 also exhibits the largest effect

of school experiences on (later) achievement both in absolute

terms and relative to the effects of initial achievement and

background. Finally, theViariance of the disturbance (residual)

for later achievement exhibits a general decline from cohorts 1

to 4.

These patterns indicate that as the child progresses through

elementary school, his later achievement becomes increasingly

predictable, less dependent on his school and school experiences,

and more directly dependent on his earlier academic skills. The
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direct translation of social status and initial academic

abilities into later achievements is less efficient in the early

years of elementary schooling, but becomes more so in a short

interval of time. While we cannot project the patterns beyond

the elementary years, these results and those using the

year-to-year achievement data in Chapter 4 suggest that schools

become less influential and achievement increasing) directly

dependent on prior academic statuses) as the child progresses

through school. The historioai preference for targeting

compensatory educational services primarily at the lower grades

probably reflects la part educators' intuitive knowledge of this

phenomenon.

Although the pattern of direct effects of school experiences (X)

on later achievement is not as consistent as one would like to

support this thesis, there does appear to be a declining

influence of schooling on achievement over the cohorts if one

includes the direct effect of the quality of the school (S) as

well. In this sense, cohort 1 shows the strongest schooling

influences, while cohort 4 shows the weakest. We will encounter

further evidence in support of this conclusion when we consider

the effects of schooling independent of background in the next

section of this chapte5and also when we include the intervening

achievement levels between fall 1976 and spring 1979 and

disaggregatl the school experiences by year in Chapter 4.

There are two possible alternative explanations for the observed declining

influence of schooling. One is that the reliability of the achievement

measures increases with grade, which explains the generally declining
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residual variance of the four cohorts' later achievements. In this explanation,

the relatively lower reliability of the assessment at the start of the first grade

is the only reason that later achievement depends substantially less on earlier

achievement for Cohort 1. A second possible explanation involves the measurement

characteristics of the achievement tests themselves. Tests at the higher levels

contain items more variable in terms of grade-level appropriateness, so that at

the early grades all the items
il

very nearly appropriate for students, but at
vparpc

.414ifee
higher grades many itemr

A
Aavetoo

easy or too difficult. If this we r the case,
1-

then schooling at the higher grades cammnebeA
directly relevant t uch of the

test as it
40
call
04

be at the earlier grades (e.g., a compensatory class in grade six
A /

focuses on low-level skills and may be very successful at it, but it does not

focu much on high-level skills; therefore even a successful compensatory program
wool*
m411.affect less of the test variance at higher grades than it would be at lower

ones.)

We do not believe these alternative explanations are as satis-

factory as the substantive interpretaion. Certainly, the

evidence is that the CTBS becomes more reliable at the higher

grades and that there is a greater difference between

reliabilities at grades 1 and 2 than at other adjacent grades.

(See the pattern of reliability measures based on internal

consistency reported in Hemenway et al., 1978: 42, 44 For

various reasons, related to test-taking inexperience at the start

of schooling and the difficulty of administering tests for this

first assessment, the reliability of the test is lowest at that

time. However, it is doubtful that.tive particularly low direct

effect of initial achievement on later achievement, for cohort 1

is due entirely to considerations of reliability. If initial

achievement were measured with substantially greater error for

cohort 1, we would expect such achievement to affect school

experiences with substantially less power as well. In fact, the

nonstandardized direct effects of initial achievement on school

experiences are 4 highest for cohort 1 (.19) and fairly
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constant (.14. to .15) for the other three cohorts. (See Table

C-3 in Appendix C. The standard error for these estimates is
about .01 for each cohorts)

Two statistical factors combine to create the smaller

standardized effect
Comparmate
theefes.

4
the other

of earlier on later achievement for cohort 1
eckel

three cohorts. "'Isis
4
follows from the fact

that the standardized structural coefficient is a product of the

metric coefficient and the ratio of the standard deviation of the

predetermined variable of interest to that of the current

endogenous variable. First, the metric direct effect of initial

achievement on later achievement is lowest for cohort 1 (.76,

compared with .83, .88, and .86 for the remaining three cohorts

in order; see Table C-3). Second, and much more important as
4P

evident from Table C-2 the raio of the standard deviations of
4

initial achievement to that of later achievement is lowest for

cohort 1 (.58, .78, .74, .76 for the four cohorts in order). In

particular, children enter the first grade with more closely
mu./ rS

grouped abilities than
A
at any later point in their educational

careers. As they proceed through school, some children acquire

more skills than others, so that the range and standard

deviations of scores increase with grade level. (The minima and

maxima of total achievement scores in fall 1976 for the six

cohorts of the cross-section sample are in order of cohort [207,

411], (225, 566], (269, 641], (284, 679], [332, 781], and [349,

791].) If we consider any three-year period of elementary

school, the first three years show the most dramatic expans.ton of

a cohort's achievement levels. Something happens within these

years to create greater differences than existed before and a

relatively greater increase in variation than within any other
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three-year period. Aside from probable maturational variations

among students, our results indicate that a significant factor is

the educational experiences they encounter, represented by the

direct effect of X on.A .

Equality of Educational Opportunity

We have found that school experiences depend primarily on initial

achievement and school quality together rather than on

socioeconomic background, but that background is a significant

determinant even after controlling for prior abilities and

school. We have also found that schooling has a substantial

impact on achievement in the earlier yearsybut that its effects

diminish to extremely modest levels by the end of elementary

school. Thus, while school services continue to depend on

background, school, and initial achievement in a fairly uniform

manner across the four cohorts observed, the effects of such

services and of the school itself on achievement decline over the

student's educational career.

Finally, we have fount that despite the palpable effects of

schooling for every cohort, particularly the first, the

association between background and achievement, already strongly

established at entry into school, remains more or less constant

throughout the six years of elementary schooling. We recall the

EEO report's declaration, on the basis of cross-sectional data,

that the "inequalities imposed on children by their home,

neighborhood, and peer environment are carried along to become

the inequalities with which they confront adult life at the end
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of school" (Coleman et al., 1966: 325). The present,

longitudinal data, although covering only the first half of the

12 grades of schooling, are strikingly consistent with this

declaration.

These results raise two important and intimately related

questions. First, on a more technical note, how can we reconcile

the appreciable effects of schooling reported in this and the

previous chapter with the constancy of the background-achievement

relationship in evidence for every cohort, including the first?

Second, on a. broader plane, what are the implications of these

results for the extent to which schools provide educational

opportunities? We shall address these. questions in reverse

order.

Schooling and Educational Opportunities. According to the EEO

report, "equality of educational opportunity through the schools

must imply a strong effect of schools that is independent of the

child's immediate social environment, and that strong independent

effect is not present in American schools" (Coleman et al., 1966:

325). As noted in Chapter 1, it is still unclear whether the

lack of a strong independent effect, if any, is due to a modest

effect of schooling on the development of academic skills, to the

favorable distribution of educational resources to children of

richer social backgrounds, to the strong effects of highly

correlated background and ability factors, or to some combination

of all - e(these processes. The present findings indicate how

these factors combine to affect educational opportunities during

elementary schooling. Again, we find the basic model useful for

formalizing the problem.
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What the model can tell us about equality of educational

opportunity depends on one's definition of that concept. Before

considering the alternatives, it may be helpful to consider the

meaning of equality of (socioeconomic achievement) opportunities

after schooling, on which there may be greater agreement. In

that context, we may accept the notion that 11(c]omplete equality

of opportunity exists when the social and economic status a

person has is determined by his own abilities and efforts rather

than by the' circumstances of his birth" (U.S. Department of

Health, !ducat ion, and Welfare, 1969: 15) , even if there may be

disagreement about how much we want to base our society's rewards

on talent or, more precisely, certain talents. In the context of

education, however, beyond the notion that the quality of

schooling should not be based on one's social origins, there may

or may not also be the notion that schooling--in particular, the

development of cognitive skills--should be based on intellectual

ability and motivation. on the one hand, the principle that a

child should be given educational resources to enable him to go

as far as his abilities and motivation can take him is probably

acceptable if not cherished. On the other hand, if school

resources are allocated on the basis of fallible measures of

intellectual ability (IQ or other test scores) *hi( measurl

initial skill levels that are highly dependent on social

background, then such an allocation criterion can serve "as a-

kind of cement which fixes students into the social classes of

their birth" (Sexton, 1961: 51). Under the circumstances just
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described, allocation of school resources on the basis of initial

achievement would reinforce advantages resulting from the

environment into which one is born, while a uniform distribution

of such resources unuld increase the relative achievement of

children who suffer socioeconomic disadvantages through accident

of birth.

In the previous section, we examined the direct effects of

background, schools, and initial achievement on educational

services and concluded that such services are distributed

primarily on' the basis of the latter two factors combined. We

also noted, in terms of the variance explained in school

services, that even if the indirect influence of background

through its association with school quality and initial

achievement were taken into account, there is a large component

of variance unexplained by background.

The first of these two findings is sufficient to characterize

educational opportunities if one is merely concerned with whether

or not ability is the primary determinant of school services.

The second is important if one accepts (as we and the authors of

the LEO report have) the notion that equality of opportunity

means that school resources must be allocated and skills

developed on a basis independent of background and related

characteristics, not merely on some basis -- whether initial

ability or any other criterf.on--that by its nature functions in

part as a surrogate for socioeconomic status. Therefore, in the

remainder of this section, we will weigh the direct and indirect

influences of background against the independent effects of
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initial achievement ani school factors by 'breaking apart' the

effects of the nonbackground factors and all1CC;;T:?/those

portions that are due to the covariance of hese factors with

background to the influence of backgroun The remaining

portions of the effects of initial achievement and school factors

will be the effects of these factors 'independent of background

Such effects will than be compared with the 'augmented'

background effect, which represents, in a sense, the direct and

indirect influences of background.

Consider, fiist, the distribution of school services (X). From

the first member in Eq. (3.2),

x =ff
AO $4.ff B E

XXA0 0 XB

3 7rXA0 (AO PA
0
BB PA

0
BB) 1TXS (S PSBB Pr-1BB)

g E
XnXB

s wXA0(k0 PA00) nXS(S PSBB) (n:CB wXA
0
PA

0
B

)BwXSPSB c
X'

where PAog is the correlation between AO and
13,) and PSB

the

correlation between S and B. Thus,

(3.3) X w* 1* w* s* w* g EX.
XA

o
0 XS XB

where

and

w* = w vf 1 -
PAXA XA O

00

Tr *XS ir X S V 1
P;)3

A*
0

= 11 4/0 q B(AO PA B
0 0

S* 3 (S PSBB)ai PgB

W*
X

soff 4ff p O +wp.B XB XA0 A XS SB
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Note that Ten* = varS* = varB = 1, so that K
1T*niand "KB

0 A0'

are the standardized structural coefficients for, respectively,

the portion of A
0

independent of B, the portion of S independent

of B, and the sum of B and the portions of AD and S associated

(i.e., perfectly correlated) with B.

In the earlier sociological literature on path analysis (e.g.,

Duncan, 1966; Land, 1969), the parameter
XB

was called the total

effect of B on X and was a parameter of central interest. More

recently, the tern 'total effect' has been used in the sense

adopted herein (see Alvin and Hauser, 1975) and * is now called

IN

XB
imaust.

the 'total associatio ' 511ze r* = p (The equation for 7T*
XB XB XB

above therefore represents a decomposition of the correlation or

'association' between X and B.) We shall instead refer to r* as
XB

the 'augmented' affect of background on schooling.

The justification for considering as an effect is as follows.
XB

r* is the total effect of B on X if one posits a somewhat
XB
different model than in Eq. (3.2), namely, one in which the

correlations between initial achievement and background and

between school quality and background arise from a causal

dependence of initial achievement and school quality on

oeco.44se
background. This assumption may be contrary to fact,

t

stne,,-as

noted earlier, some of the association between the home

environment and achievement is due to the effects of achievement

on parental behavior. Thus, the augmented background effect may

tend to overrepresent the influence of social origins by

attributing all common influences of background with the other

exogenous factors to itself. This tack is useful, however, if we
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suspect that background is an important determinant of initial

abilities and the quality of the school attended, in that we

obtain the minimal independent effects of schooling and ability,

assuming that the B composite captures most of the background

characteristics of the student. Ve shall refer to "T* and "T*XS XA0
as the 'independent' effects of S an4 Ao (effects 'independent of

background1).

Table 3-2 reports the maximum-likelihood estimates of the

coefficients of Eq. (3.3) and some other results as well. The

coefficients in order of row for the first panel are:

(1) the direct effect of background (1TXB)

(2) the augmented effect of background PIC&

(3) the independent effect of school quality (7r* )

XS

(4) the independent effect of earlier achievement (Tr* )

XA0

(5) the combined effect of school and initial achievement,

independent of backgrounds (7r4r2 W*XS
XA

0
VI0ITNPA0(1/2), which corresponds to Heise's 0972)

'sheaf coefficient.' In essence, the effect is of the

linear combination "Tio A* "Tio S* after standardization
XA0 0 XS

(i.e., division by the standard deviation of the linear

combination). Substantively, the coefficient is the

combined effect of those portions of initial achievement

and school quality that are independent of background.

(6) the effect of eX when standardized.

The second panel of the table reports results when S is

considered itiKtnother indicator of background. As noted above,
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Table 3-2

Effects of Background, of Portions of School Factors and Initial Achievement
Correlated With Background, and of the Portions of These Factors

Independent of Background on School Experiences

Background effects: school and achievement effects
independent of background

Effect
Cohort

1 2 3 4

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Direct effect of student background
Augmented effect of student background
Independent effect of school characteristics
Independent effect of total achievement, fall year 1
Independent combined effect of school characteristics
and total achievement, fall year 1
Effect of standardized disturbance

.280

.539

.177

.353

.421

.730

.273

.528

.217

.361

.445

.724

.287

.609

.200

.358

.425

.670

.278

.531

.073

.417

.423

.734

Background and school effects: achievement effects
independent of background and school

Effect
Cohort

1 2 3 4

1. Direct combined effect of student background and school
characteristics

2. Augmented combined effect of student background and
school characteristics

3. Effect of total achievement, fall year 1, independent
of student background and school characteristics

4. Effect of standardized disturbance

.372 .392 :408 .303

.592 .598 .664 .540

.348 .358 .357 .417

.730 .724 .670 .734

school characteristics may function as a proxy for neighborhood

factors rather than as an indicator of school quality. Hence,

the coefficients in order of row are:

(1) the combined effect of B and S on 10/".

(2) 9e augmented effect of these two variables when their

association with A0 is considerei to reflect influences

of B and S on Aolrand

(3) tbe effect of AO on X independent of B and S.

As the first panel of Table 3-2 shows, there is a substantial

difference between the direct effect of a student's background on

his educational experiences and the augmented, effect of
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background, when we consider the latter's association with school

quality and initial achievement. For cohort 1, which is typical

of all the cohorts, the direct effect is about one-half of the

augmented effect. Thus, because of the substantial correlation

between, on the one hand, the child's socioeconomic background

and, on the other, his academic abilities and school's quality at

the start of his educational career, the augmented effect of

background on schooling can be much greater than the direct

effect of background alone. Clearly, those who are privileged by

background are likely to be given more educational resources,

even if much of this is due directly to initial academic

abilities and choice of school and only indirectly to background.

Fully half of the association between background and school

experiences is due to the preferential treatment that

socioeconomically privileged children receive, while the other

half is due to the association of background with ability and

school quality.

Table 3-2 (first panel) also shows that the independent effects

of the school and of prior academic abilities are substantial.

Their combined independent effect is not as large as the

augmented background effect, but when one also considers the

effect of other factors uncorrelated with background, school, and

initial abilities (represented by ex), the effects independent of

background are such greater than the augmented background effect

(e.g., for cohort 1, 44212 .7302 = .842 > .539). The effect

of e
x

(when standardized) represents factors that were earlier

characterized as 'randomizing' the assignment of school resources
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to some degree. These factors in combination with assignment on

the basis of school quality and initial achievement, which remain

largely independent of background, provide important

opportunities independent of background for obtaining school

resources.

These results are essentially duplicated even when we consider

school quality as simply a surrogate for neighborhood

characteristics (Table 3-2, second panel). The direct and

augmented effects of background are increased and the independent

effect of initial achievement reduced in relation to the

independent effect of initial achievement and school quality

but the relative strength of background and correlated

factors on the one hand and independent factors on the other

remain essentially the same.

Educational opportunity must be assessed not only in terms of the

dependence of school experiences on background and independent

factors, but also, in terms of the resulting levels of academic

skills achieved. The calculation of augmented and independent

effects now becomes somewhat more complicated because of the fact

that there is an intervening variable (X) between the exogenous

factors and later achievement. While there is no unique way of

proceeding, we shall find the following effect's useful for

characterizing the schooling process:

(1) NO direct effect of background trrABC31-

(2) is indirect effect through X
(17A3 'ern )4r

(3) the augmented direct effect of background (IA
38

+

IrA
3
SPSB TrA

3
A
0
PA

0
B)(/
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(4) Me augmented indirect effect of background through X

(1T 1TXar )/
A
3
X B

(5) tie independent direct effect of earlier achievement

(say 1
. 3 0

(6) ipe.independent indirect effect of earlier achievement

through X CIT TT* ,Y
A3x XA0

(7) ,he independent direct and indirect effect of school

quality (TT* x Tr* )rand -
A3S A3X XS

(8) the effect of X independent of all prior (exogenous)

factors (11.

A3X X

These eight effects are represented in Table 3-3, along with

viar- the effect of c
A3

when standardized. We have not shownA ,
3

the results when S is considered as another background factor,
as
i&fter these remits are practically identical with those reported

A
in the table.

1464eki vivre/el" Table 3-3

Effects of Background, of Portions of School Factors and Initial Achievement Correlated with Background,
1 and of the Portions of These Factors Independent of Background eurimlomegiehmemamestr-

Effect

Cohort

1 2 3 4

1. Direct effect of student background .076 .135 .110 .136

2. Indirect effect of student background (thru three -year total school experiences) .099 .017 .05C .C15

3. Augmented direct effect of student background .302 .448 .486 .495

4. Augmented indirect effect of student background .189 .032 .107 .034

S. Independent direct effect of total achievement, fall year 1 .378 .563 .529 .629

6. Independent indirect effect of total achievement, fall year 1 .124 .022 .063 .0:.7

7. Independent direct and indirect effects of school characteristics .062 .095 .035 .C25

8. Effect of three-year total school experiences independent of all prior variables .257 .044 .118 .C46

9. Effect of standardised disturbance .652k .619 .526 .536

The first two rows of Table 3-3 display the direct and indirect

effects of background on later achievement and are analogous to

the first row of Table 3-2. When the association of background
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with other factors is not taken into account, the net effect of

background is clearly modest and, on average over the four

cohorts, does not dominate the direct effects of schooling. Rows

3 and I of the table show, however, that once the association of

background with initial achieveaent and school quality are taken

into account, the influence of background on later achievement is

substantially augmented. Since school quality has no direct

effect on later achieveaent for most of the cohorts, the

augmented direct effect of background is zostlyialgAto its

association with initial achievement and the large effect of the

latter on liter achievement. In addition, for two of the four

cohorts that exhibit substantial effects of school experiences on

later achievement, the augmented indirect effect of background,

which is the result of the direct effect of school experiences on

achievement and of the association between such experiences and

background, is substantial.

Row 5 of the table presents the direct effect of earlier

achieveaent, independent of background, on later achievement.

Comparison of the figures in this colusn with the direct effects

of earlier on later achievement in Table 3-1,shows that the bulk

of the effect of prior ability on achievement is unrelated to

background factors.

Rows 6 to 8 of Table 3-3 represent the 'expected' effects (in a

normative rather than statistical sense) of the schooling process

on achievement. The first effect is that of prior ability,

independent of background and mediated by the services received.

This effect cannot be attributed entirely to schooling, since

3-32
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initial ability is involved, but the effect does represent an

effect of the schooling process as it is expected to operate

insofar as resources are allocated on the basis of ability and

facilitate further achievements. The second effect is that of
A
school quality, independent of background, both direct

ry

and

through the educational services received. Since for most

cohort4/there is no direct effect of S on A3, this effect is

predoainantly indirect. The third effect is that of school

services independent of background, school quality, and initial

achieveaent.

Finally, row 9 represents the effect of residual factors

uncorrelated with all prior, explicit factors in the aodel (X,

Ao, S, and 9). It indicates that much of the variation in later

achievement is unexplained by background, schooling, or prior

abilities.

The pattern of results confirms our earlier conclusions that

schooling influences are substantial soon after the child begins

his education, but that these influences decline as the child

advances through school. In addition, if we compare the

influences of schooling independent of background with the direct

and indirect influences of background, there is little doubt that

for all but the first cohort, background is the stronger

influence.

Somewhat counterbalancing the strong direct and indirect

influences of background in the schooling-achievement processis .

not so much the influence of schools, but rather the influence of
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sheer ability, independent of background. In other words,

opportunities for advancement of one's academic skills

independent of background are, though modestly provided by

schools, substantially enhanced by the fact that ability alone is

a large determinant of academic success.

In short, while schools provide important opportunitiei for

receiving educational resources independent of background, the

effects of those resources independent of background are

.relatively small in general and certainly insufficient to alter

the background-achievement relationship.

Finally, we have observed that while factors independent of

social background affect schooling and achievement, the

relationship between background and achievement established prior

to entry into school is undiminished by the educational process.

The present results indicate that this outcome is the result of

all three of the following: a strong effect of highly correlated

background and ability factors, the favorable distribution of

educational resources to children of privileged backgrounds--only

in part due to preferential treatment on the basis of background,

and the generally modest effects of schooling on achievement.

The Stability of the Background-Achievement Relationship. We have

seen that prior achievement is the primary determinant of later

achievement for all the cohorts (Table 3-1) . When this influence

is combined with the high correlation between background and

initial achievement, a firm base is provided for the preservation

of the background-achievement relationship. When to this base is
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added the direct effect of background, we obtain most if not all

of its augmented direct effect (row 3 of Table 3-3), since the

component due to the direct effect of school quality and its

association with background is nil in most cases and modest in

the exceptional case (cohort 2).

The 'fitted' correlation between background and later

achievement- -that is, the correlation implied by the (generally

unsaturated) model (for each cohort) in Figure 3-2 and the

estimates of the structural parameters under the model - -is the

sum of rows 3 and 4 of Table 3-3. Hence, for cohorts 2 and 4,

the strong effect of highly correlated background and prior

ability factors alone accounts for most of the association

between background and later achievement. Moreover, row 4 (the

augmented indirect effect of background) shows that the effects

of school experiences on achievement were so modest that despite

the high correlation between social origins and school

experiences (PxB = w* ; row 2 of Table 3-2), the children in

these cohorts were unable to capitalize much on their "matter

schooling to enhance their relative academic standing

signif icantly.

On the other hand, in the case of cohorts 1 and 3, the

contribution to the background-achievement correlation of the

effect of school experiences and its association with origins is

appreciable. For these cohorts, however, when school influences

were large enough to make some difference, the high correlation

between background and school experiences only enhanced the

relative academic standing of children of privileged backgrounds.

3-35
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If we were to eliminte the partial association between social

origins and school quality given prior achievement and remove the

direct effeCt of origins og school experiences (while keeping the

other structural parameters constant), we would remove all

partial association between background and schooling given prior

achievement. This partial association may be considered to be

the result of 'discriminatory* treatment that children of

disadvantaged backgrounds (of the same initial achievement as

that of their privileged grademates) receive. While such

treatment accounts for some of the perpetuation of the

background-adhievement relationship, elimination of such

treatment would have a small impact beyond the earliest year of

schooling (represented by cohort 1). 2-himAteiirlscansefthe

preferential treatment that socioeconomically privileged children

received over the treatment that they would have received solely

because of their prior abilities and schools accounts for at most

about one-half of the augmented indirect effect of background.

*or the four cohorts in order, the contributions to the

correlations between background and later achievement from the

remaining correlations between background aad schooling (S,

after removing the preferential treatment of socioeconomically

privileged student5are .108, .029, .056, and .018 (cf. row 4 of

Table 3-3). In order to remove these contributions, which are

small taken alone except in the case of cohort 1, the association

between background and schooling would have to be made nil by

'discriminating' against privileged children, that is, by making

both the partial association between origins and school given

initial achievement and the direct effect of background on school
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experiences For the four cohorts in order, the partial

correlations between background and school quality given prior

achievement would have to be -.170, -.129, -.183, and -.056,

while the standardized direct effects of background on school

experiences would have to be -.211, -.201, -.254, and -.238)in

order for the correlations between background and both of the

schooling variables to be zero. In orderOurther /to reducelthe

relationship between background and schooling and-thereby reduce

the correlation between background and later achievement, the

preferential treatment accorded to the disadvantaged would have

to be additionally increased or else we would have to devise

alternative and substantially compensatory educational programs

for them, something we have not yet been able to accomplish.

The requirement that the partial relations between background and

schooling be negative in order to reduce substantially the

correlation between background and achievement over time is

reminiscent of the suggestion of Jencks et al., (1972: 109) that

short of drastically restricting the amount of schooling (in

years of exposure) given to academically advantaged children,

schools have little potential ability to reduce inequalities in

cognitive skills. Thus, when schooling does affect achievement

substantially, as in the early years, the background-achievement

relationship is preserved in some significant part by the

association of background with schooling, only half of which is

due to any preferential treatment on the basis of social origins.

A substantial reduction in the background-achievement

relationship over time will occur, all other things being equal,
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only if schooling has a greater impact on achievement (among

those attending s:hool) and if school resources are to a lesser

degree distributed to children of privileged backgrounds--in

short, only if schooling has a greater effect on achievement

independent of background. This can be seen froa the

decomposition of the correlation between background and later

achievement:

(3.4) p =ir p +r p +n p +7r .
A3B A3X X8 A3S S8 A3A0 A08 A38

If we increase the metric coefficients corresponding to Ira x and

wA3St we create greater variation in £3, which while not large
en

enough to offset the increases in wA3x and wA3s following fro

the increased metric coefficients, would reduce wit A
3 0

and 1TA
3
1:0

If at the same time, we reduce NB and psB by allocating school

resources solely on the basis of ability, we could achieve a

reduction in all terms on the rig and side of Eq. (3.4) or at

least allow the reduction in w
A3A0PA013

+
A3B

to offset any

increase inw pX8 A
3
S
p
SB

due to the increases in the effects
A
3
X

wA
3
X and wA

3
S

Appealing as this argument is, however, it is surprising how

little impact we would have on the association between background

and achievement with a substantial increase in schooling effects

and the elimination of preferential treatment of

socioeconomically privileged students. As an illustration of

this point, consider cohort 3 and suppose we could increase the

metric direct effect of I on k
3
from the observed value (.691) to

the value for cohort 1 (1.309; Table C-3 of Appendix C). Suppose

also that all the other (estimated) structural coefficients
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remain constant, except for the (estimated) variance of A3, which

vill increase as a result of the greater effect of X (assuming

the residial variance of 13 remains constant) . As .a result of

these changes, we increase pA3x from .176 to .300, a size

comparable to the effect for cohort 1 and involving a

multiplicative factor of 1.705.

Because pA1:1 and PA3A0
are reduced somewhat by the increase in

1,1

the variance of A3 (these coefficients x
%.s s

e reduced by a factor of

.899), the augmented direct effect of B declines from .486 to

.437. On the other hand, the increase in pA3x causes the

augmented indirect effect of B to increase from .107 to .183,

making the correlation between B and .13 .620 instead of the

'fitted' value of .593. Thus, the increase in the schooling

effect has thus far augmented the background-achievement

relationship. If we now eliminate the partial correlation

between S and B given 1,3 and the direct effect of B on X, ve

reduce the augmented indirect effect of B by .097 and the

correlation between B and 13 likewise to .522, a decline of only

.071 from the 'fitted' value. If this decline seems small,

recall that simply eliminating the partial relationship between

background and schoolin4 for cohort 3 without increasing p,
rir

would have reduced the correlation between a and, A by .051.

Thus, the sizeable increase in the schooling effect (combined

with the elimination of the partial relationship between

background and schooling given prior achievement) has created

virtually no difference.

In short,
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.

relationship A
is
well established before entry into school, not

it

primarily because schools discriminate in their allocation of

resources, nor because the direct and indirect effects of

background in themselves are overwhelming, but rather because

these effects are combined with generally modest schooling

influences that even when otherwise are nevertheless

substantially linked to the child's background both direct17 and

indirectly through his prior achievement. In turn, his social

background is substantially related to his prior achievement at

any given point in his educational career and such achievement is

the primary determinant of his later achievements.

Differences Between Reading and lath Achievement

Our evaluation of the schooling process has up to now involved

the total achievement score, which combines performance on

reading and math tests. To be sure, performance in the two areas

is highly correlated (Table C-2, Appendix C; Jencks et al., 1972:

54-5), suggesting a common underlying dimension. Our earlier

analyses and those reported in Chapter 4 axe intended to evaluate

the effects of background and schooling on this common dimension.

Nevertheless, previous research indicates that the separate

achievement tests are differentially related to other variables.

Jencks and Brown (1975) reported that high schools that were

effective in terms of one achievement test were not generally

effective in terms of others. More significantly, socioeconomic

background has been found to exert a stronger influence on

reading than on math achievement (Beal et al., 1979; Haertel and

Wiley, 1979), an observation consistent with our expectation that
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math is not as easily learned outside of school as are verbal

skills. In addition, school influences may be more pronounced in

development of Bath skills, as has been found to be the case when

the effects of desegregation are evaluated (St. John, 1975).

To test these hypotheses, we elaborated the basic model (3.2) by

decomposing the total achievement score into the reading and math

components. In the new model, achievement in fall 1976 (A0) is

replaced by reading and. math achievement in the same period (R0

and Ho, respectively). Similarly, spring 1979 achievement (A3)

is replaced by the separate skill-area scores (R,, H3) . The

equations now become

I =Ir XR0
R0 +7rX% H0 +7rXSS+ xXJ3

B + eX

(3.5) R
3

= R3X
wn
'3R0

Re, + nz1.u,

3"
u
0
11^ + xn os R3B

B
R3

N3 ffsi I r% Re. 11. 111^ ffts ffss nfi f elsm3X M3no u Mro u mr L-13

Again, there are a few methodological details, some with

important substantive aspects, to which we must attend before

discussing the results.

we assume that the disturbances for R3 and m3, namely eR3 and

em3, respectively, .may be correlated, since we do not expect to

account perfectly for the correlation between R3 and H3 by the

predetermined variables. Alternatively, we could ,posit that R3

directly affects 113 or vice versa, but not both, unless we are

prepared to assume, for example, that the 'simultaneous' effects

aro equal or that at least one predetermined variable does not

directly affect one of the measures of later achievement. The

reason for these restrictions is that without them we would have
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more structural parameters to estimate than data available (in

the form of the covariances among the endogenous variables and

between them and the exogenous variables) . In the terminology of

structural-equation modeling, in this situation the model would

be underidentifie in essence, some of the structural

parameters would be indeterminate, having an infinite set of

possible values consistent with the data. Thus, however the

model is conceive!, not all possible structural relations can be

assumed to be arbitrary, that is, nonzero and unconstrained

(except by the requirement that the covariance matrix of the

variables in. the system is positive definite) . In actuality,

these kinds of constraints are not new. Within the recursive

modal (3.2), we assumed that the disturbances were uncorrelated

for exactly the same reason; the system was 'just-identified'

with this restriction and would have required some other

restriction on the structural parameters had we allowed the

disturbances to be correlated.

We assume that the disturbances of the later achievement measures

are correlated rather than assuming that either affects the other

directly or that they simultaneously affect each other with a

single additional constraint on these effects or on the other

structural parameters because the alternatives are less plausible

and in a sense more restrictive. The correlation of the

disturbances simply acknowledges that there is a residual

correlation between R
3

and Pi
3

that cannot be accounted for by the

predetermined variables and their effects on the achievement

measures.

3-42
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The assumed correlation between the disturbances for 83 and N3 is

diagramatically represented in Figure 3-3 by this curved,

double-headed arrow connecting ER3 and cm3. It is evident from

the diagrams, for the four cohorts that there is indeed a

substantial residual correlation between the achievement

measures, so that a model that did not allow for or somehow

attempt to account for this correlation would be unrealistic. In

the saturated model (3.5), this correlation is simply the partial

correlation between 83 and R9given the predeterained variables.

The model (3.5) entertains the possibility of direct effects of

prior reading on later math achievement and of prior aath on

later reading achievement. These effects are depicted in Figure

3-3. Of the two, the first is perhaps more apparently plausible,
a:

it is likely that reading skills are a prerequisite for

lust about any other academic skill, including math. On the

other hand, the supposition that initial math ability directly

affects later reading achieveaent is less substantively apparent.

The results of Figure 3-3 show that within the model (3.5) such

effects cannot be ruled out without rendering the reproduced

correlations among the variables substantially at odds with the

observed pattern of relations asong the variables. The aodels

adopted thus retain the second effect, but do not eiplain it. It

should be kept in sind, however, that the direct effect of

earlier math ability on later reading achievement in the model

need not indicate that such an effect literally occurs. It

simply seans that the model does not entertain a variety af

intervening mechanisss by which earlier nth skills can affect
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Figure 3-3

Path Diagrams With Estimates of Standardized Coefficients for the
Model of Equation 3.4, With Nonsignificant Effects Omitted
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later reading achievement. The model thus represents the total

effect between the two simply as a direct effect, when indirect

effects may constitute most or all of the total effect. For

example, a student who succeeds in math may be more motivated to

improve his reading skills as well. Encountering success in one

area of academics, he may be encouraged to succeed in others.

Naturally, such indirect effects may also partially account for

the direct effect of earlier reading ability on later math

achievement. Had the model included appropriate intervening

mechanisms, the direct effects from reading to math and

conversely would undoubtedly have diminished.

While the model treats the student's achievements in reading and
betivet"

math as distinct, it does not distinguish his school experiences
It

in the two areas. This tack was taken not merely because of any

difficulty in allocating some of the school experiences (HR-RACE,

WRENS) between reading and math. These variables could have been

considered in the schooling composites for each skill4irea along

with the remaining indicators, which were available by area.

,However, we strongly suspected that were separate schooling

composites developed, we would nevertheless have found direct

effects of each on both areas of achievement because each

variable is probably an indicator of school experiences not only

in its nominal area, but also in the complementary one as well.

Moreover, both composites would probably have contained

components in common (namely, HR-RACE and WEEKS). 1-tec5 the
A

differential effects of school experiences in reading and math on

w4.0!,
achievement in any given area 7 not of interest, but rather the
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total effects of schooling as a whole, we continued to use the

single school-experience composite (X).

Finally, because of the correlated disturbances, the model (3.5)

is no longer recursive. Nevertheless, in ,the case of the

saturated model, with which we began for all cohorts, the

7t
maximum - likelihood estimates of the structural coefficients can

be (and were) obtained by OLS. and the estimated residual

correlation computed as the partial correlation described above.
A

These values were then employed in a maximum-likelihood routine

(LISRPL; Viraskog and StSrboa, 1978). The nonsignificant paths

(at the .05 level, except as noted below), as indicated by

analysis of the x2 statistic for the log-likelihood ratio test,

were deleted by a kind of 'backward elimination' proceiurlij

those paths contributing least to the fit of the model to the
were

observed correlation matrix eliminated first. The fit of the
4

final, unsaturated models to the data as indicated by the X2

statistic for the four cohorts in order are: fP(1) X2 = 3.19, p =
3

.3604(2) X2
1
= 1.79, p = .180'0

2
) X2 = 2.00, p = .37#'and/

3
4) X2 =

2.42, .p = .139, where X2 is the X2 statistic with p degrees of

freedom. (For cohort 4, the deletion of Irm x increases X2 to X2
3 4

= 6.08, p = .19, with X2
1
= X2

4
- X2

3
= 3.66, p = .056. Thus, pMX

3

is barely nonsignificant, given that x
113S

71.

M S. IT

= O.

34#
R
3X

Figure 3-3 shows the two sets of estiaates--w
4
hen

M3X
is

A

unrestricted and when it is assumed to be zero.)

The final models fitted (Figure 3-3 ),Table 3-4 ,indicate a clear

distinction in the relations of reading and math achievement to

background and school factors. (The metric estimates are
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reported in Table C-4.) The results can be divided into three

areas, corresponding to the nature of the predetermined variables

(background, schooling, and prior abilities).

Table 3-4

Estimates of Standardised Direct effects for the Models of Figure 3-3

Endogenous Variable

Predetermined Variable

Throe-Year Total
School Experiences

Reading Achievement
fall Tear 1

Math Achievement
fall Year 1

School
Characteristics

Student

Sackground

Three-year total school experiences
Reading achievement. spring year 3

Meth achievement. spring year 3

.389

.253

Cohort 1

.319

.164

. .175

.147

.252

.357

.174

.000

.000

.271

.104

.000

Cohort 2

Three-year total school experiences ... .276 .176 .226 .266

Reeding achievement. Wring year 3 .000 .532 AD .073 .132

Math achisveseet spring year 3 .087 .260 .423 .098 .072

Cohort 3

Three -year total school experiences ...- .330 .147 .217 .277

Reading achievement, spring year 3 .110 .637 .056 .053 .104

Math achievement. spring year 3 .259 .245 .359 .000 .400

Cohort 4

Three-year total school experiences --- .348 .171 .075 .265

Reading achievement. spring year 3 .000 .650 .154 .000 .155

Math achievement. spring year 3 .000 .247 .406 .000 .108

Math achievement. spring year 3 .078 .220 .393 .000 .086

Satinetss allowing the effect of three -year total school experiences on math achievement. spring year 3, to be nonzero.
The estimated effect of three-year total school experiences on math achievement. sprang year 3. is barely nonsignificant (p .056).

Mote. -. The estimate of an effect is sero (indicated as .000) when the estimate under the saturated model was not significantly
different from sirs. In that case. the unsaturated model was adopted, with the corresponding parameter assumed to be zero.

The dashes (---) indicate that the parameter is not defined under the saturated model.

Background. At the entrance of children into school, the

correlations between their backgrounds and their abilities in the

two areas of achievement are essentially the saae7 (the
aes

correlations are .48 for reading And .47 for math for cohort 1 at

the start of the first grad However, soon after they are

exposed to some schooling, the association between background and

reading achievement becomes appreciably stronger relative to that

between background and mal% achievement. This pattern is evident

in the correlations between the two areas of achievement at the

start of the study for the four cohorts (Figure 3-3); for all but
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the first cohort, there is an appreciable difference between the

reading and math correlations with background. Furthermore, as

the first cohort proceeds through school, the correlations of

reading and math achievement with background become increasingly

divergent (Table C-2, Appendix C). Again, reliability

considerations do not threaten these conclusionsdbecausej if

anything, the evidence cited earlier suggests that the math test

is least reliable in the first grade and that the difference in

reliabilities of the tests in the two areas is greatest in that

grade. Finally, for all the cohorts, there is a stronger

(direct) effect of background on reading than on math achievement

(Figure 3-3; Table 3-4). In fact, for two of the cohorts, there

is no statistically significant effect of background on math

achievement.

These results are consistent with earlier work with the SES data

(Beal et al., 1978; Raertel and Wiley, 1979) , which did not

employ the path-analytic framework adopted here. The results are

also consistent with our expectation that the home environment
rugger

more readily encourages and aids ttrocguisition of verbal than
4

1/math skills.

Earlier Achievement. A second pronounced difference in the

behavior of the reading and math measures is that while in the

earliest period of schooling, the (standardized, direct) effect

of earlier on later reading achievement is substantially less

than the effects for later periods, there is less variation in

tho effects of earlier on later math achievement. In addition,

thOre is a monotonic increase in the effects for reading that is
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not evident for math. These results indicate that the pattern of

increasing! direct effects of earlier on later achievement
v.,AniciA vieo Si

observed earlier for total achievesentais due mostly
.,
if not

A .7

entirely)to the existence of the same pattern in the area of

reading skills. Thus, the determination of later achievement by

prior abilities is weakest in the earliest period of elementary

school and occurs primarily in reading. As the.child progresses

through school, his reading skills at any given grade Aggil

depend increasingly on the skills he possessed some time

/ before.

ra;
Still another difference between 74ing and 2,1h is that, aside

from the relatively low effect of earlier on later reading

achievement for the first cohort, later achievement is generally

less directly dependent on prior abilities in math than in

eading. In other words, one's prior abilities are less
of

important as a determining factor yikonels later achievements in

math than in reading.

It is also of interest that all the predetermined varips

account for less of the variation in math (R3) than in reading
ari s e.

skills (R3) (Figure 3-3). This4appears todibe-A4e---crVecause

aath achievement is less dependent on one's social origins and

01).
prior abilities, 64eceis we shall presently observe the effects

we

of schooling are greater for math than for reading.

Schooling. Beyond a brief period following entry into school,

school experiences have a greater impact on the development of

math skills than they do on the development of reading skills.
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For the folder three /cohorts, the effects of schooling on reading

are uniformly less than the effects on math. (For cohort 4,

there is some evidence of a greater effect of schooling on math

achievement, as indicated by the barely nonsignificant effect of

X on M3.)

Finally, we note that the influence of school factors on

achievement appears to declyqas the student progresses through

schoolQttli-reispeboth skill areas This decline is sharper

for reading than for math. As just noted, there is no reliable

evidence of schooling effects on for cohort 4, but some

evidence for sC7oltna. effects on math, which probably accounts

for the effect of schooling on total achievement( found earlier,

for cohort 4.

The patterns of effects of background, schooling, and earlier

achievement on later achievement in reading and math are

convergent and consistent with our expectations. The home

environment is a more influential factor in the development of

reading skills than in the development of math skills. Just the

opposite occurs, however, with respect to the influence of

.Cor. 4.1nici;e4,tev
schooling-4ith-il.g. short timelafter entry into school. Moreover,

as the child progresses through school, the effects of schooling

ess
diminish subsa* to the zero point in the area of reading,

.1

while there is some evidence for continuing, if also reduced,

effects in math. And, finally, achievement in math is less

determined by prior abilities and social origins than is L4e-malr

-f!rreading achievement.
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avitlemc-e,
All of this suggests that math skills are more responsive to

A are,
outside intervention than

A
reading skills. -Altirompalthe latter

may be more important because of their centrality in the

development of academic skills in general0(or the older three
5..;.

cohorts, the direct effect of earlier reading on later math

achievement is greater than the effect of earlier math on later
bfovieve-r

reading .achievewenit), it appears that schools have a better

chance of success in developing math skills.

Conclusions
brie-Ciy

To recapitulate the findings of this chapter in--brtyf,

educational resources are distributed among students primarily on

the basis of their academic abilities and the schools that they

attend)as opposed to their social origins. Nevertheless, there

is evidence of significant preferential treatment accorded to

children of privileged backgrounds above that which they would

receive if the school!' they attended were the result solely of

their abilities and if the resources they received were dependent

solely on their school" and abilities. This preferential

. treatment and the strong association between background and

abilities before schooling start results in a close association

between schooling and background, with each component accounting

for about half e(he relationship.

While schools exert an appreciable influence on achievement and

their average effects over the elementary years are comparable to

the effects of background alone, these effects (decline rapidly to

modest levels by the end of the elementary period. In the area

of reading, the decline is particularly drastic, with no evidence

of schooling effects in the later years.
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Despite some effects of schooling on achievement, the correlation

between background and achievement remains essentially constant

throughout the child's elementary schooling, although the

background-achievement bond is significantly stronger in reading

than in math. This perpetuation of the background-achievement

relationship is the result of the strong effect of highly

correlated background and ability factors, the favorable

distribution of school resources to children of privileged

backgroundspand the generally modest effects of schooling on

achievement. Even if the preferential treatment accorded to

socioeconomically privileged students were completely eliminated,

thsa impact on the background-achievement relationship would 44r

A
the whol.5 be smaliVbecause of the modest effects of schools.

When those effects are substantial, as in the earliest years, the

strong association between background and ability prior to school,

works to sustain the background-achievement relationship over

those years. Our simulations (numerical 'experiments') suggest

that even if schools were successful in lengthening the period

over which educational experiences had a substantial impact on
.5vCCeS$

academic skills, this would probably only augment the

background-achievement relationship unless major 'changes were

made in the way educational resources are currently distributed,

to the point of according preferential treatment to those of

disadvantaged backgrounds.
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CHAPTER 4. SCHOOLING AND ACHIEVEMENT AS A FEEDBACK PROCESS

When our basic model of the schooling-achievement
process is elaborated by employing yearly data on

school experiences and academic achievement, the
results of the simpler model on the relative influences
of background, schooling, and earlier achievement are
confirmed. In addition, the elaborated model clarifies
the direct and indirect effects of earlier factors on
later achievement, showing, first, that the receipt of
educational resources depends to a greater extent on
earlier levels of resollicplovieceived than on earlier
achievementfa eel; secondL4itat the influence of earlier
on later Ohieveaent it predominantly direct, with an
almost negligible indirect effect through 4beschooling
received. These two results suggest that
administrative decisions on the allocation of school
resources, once made, are resistant to change on the
basis of later achievement, but that the stability of
achievement is hardly due to the inertia of the
resource-allocation process.

The basic model of Chapter 3 providef a simple basis for

evaluating the schooling-achievement process, especially in

examining the relative influences of students' social origins,

prior abilities, and schooling on their academic achievements.

In this chapter; we extend the model by taking advantage of thj

multi-occasion measurements of school experiences and academic

achievement.

The elaborated model provides a means for confirming the

characterization of the student; educational .develop-

ment based on earlier inte cohort comparisons by ex-

amining\/the changes within cohorts more closel
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In addition, the model enables us to explore the role of feedback

in the educational. process and' in particular, the long-term

consequences of earlier schooling and achievement experiences on

later achievement. Ve have already observed that these long-term

consequences, linked as they are so strongly to background,

result in a perpetuation of the relative achievement differences

among children who start out with background-related differences

in academic skills. A question of interest concerns the

processes accounting for this trent-tether the
A 4

background-achievement relationship is sustained in part because

of the mediited impact of earlier expariences on later ones

through a chain of schooling and achievement experiences or

because the total impact of earlier experiences is also partly

due to continuing, direct effects of these on all subsequent

achievement statuses. Either or both of these situations are

possible. In the first case, a child's initial disadvantage

leads to less favorable schooling experiences that reinforce his

achievement deficit, resulting in further deficits in schooling

and so on. A chain of events links his academic origins to his

achievement at some later point. In the second case, the child's

academic origins iiiiingeIdirectly) on his achievement at all

stages throughout his educational career and the cumulation or

sum of these multiple impacts and their long-term, mediated

consequences is such as to sustain his achievement deficit over

time.

A second question of interest is whether the home and community

environment is particularly critical in the earlier years. It
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may be that the direct effects of background on achievement are

strong primarily in the early years, where basic attitudes,

values, habits, and skills are developed, and that as these

effects diminish in later years, the influence of background on

achievement becomes primarily indirect. The results in Chapter 3

suggest that social background exerts a continuing, direct

influence on achievement throughout a student's career. With

year-to-year data, this appears less likely, as we shall see.

Finally, we will be interested in the year-to-year pattern of
C19

decline in schooling effects A tbet-44mms, indicated somewhat

obliquelp/by.the three-year cohort patterns reported in Chapter

3.

The Extended Model: .Examination of the Schooling Process by Year

The extended model is a system of six structural equations, one

for each of the annual school-experience and achievement

assessments in the three years of the SES. These equations are a

straightforward extension of model (3.2). Let school experiences

during the ith school year be represented by Xi and achievement

at the end of the ith year by i = 1, 2, 3. The six equations

are represented simply in matrix fora:

(4.1)
YY
z=11

Yx
x+

where / = (11,A1,X2012,X3,113).

x = (A0,S,B)*

TI = (IT ) , i = 1, 2, . . 6; j = 1, 2, Of 6
'Yr Y.Y1 J
- a (TT ) * it 1, 2, ., 6; j = 1, 2, 3II

y.x
j

Yx

and

c (cic
1
'cri

1
"6"cA3).'
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/ is the vector of endogenous variables and x the vector of

exogenous variables. We define Tryiyi = -1 for all i; for i * j,

Tryiyj is the (standardized direct) effect of yj on viand wyixj

is the effect of xj on yi. We postulate that wyiyi = 0 for j >

I, that is, that the effects are 'one-way's from a variable

representing an evert earlier in time to one representing a later

event.

The maximum-likelihood (OLS) estimates for the standardized

structural coefficients are reported in Table 4-1. We have not

illustrated the unsaturated models with path diagrams, because

they are intricate and less revealing of the patterns than the
4

table.

Table 4-1

Estimates of Significant Standardised Direct tffects end the Standardised iffects
of the Disturbances Under the Model of equation ..1

bidogenous Variable

Predetermined Variable

Disturbance
(c)

School Experiences *Mal Adkievement
School

Characteristics
Student

Background
Tsar 1 Year 2 Tear 3

fall
Tess 1

Spring
Year 1

Spring

You 2

Cohort 1

School experiences. Year 1 ... ... ... .327 ... ... .175 .272 .801

School experiences. year 2 .346 --- --- .000 .278 -- .134 .132 .723

School experiences. year 3 .230 .277 --- .000 .000 .207 .000 .116 .735

Total achievement. spring year 1 .212 --- ... .392 --- -- .000 .076 .639

Total achievement. spring year 2 .000 .173 .114 .559 .000 .000 .561

Total echievement. spring year 3 -.065 .000 .146 .073 .342 .433 .000 .051 .464

Wort 2

School experiences. year 2 ... ... .. .305 ... ... .160 .220 A54

School experiences. year 2 .265 --- -... .264 .000 .143 .202 .767

School experiences. year 3 .092 .422 .135 .000 .000 .124 .130 .721

Total achievement. spring year 1 .146 -.4. .6118 --- .. .000 .117 .541

Total achievement. spring year 2 -.144 .154 --- .228 .495 --- .000 .099 .499

Total achievement. spring year 3 -.045 .000 .043 .105 .242 .565 .041 .000 .469

Cohost 3

School experiences. year 1 --- ... ... .258 -- --- .111 .261 .S01

School experiences. year 2 .260 --- .. .178 .195 -1.- .165 .122 .687

School experiences. You 3 .209 .359 --- .0L0 .000 .153 .070 .099 .699

Total achievement. spring year 1 .000 ... .... .782 .. NIP. .056 .112 .494

Total achievement. spring year 2 -.068 .126 -- .361 .472 -- .000 .056 .460

Total achievement. spring year 3 .095 .000 .066 .150 .244 .454 .000 .000 .431

Cohort 4

school experiences. Year 1 - -- .392 --- -- .137 .19$ .631

School experiences. year 2 .358 ... .000 .242 --- .000 .171 .775

School experiences. year 3 .326 .256 . .000 .000 .225 .000 .154 .642

Total achievement. spring yeas 1 .065 --- . .822 --- --- .000 .067 .452

Total aChievement. spring year 2 .053 .000 ... .310 .480 --- .000 .095 .396

Total achievement. spring year 3 .000 .000 .000 .084 .105 .743 .000 .000 .404

-.4.......

Mote. 44 The estimate of an effect is sere (indicwed as .000) 40441 the estimate under the saturated model was not significantly

different gift zero. In that case. tea uleaturated model W40 adopted. with the oorsesponding parameter assumed to be zero.

fhe dash** (-...) indicate that the parompor is not defined under the saturated model.

4-4
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The extended model (4.1) resembles the basic one in that neither

is subject to test; rather, both embody assumptions enabling

interpretations of the correlation structure among the variables.

On the other hand, the year-to-year representation of the

schooling process raises issues that did not arise in the basic

model and also highlights issues that were more easily ignored

when considering that aoiel.

First, we have not employed assessments of the
4
summer-school or

other educationally relevant experiences --T.-.1-resimlam6i. Data

on summer-school experiences are limited an 1( vailable in

Some detail for only a small, nonrandom subset o the sample and

then for only the first year. In any event, such data indicate

low levels of summer schooling and no effects of such schooling

on growth in achievement (Klibanoff and Haggart, 1979).

Second, although fall measurements are available beyond the first

year, only the spring measurements were used beyond fall 1976.

In addition to simplifying the model and its interpretation, this

tack seemed appropriate given the lack of data on summer

experiences.

Third, and finally, when more than two (but only several)

assessments of characteristics over til-jtere achievement and

e 4 A
school experiences--are involved, there are generally two

4 4
approaches to accounting fully for the correlations among the

assessmentsiaside from the effects of other factors. In other

words, there are generally two types of saturated models employed

as the underlying framework.
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One approach is simply an extension of the recursive model of

(3.2) to (4.1), and specifies that each assessment pay 'be

dependent on all prior assessments, that is, that the entire

history of achievement statuses prior to the current status is.a

determinant of that status. The second approach is to posit that

he current status depends only on the immediately preceding

status. Here, the assumption is that once the immediately prior

status is known, there is no sore information about the current

status to be obtained by knoXgng the 'path' that an individual

alkett)A542
took to get to the prior status. Sir this approach involves

fever direct effects, it accounts for the correlation among

achievement statuses by positing, in addition) that their

disturbances may be correlated.

Each of these approaches has some appeal. On the one hand,

whatever determinants of achievement statuses we have included in

our model, it is doubtful that their residual influences

(disturbances) are uncorrelated across test occasions. On the

other hand, it seams reasonable also to suppose that the current

status depends not simply on the previous one, but on one or

several statuses prior to that as well. Unfortunately, we cannot

incorporate both of these assumptions at once, unless we are

prepared to assume that there are certain restrictions on the

other structural parameters in the model (4.1). Otherwise, the

model would be underidentified.

As indicated by Eq. (4.1), we have followed the first approach.

For school experiences, it seems preferable to assume that the

current experience say be dependent on several previous
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experiences and not just the immediately preceding one. For

achievement status, the second approach was fully explored, but

_IcNV/ found less satisfactory because the residuals between

adjacent statuses had large negative correlations (ranging from

-.187 to -.476) . Mathematically, within a model with only three

consecutive achievement statuses, say A0, Al, and A2, a negative

correlation between cAl and epi2 is a necessary consequence of the

fact that the correlation between AC and 12 is greater than the

product of the correlations between Ao and Al and between Ai and

12. Even with the indirect influence of 10 on Al through X2,

S, and 134/in our full model, a largelnegative.(unaccounted-forl,

residualsesidual correlation remains. The pattern of correlations

between pairs of achievement statuses among Ao, Al, and 12 is

substantively reasonable, but the meaning of the negatively

correlated residuals for Al and A2 is far from evident. In any

event, whichever approach is used to represent the causal

structure for the A's, the effects on the I's are

(mathematically) identical, while the effects from the exogenous

variables and I's to the endogenous As are similar (for the

present data). The maximum-likelihood estimates under the

rejected alternative family of models were obtained by the LISREL

computer program [Jiheskog and Sarbom, 1978] ., The final,

unsaturated models were arrived at by a procedure similar to that

described below for the adopted family of [recursive ] models.)

The unsaturated models for which estimates are reported in Table
Sli Iitl

4-1 were arrived at by a backward-elimination procedurq

In general, in the first stagegwewith-s
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eliminated paths in each equation for which the t values were

nonsignificant at the .25 level. In the second and third stages,

we reduced the a level to .10 and .05, respectively. At each

stage, log-likelihood ratio x2 statistics Were calculated for the

'overall' evaluation of the current model against the saturated

model and for the evaluation of the current model against the

imm.diately prior one. The a level used was .05, except as noted

below.

The above procedures were generally followed, except that

preference was given to effects of predetermined variables that

were closer in time to the current endogenous variable. For

texample, if the fit of the model wasey modestli) reduce by

eliminating the effect of AO on X2 instead of the effect of Al on
wida be.

X2.)when only one of these effects vit sufficient, we eliminated

the foraez effect. There were only two such cases where we

departed from a strict backward - elimination procedure. In both

cases, the increases in Xs were moderat4 over the 'standard'

backward elimination model vellerphough the difference in X'

statistics between the preferred model and the model of the

previous stage was significant at the .025 level in each case,

the X2 statistic for the final adopted model against the

saturated underlying model was not significant at the .05 level

in every case. For the four cohorts in order, the test
were.

statistics for the final models me: "(1) x10 2 = 14.23, p = .164/

1(2) x* = 10.89, p = .14143) x* = 8.95, p = .26Yand70(4) x2 =
7 13

20.25, p = .09.
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Consistency of Results of the Extended and Basic Models. The

patterns of effects for the elaborated model with year-to-year

achievement and school experiences are almost completely

consistent with the results reported in Chapter 3 for the basic

model, where school experiences are averaged over the three

years. To recapitulate:

(1) Among backgrounds school quality, and prior

achievement, .the last is the most important determinant of the

distribution of school resources. The effects of prior

achievement, school quality, and unmeasured factors together

indicate that, school resources are assigned primarily on bases

independent of social background. Additionally, the elaborated

model indicates that resource distribution is generally dependent

on the most recent achievement status.

(2) The direct effect of the student's background on his

educational experiences is always appreciable, even after a

history of experiences has been recorded. This fact was evident

in Chapter 3 from the patterns of background effects on school

experiences across the four ohorts observed. It is reinforced

here by the intracohort patterns of continuing direct effects of

background on the school experiences of students by grade. Thus,
al

it appears that throughout tie student's educational career,

there is a significant, continuing advantage 'in schooling

received if he is of privileged background.

(3) The effect of school quality on achievement is

primarily indirect, through the kinds of experiences and

resources to which students are exposed in school. For cohort 2,

there is a 3ma11 direct effect on achievement in spring 1979, as
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in the basic model. The only other exception is the direct

effect of school quell ty on achievement in spring 1977 for cohort

3.

(4) The predominant determinant of later achievement is

earlier achievement. Additionally, the elaborated model shows

that achievement at any given point has a continuing, though

diminishing influence over to student's career. His two

previous years' achievements are the most important influences on

his current academic status. Achievement three years before,

though always a significant factor, exerts a generally more

modest influence than
/1
later statuses. It seems likely that were

another year of data available, the Affect of A0 on A4 would have

been nonsignificant.

(5) The direct effects of social background on achievement
CL/

are modest. Indeed, as more of title student's academic
/

history--in terms of both achievement and resource exposure--is

known, a direct effect of background on achievement is not always

reliably evident. Thus" the direct effects of background on

spring 1979 achievement 435evidence4
A
in Chapter

3
are now seen as

mediated in part by intervening achievements as well as
by
the

disaggregated measures of school experiences. The patterns of

background effects on achievement suggest that were more years of

data available, the later effects of background on achievement

would be largely indirect.

(6) The effects of school experiences are greatest in the
111

earliest years of schooling and are substantial in those years n
comparison to the direct effects of background on achievement.

As the student progresses through school, however, such effects
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diminish to the point of shOwing no statistically reliable
eves

presence in the sixth grade for cohort 4. The effects. when

significan!)in the seconi half of elementary schooling are either

aodest or are offset by the negative effects of highly correlated

assessments of school experiences.

As in the case of previous results, we do not attribute much

substtntive meaning to these negative effects. The pattern is

generally one of a positive 'impact of current school experiences

on the next achievement assessment. The negative effect for some

schooi-experifence measures is in evidence only when current

experiences have a significant, positive, and generally at least

as large
owl
effect on the same achievement status. The overall

4
effect of schooling on a given achievement assessment, taking

into account the offsetting negative effect, is positiveithough

molest. The total effect of the earlier experience assessment

(with a negative direct effect) is either positive or just

slightly negative and is, in the latter case, offset by the

effect of that portion of the later assessment that is
e?

independent of the earlier assessment and
A
all other predetermined

variables.

Inertia in the Distribution of Educational Resources. The model

(4.1) brings46ne important phenomenon to lighi) that was not

revealed by the basic model, but -tor # is implicit in the pattern

awle
of high and fairly stable correlations hotwee4Ochool experiences

A
from year to year (Table C-2 of Appendix C). There is a great

deal of inertia in the allocation of school resources, since

those received beyond the first grade are distributed primarily
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on the basis of previous exposure levels. Indeed, roughly

ovilialf of the correlation beyieen resource levels is due to the
4:Oliong

effects of the earlier level(s) on the current levelonmediated

by intervening academic achievements. In addition, even allowing

for some lag in the influence of academic achievement on t41(

%rtAdesr
resources received, it is remarkable that theA

direct effect on

the current level of resources Ltaia-446-441/44two

lh,---qrsateSIA44---44e--eifeelrfros any earlier achievement
t, crows (gre /evvi 'twe te41.41$ tztehea-

assessment. Finally, school-to-school differences cannot be the
A beetuis

major reason for the stability of resource exposure, since the
/

direct effects of school quality on the studen experiences are

in general substantially smaller than the autoregressive effects

of experiences. It thus appears that administrative decisions on

the allocation of resources, once made, are resistant to

alteration in the light of later academic performance. While

academic performance is taken into account in the allocation

process, some weight is assigned in that process to prior

resource levels) andErhenc!"-bi

performance is discounted.

previous

Were schooling a more potent influence on the development of

academic skills, the sheer inertia of the resource-allocation

process might work only to sustain the backgroudd-achievement

relationship by preserving the relative academic standings of

students over time. However, as shown below, the stability of

achievement is not the result of the inertia of the process,

since schooling has only a modest influence on achievement.

Schooling and Achievement as a Feedback Process. As we indicated

4-12
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in Chapter 3, the background-achievement relationship is

maintained over time {-n---1-a-rg.epert because of the strong
/1

influence that earlier abilities exert on later achievement. The

year-to-year effects of the modal (4.1) confirm the indications

of the basic model that the mechanism by which prior achievement

is transformed into later achievement'is primarily direct and

involves little cyclical feedback between achievement and

schooling. The reason for the general absence of a feedback loop

is that while achievement has a substantial impact on school

experiences, those experiences have too small a net impact on

achievement beyond the first two grades.

5181

Table 4-2 indicates just how 4-it-tie- academic abilities are

transmitted, via t1 schooling received, to later achievement

statuses. The table decomposes the total effect of fall 1976

achievement on achievement in each of the following three springs

into the portions mediated by school experiences (Xi, i = 1, 2,

3) and the portions unmediated by schooling. Clearly, almost all

of the total effect is unmediated by schooling. The schooling

contribution is almost nil beyond the first two grades, except

for cohort 3 in the fifth grade.

In short, any initial deficit in achievement, in large part due

to background, is sustained almost completely by the large

influence of earlier abilities on later achievement and depends
-k0 a- Siivtgal4eVree.
ltt\tle on a weak positive feedback loop between achievement and

schooling over tine.

4-13
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Table 4-2

Decomposition of the Estimated, Standardized Total Effects
of Fall 1976 Achievement on Later Achievement:

the Effects Mediated and Unmediated by Intervening School Experiences

Cohort

Later Achievement

Spring 1977 Spring 1978 Spring 1979

Unmediated Mediated Unmediated Mediated Unmediated Mediated

1 .592 .069 .525 .052 .503 .019

2 .698 .045 .673 .009 .654 -.001

3 .782 .000 . .730 .029 .672 .057

4 .822 .025 .774 .021 .746 .000

Directions for Further Research

The basic model of the schooling procesi was elaborated in two

ways. First, we considered the differential effects of

background and schooling on reading and math skills. Second, we

followed the year-to-year progress of four cohorts over a

three-year perio3. Further research in this area within the

present context could follow at least two directions:

construction of4 synthetic-cohort model covering the entire

elementary period and an analysis employing latent variables in

'linear structural relation' (LISREL) systems (Jareskog, 1973,

1977; Areskog and SOrbom, 1978).

A Synthetic-Cohort Model. The construction of a synthetic-cohort

model covering the entire elementary period is an obvious and

natural extension of the model in this chapter. It would exhibit

the influences of origins and schooling on achievement over a

longer term, possibly magnifying any compounded or cumulative
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effects of earlier experiences and attributes as well as

providing an additional, summary basis for determining the

relative effects of schoolingaiele-t6ome,and community in the

earlier and later years.

while the idea of constructing a six-year synthetic-cohort model

is appealing, it may be difficult to pursue with our data. Our

own attempts have been unsuccessful. we will merely describe our

efforts in some detail in the hope of stimulating creative

solutions.

Table C-5 in Appendix C exhibits the sample data available for

the six cohorts that were in elementary schools in the fall of

1976. The data are a consequence of the longitudinal design of

the study, which followed each of the cohorts through completion

of the 1978-9 school year or until graduation from the sixth

lzble
grade, whichever occurred first. The entries are

the cohorts providing data on elements of the covariance matrix

that would be needed to construct a structural-equation model for

the entire period. The variables involved are background (B),

the six assessments of school experiences (Xi, X2, . . X6,

where Xi = school experience in grade i) , and the seven

measurements of achievement (A0, Al, . A where Ai =
0,

achievement at the beginning of grade 1 if i = 0 and in the

spring of grade i otherwise).

Table c-5 highlights two problems that any six-year

synthetic-cohort model must address. First, some correlations

(covariances) are unknown as a result of the 'incomplete
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cohort - longitudinal design. There are two ways we may attempt to

deal with this problem. One is to estimate the missing

as
correlations by some means, for example, use of independent data

or interpolation based on adjacent values in the matrix. The

second option is to impose certain restrictions on the structural

coefficients before estimating them. Without these restrictions,

there would be more coefficients to estimate than (known)

correlations nd thus the coefficients would be nnderidentified.

The second problem highlighted by Table C-5 is that the

correlations that are 'known', that is, for which estimates are

provided by the data, are based on varying subsets of cohorts.

Some decisions must be made as to which cohorts are to be used

and how their estimates are to be combined.

In brief, our attempts at solving the problem of multiple

estimates involved use of cohorts 1 and 4 alone to the extent
4eC..

possiblq ether cohorts used to minimize the number of

were oseci
unknown correlations, and all four cohorts 4,in the

three-year panel. (We did not use the data for cohorts 5 and 6.)

The correlations constructed in each case were pooled

within-cohort correlations.

To address the problem of missing correlations, ie tried both

options. Specifically, missing correlations were interpolated

and the structural coefficients were then estimate!, and,

alternatively, restrictions were placed on the path coefficients

in a recursive system (with uncorrelated disturbances) by

specifying that direct effects involving variables separated by
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relatively long intervals of time
.)
were nil. In both cases, an

iterative approach was used; that is, the missing correlations

were interpolated or derived from the constrained coefficients of

each structural equation, moving forward in time. In this way,

later filled-in correlations were based on earlier ones.

None of our combinations of approaches yielded satisfactory.

results. Either inadmissible or extremely implausible

correlations or path coefficients were obtained in view of the

patterns among the known correlations or among the coefficient

estimates obtained in the three-year models. It appears that the

patterns of relations among the variables are too inconsistent

across the cohorts to construct a realistic model of any single

cohort.

Measurement Errors. Another possible direction of research

perhaps fraught with fewer problems: ilrthe consideration of

errors of measurement in our indicators of achievement,

background, and schooling. While we haveLoccasionallyplluded to

measurement issues and measurement-error implications, we have

not addressed them formally. Moreover, our approach involved the

construction of composites rather than the use of latent

variables and multiple indicators in LISREL models., Further work

along those lines would indicate whether the essence of the

conclusions drawn, if not the particular estimates obtained, are

independent of measurement errors.

At this point, we may be entitled to take some comfort in the

results obtained by Jencks et al. (1972: Appendix B) in models
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similar to Duncan's (1968). Both authors' models involved

measures of social origins, early intelligence, educational

attainment, later intelligence, and occupational and income

attainments. In Jencks' work, the predetermined variables were

both corrected and uncorrected for. their unreliabilities. His

results suggest that measurement errors that were ignored, at

least to the extent that they were nonsystematic and

uncorrelated, did not affect the conclusions drawn.

Conclusions

When the basic model is elaborated by including the intervening

achievement levels between fall 1976 and spring 1979 and the

disaggregated, annual assessments of school experiences, the

results are almost completely identical to those obtained under

the simple model. These results justify the initial, simpler

approach to evaluating the influences of origins and schooling on

achievement.

The elaborated mod*i is useful, however, not only in confirming

our earlier results, but also in demonstrating that the

distribution of school resources over time depends prieLA:ily on
c.4ncitisrok3

the resources received earlier. Thisisuggests that *el,

A

were-,
variations in school resources more efficient in effecting

differences in students' achievement levels, the

background-achievement relationship would be further enhanced.

The elaborated model also shows emphatically that achievement

differences prior to entry into school are maintained almost

completely because earlier achievement strongly influences later

4-18 159
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achievement in a direct fashion, with an almost negligible

contribution to the total effect from the feedback between

schooling and achievement. While this feedback is positive, the

portion of the 'loops from schooling to achievement is so modest

in value that over time the intervening school experiences

contribute ittle to the creation of further achievement

difference .

4-19
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CHAPTER 5. EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND SOCIOECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENT

The results of this study suggest that even if we were
to increase the amount of educational resources avail-
able to students (of the same type as those studied)
to levels near if not beyond the limits of practica-
bility, we would not increase their academic skills
by much nor significantly alter the background-
achievement relationship. If such results are dis-
turbing, they are counterbalanced by the fact that
many other skills, personal qualities, and life events
unrelated to intellectual and social origins and to
prior educational and occupational achievements de-
termine the economic success of individuals in our
society:

Ther? is a continuing tension in our society between the values

of 'equal opportunity' and of differential rewards based on

talent And effort. This is true in part because even as we seek

to equalize onnortunities, our intention is to allow individuals

to advance as far as their abilities and efforts can take them

and to enjoy the rewards that accrue from their achievements.

One of these rewards is the ability of parents to provide

material and other advantages to *heir offspring as the latter

begin their own socioeconomic careers in the very first year of

school.

To identify an appropriate set of educational policies, we need

not iterrnpor could we - ,settle A the competing claims -fos.
41 PP her.s . 4

egalitarianism and family ties in our society. However, the

debate, carried on elsewhere, could benefit from a clearer

understanding of the effects of origins and schooling on academic

and adult socioeconomic achievement. That understanding, though
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still far from coeplete, has been greatly enriched by earlier

studies of the socioeconomic life cyclefrom social and

intellectual origins through schooling to occupational and income

attainments (Blau and Duncan, 1967; Duncan, 1968; Jencks et al.,

1972).

carylchti e--

The- se studies ,irs that educational attainment is

the primary, direct, measured determinant of occupational status.

That status in turn exerts the strongest direct influence on

income. Social background and early intellectual skills are

important de.t.erminants of educational attainment, but their

effects on later achievements are primarily indirect, through the

amount if education received. Hence, educational credentials are

the key to occupational and economic success; early cognitive

skills and social origins are primarily significant in increasing

the likelihood of obtaining such credentials and are less

important beyond school (once education has been taken into

account).

The total effects of early intellectual ability on occupational

and income attainments appear to be moderately strong by the best

estimates currently available (ranging in standardized form from

.19 to .29 in Duncan [1968] and Jencks et al. [1972: Appendix BT.)

Nevertheless, the primary factors accounting for economic success

are independent of cognitive ability, as indicated by the large

residuals of about .9 in the income equations in Duncan (1968)

and Jencks et al. (1972). Consequently, there is almost as much

income inequality among those who score high on standardized

tests as in the general population (Jencks et al., 1972).

5-2
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Contributing to this heterogeneity is the 44"-441414tr"'"4-44-16.r."
great 4,-14--iicvariation in ingpme among those in the same

fel:1444r eroccupation and the occupational attainment 446-41efte4ea5....--

on many skills and qualities, only a small number of which are

measured by or correlated with standardized tests.

Given that it would take a large difference in achievement in

elementary school to produce any significant change in adult

income, one may question how important it is to attempt to reduce

the association between academic achievement (as measured by

standardized tests) and social background. However, regardless

of how this normative question is resolves, there is also the

empirical question of how much of an impact on the background-

ability link we could hope to make by adopting 'optimal'

educational policies, leaving alone the question of what specific

characteristics those policies would possess.

The results of this study provide little groundj'for optimism to

those who would seek to alter the background-ability relationship

substantially. The effects of schooling on academic achievement,

though appreciable in the early years, decline too rapidly and

even at their maximum in the first grade are insufficient to

transform that relationship. Of course, no correlational

studylongitudinal or otherwise--can tell us what would occur if

substantial increments in school resources were allocated to

students because such prognostications would entail not only

extrapolating beyond current ranges of experiencelbut almost

certainly would also involve alteri;g the correlations among the
clef

relevant variables on which the regression weights obtained
A

herein cleverer: 5-3
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Nevertheless, we have no basis for believing that, were massive

amounts of educational resources allocated, such resources would

either be exploited by students or have increased effects on

achievement. Moreover, even if we could sustain the effect of

schooling at levels achieved in the early years.of the elementary

period and even if we were to eliminate all preferential

treatment of socioeconomically privileged students (i.e.,

treatment not justified by their academic abilities), such

changes would have almost no impact on the background-achievement

nexus. That relationship is invariant from the start of

schooling not primarily because the public education system

discriminates in its allocation of resources, nor because the

direct effects of background on subsequent achievement statuses

are overwhelming (on the contrary, they ara relatively modest),

but rather because the effects of schooling are modest and are

linked both directly and indirectly through prior achievement to

background and because prior achievement itself is the primary

determinant of later achievements.

If alteration of the background-ability connection seems

impracticable, we may nevertheless seek to increase the

opportunities of all students by increasing their academic

skills. Again, however, the results of this study are not

encouraging. We found he largest (metric) effect of school

experiences on achievement in the three-year period observed for

cohort 1 (Table C-3) . Multiplication of that effect by the

(metric) component coefficients for the school-experience

5-4
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components (Table 2-9) shows--if we believe the positive effects

obtained--that if we were to increase the component values by

large amounts near if not beyond the limits of practicality, we

would increase achievement at the end of the third grade by less

than two-fifths of a standard deviation. For cohort 4, the

effect of the school-experience composite is only About one-fifth

of that for cohort 1, so that the increase in achievement scores

would be much less.

(The numerical details on which the result for cohort 1 is based

are-is followg The coefficients in the X composite for average

achievement in homeroom [HR-CTBS proportion white or Asian in

homeroom (HR-RACE e,) average experience of teachers [TCHR-EXP],

school attendance in weeks [WEEKS and hours of instruction

attended in regular reading, regular math, and special math

[REG-READ, REG-MATH, and SPL-MATH] are .1004, 3.139, .3438,

.8731, .01551, .03140, and .05690, respectively. Suppose we

increase these inputs by the following amounts [in order]: 80

(approximately two standard deviations], .2 [bringing the average

proportion white near unity], 10 years [raising average TCHR-EXP

from about 12 years to 22], 5 weeks (about two standard

deviations], 100 hours [compared with a mean and standard

deviation of about 180 and 90 in the second grade], 100 hours

[compared with a mean and standard deviation of about 120 and 50

in the same grade], and 50 hours [compared with a mean and

standard deviation of about 50 and 36 in the second grade]. The

increase in third-grade achievement would be about 24 points,

compared with a standard deviation of about 63, a difference of
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about 370 to 401 points between the highest and lowest scores in

the third grade, and an average differnce between the third and
/1

fourth grades of about 35 points.)

If such results are disturbing, it must be recalled that early

academic skills are only a small determinant of economic success.

The total (standardized) effect of educational attainment on

income, independent of early intellectual skills and social

background, is, by present estimates, anywhere from half as large

to -beinq---tr- the same order of magnitude as the total

(standardized) effect of early abilities. (Estimates of the

former effects range from .14 to .19 in Duncan [1968] and Jencks

5*.

et al. [1972].) More importer* about 80 percent of the

variation in income is unexplained by background, intellectual

ability, educational attainment, or occupational status. It is,

sgimply.,th-o-cers.e--4th5t. many other skills, personal qualities, and

or
life events, unrelated to origins amid prior educational and/
occupational achievements) determine the economic success of

individuals in our society.

Finally, our results do not imply that compensatory-education

efforts, targeted at those at the margin of society, are

ineffective or unimportant. We have examined the relationships

among background, schooling, and achievement for the student

*population as a whole. An analysis of those relationships among

those who are the chief recipients of compensatory education may

reveal that such efforts can sake a difference between remaining

outside the mainstreao of economic life and a greater probability

of completing school or enough school to ncrease significantly

5-6
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the likelihood of holding down a steady job or otherwise more

successfully participating in the society. If we do not seek to

transform the background-achievement relationship for the society

as a wholo, but instead focus our efforts on reducing the numbers

at the aargin of society, those efforts may be extremely

worthwhile.

5-7
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APPENDIX A

The Sample

The primary sample of the SES, known as the representative

sample, consists of some 83,000 elementary students In 242

public schools with elementary grades. The sample of

schools was drawn prior to the fall of 1976, although

observations on the schools and students dii not take place until

that time. The schools were selected at random within 84 strata

(usually three schools per stratum) defines by region, size, and

poverty level of the school-district. Through appropriate

stratification, schools in high-poverty districts were

disproportionately selected. Within each selected school, all

elementary students fell into the sample. In sampling

terminology, the representative samp e7 is a stratified

(single-stage) cluster sample with clusters (schools) of unequal

sizes selected with equal probabilities within each stratum.

The representative sample contains two subsamples that jointly

provide the data for this study. The first subsample was drawn

to gather background data from some students' parents. This

subsample, drawn for a congressionally mandated survey and known

as the sample for the participation study, consists of 15,579

students randomly selected from each of the 242 schools in the

representative sample. The participation sample is a stratified

two-stage sample with subsampling of (students from) the schools

selected in the representative sample.

A-1
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The second subsample, cross-cutting the first, was drawn for

follow-up in the second and third years (1977-78 and 1978-79).

The purposively selected subsaaple consists of students from 95

of the original 242 schools, except that students who left the

elementary grades of the subsampled schools were not followed.
prece.kure,

The only exceptions to this were a few students who' in the first
A

Year attended some of the schools lacking the full span of

elementary grades and later entered 'receiving' schools that had the

complementary grades and were purposively selected for

follow-up of these students.

Sample Weights

There are several sets of weights that may be used for the study

sample and longitudinal subsample, depending on the desired

estimate of the population mean. The ratio estimate is generally

preferred to the unbiased estimate for the kinds of

cnaracteristics of interest within the study (Cochran, 1963: sec.

9.12, 11.11), where the school means are less likely to depend on

school size than are the totals. Previous projections from the

representative sample used separate ratio estimates (Hoepfner et

al., 1977), while those from the participation sample used

combined ratio estimates (Breglio et al., 1978). Given the small

number of clusters selected within each stratum, the combined

estimate is generally preferred (Cochran, 1963: secs. 6.10-6.12).

However, the separate estimate is used because there are no

readily available data on the numbers of schools containing some

of grades 1 to 4 by strata. Such data are necessary to develop

the weights for the combined ratio estimate for the population of
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cohorts 1 to (i.e., the cohorts in grades 1 to 4 in fall 1976)

(or three-year longitudinal analy!0. Although the requisite

data are available for obtaining the combined ratio estimate for

the population of cohorts 1 to 6 for the first year of the study,

the sake type of estimate is used for cross-sectional and

longitudinal analyses for consistenc

Although the separate estimate is used for convenience, the

results of Table 1 -1 show that for the representative sample the

combined and separate estimates of population characteristics in

the 1976-7 school year are almost identical. Indeed, using equal

weights-which tend to ignore the oversampling of disadvantaged

students in the representative sample--again matters little, a

fact of which we took advantage in some preliminary, ounweightedo

analyses.

Table A1

Population Estimates of School, Background. and Achievement Characteristics
from the Ispresentative Sample: Grades 1 to 6. First Year

Characteristic
Combined Estimate Separate Estimate unmighted Estimate

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation Mean

Standard
Deviation

Tall 1976 'chief:went 463.77 108.02 464.19 107.63 461.92 107.28
Receipt of reading CZ service 0.23 0.42 0.23 0.42 0.22 0.42
Receipt of meth CZ service 0.16 0.37 0.16 0.37 0.15 0.35
Receipt of free lunch 0.32 0.47 0.33 0.47 0.37 0.48
Attendance in weeks 33.79 2.64 33.77 2.63 33.87 2.55
Experience of ecnel's teaChers 11.59 3.02 11.151 3.03
Education of school's teachers 2.46 0.24 2.45 0.24 2.45 0.23
Principal's education 3.03 0.25 3.04 0.27 3.00 0.25
Aim (lemajorityt 0- minority) 0.79 0.41 0.78 0.41 0.74 0.44
Mother's education* 3.08 0.97 3.07 0.97 3.07 0.98
Use of other language in home besides English 0.93 0.25 0.93 0.25 0.92 0.28

*These data are based on teacher reports for all students in the representative sample. They are not based on the
parent interviews within the sna le of a anticipation study s are
the language spoken at used outside this -..

the da r race. mother's education. and

Note. - The numbers of cases on which sties are based range from 57.602 to 83,481.

These results and all others reported below for the

representative sample, are based on an operational definition of

A-3
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that sample as consisting of the set of students in the selected

schools with valid total achievement data in reading or math.in

the fall or spring of the 1976-7 school year (N = 83,481). While

this definition is soiewhat restrictive, it enabled the weighting

analyses to be based on an existing data set containing most of

the characteristics of interest (Wang et al., 1981) The same

restriction does not apply to the participation sample (N =

15,579), so that it is possible that a case nay appear in that

sample and not in the representative sample as operationally

defined, even though conceptually the former is a subsample of

the latter.

The combined- and separate-estimate weights were obtained as

follows. !or the kth sample element (student) in school i of

stratum h, the weight for the combined ratio estimate is Nh/nh,

where Nh and nh are the numbers of schools in stratum h in the

population and sample, respectively. The weight for the separate

I?ratio estimate is doh /(i=1 Nhi), where Soh is the number of

students in stratum h in the population and Nhi is the number of

students in school i of stratus h in the population.

Because of the close agreement between the separate and combined

estimates from the representative sample, there 'should be no

objection to using the separate estimate as a standard in

evaluating other samples and estimation procedures. Accordingly,

Table A-2 shows that the much smaller participation sample is as

representative of the population as is the representative sample,

since the (separate ratio) estimates of the two samples are
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virtually identical. (in the case of the participation sample,

for the k4h sample element in school i of stratum h the weight is

Moh Mni
n
h , where mhi is the number of students in school i of

i=E 1
Mhi mhi

frhAN-t V-41.14 /4.;14r Ot-O-W,tAAJqA4

ACIIALT.mac)
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Table A2

Separate Ratio Estimates of School. Background. and Achievement Characteristics
from the Representative and Participation Suggest Grades I to 6. First Year

Characteristic

Representative Sample Participation Semple

Man Standard
Deviation

Mean Standard
Deviation

Fall 2976 achievement 464.19 107.63 463.77 107.13

Receipt of reading Chi service 0.23 0.42 0.23 0.42

Receipt of math CZ service 0.16 0.37 0.17 0.37

Receipt of free lunch 0.33 0.47 0.32 0.47

Attendance in weeks 33.77 2.63 33.83 2.52

Experience of school's teachers 11.61 3.03 11.59 3.02

Education of school's teachers 2.45 0.24 2.44 0.24

Principal's education 3.04 0.27 3.04 0.28

Race' (lamajority: °animosity) 0.78 0.41 0.78 0.42

Mother's education' 3.07 0.97 3.09 0.97

Use of other language in hone besides English' 0.93 0.25 0.93 0.25

These datives* based on teacher reports for all students in the representative sample. They are not based on the

parent interviews within the s of ici anon study as re the da for race. mother's education, and

the language spoken at home

Note. - The numbers of cases statistics from the participates sample are based range from

11.928 to 15.550.

Sample Representativeness: Nonrandom Selection and Attrition

Developing weights for the three-year panel was more problematic.

The panel is first a result of a purposive (nonprobabilistic)

selection of 95 of the original 242 schools, of which only 92

contain some of grades one to four. Within each stratum,

preference was informally given to complete schools with summer

sessions (at the schools or nearby) and with low-achieving and

poor students (Hoepfner, 1981). Second, cost transfer students

were not followed after the fall of 1976. Such students have

been found to differ in background and achievement from students
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who would otherwise have remained in the panel (Zagorski et al.,

1981). It is likely that the nonrandom pattern of self-selection

out of the study, present from its inception, had more

significant consequences as the number of nonparticipants

increased over the years.

Given the results of Table A-2, it appears sufficient to examine

the effects of the purposive selection of 95 schools for the

longitudinal study and of attempts to correct for this selection
cdon05

within the representative sample alone. Comparison of.p111.40 to

colums.,
3 with "IN 4 to 5 of Table A-3 reveals that, as intended

by the purposive selection, the subsample selected for second-

and third-year follow-up is consistently more disadvantaged

academically and socioeconomically in relation to the

(first-year) cross-section sample. (The differences are

completely unaffected by attrition, since only first-year

characteristics are estimated.) The estimates from the

Table A-3

Separate Ratio Estimates of School. Sackground. and Achievement Characteristics from the Full

Representative Sample and the Longitudinal Subsaaple Assuming Random Selection of Schools

and Stratified Randos Subsampling of Schools: Grades 1 to 6. First Year

Characteristic

Full Sample
Random Selection

of Schools

Stratified Random
Subsampling of

Schools

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Fall 1976 achievement 464.19 107.63 454.41 106.47 462.59 105.56

Receipt of reading CZ service 0.23 0.42 0.29 0.45 0.27 0.43

Receipt of math CE service 0.16 0.37 0.22 0.41 0.21 0.41

Receipt of free lunch 0.33 0.47 0.37 0.48 0.37 0.48

Attendance in weeks 33.77 2.63 33.83 2.66 33.86 2.62

Experience of school's teachers 11.61 3.03 11.51 3.06 11.51 3.06

Education of school's tcathers 2.45 0.24 2.44 0.27 2.44 0.27

Principal's education 3.04 0.27 3.01 0.19 3.01 0.19

Race (1.majority: Odominority) 0.78 0.41 0.74 0.44 0.74 0.44

Mother's education* 3.07 0.97 3.03 0.96 3.04 0.95

Use of other language in home besides English* 0.93 0.25 0.93 0.25 0.93 0.25

1,

These data are based on teacher reports for all students
parent interviews within the s the oarticioetion

the language spoken at home outside this append
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longitudinal sample in cold. 4 to 5 consistently underrepresent

the academic achievement and socioeconomic backgrounds of the

student population because the weights assume a random selection

of schools, whereas in fact the schools vere purposively selected

to overrepresent students at the lower ends of the continua.

Also, the discrepancies between the two sets of estimates on

achievement and background variables are significantly larger

than in previous comparisons. On the other hand, it should be

noted that the discrepancies are rather small in standard

deviation units--roughly about .1, regardless of the estimate of

the standard deviation used. The two samples--cross-sectional

and longitudinal- -are not all that different. One is unlikely to

form a substantially different impression about the population

from the longitudinal sample than from the cross-section, despite

the purposive selection of follow-up schools. (A similar

conclusion is drawn by Hoepfner [1981] in comparing estimates

primarily of school [rather than student] characteristics.)

Although the differences between the longitudinal and

cross-section samples are not large, an attempt was made to

correct for the nonrandom selection of longitudinal schools by

developing a set of weights that better reflected the preference

given to certain types of schools. These weights were based on a

premise that, though no less fictional than the assumption of

random selection of schools, was thought might yield acre

accurate estimates. The premise is that the overrepresentation

of certain characteristics in the longitudinal sample is due to
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disroportionate stratified random sampling within all first-year

11

schools by achievement, socioeconomic background, and so forth,

rather than subselection of schools whose students tend to have

certain achievement levels, backgrounds, and other

characteristics.

Sample sizes within the strata prevented substratification beyond

a division of total achievement scores into quartiles and a

'missing data' category. Within some strata, even the quartile

division had to be collapsed. Thus, other relevant

substratifying dimensions such as race, grade, parents'

education, compensatory-educational services, and access to

summer programs were not considered and a finer subdivision of

the achievement dimension was not feasible. Columns X13 of Table

A-3 report separate ratio estimates based on the assumptions of

stratification of the students in the cross-section schools by

total achievement scores and use of the same student subsampling

fraction within a given substratum across all the cross - section
nh

schools in a stratum. (The subsampling fraction is [ E shii1/
nh i=1

[ E M l for the jth substratum, where nh is the number of
1=1 hij
cross-section schools and hij and mhij are the population and

longitudinal sample sizes in substratum j of school i, stratum h.

The weight for the kth sample element within substratum j of

h ;M1,44
school i, stratum h is Mon

m
imi,j hij -hij

As one would expect, the correction removes most of the

underestimation of the CTBS achievement scores assuming a random
t,

selection of longitudinal schools (compare
c ol
colv.

115
4 and 6).

However, there is a disappointingly insufficient improvement in

176
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the estimates of the prop3rtion4 white and the proportions

receiving compensatory services. Given the smaller size of the 4.

cowl pare -to *4104.1

longitudinal subsample of the participation sample thaa--4irthe

representative sample, even less correction would be feasible in

the smaller sample. Thus, considering both the small improvement

arising from the more complicated weights and the tolerable

underestimation of academic and background characteristics

entailed by using weights that simply assume a random selection

of longitudinal schools, analyses of the participation sample are

based on the simpler procedure, with the -weights proportionally

adjusted to sum tvithe number of students in cohorts 1 to 4

selected for follow-up, namely, 4,774 (of which only 2,966

remained at the end of the longitudinal study).

Finally, Table A-4 shows that attrition of the longitudinal

subsample of the participation sample) resulting from departure of

students before termination of the study) did not dramatically

alter the composition of the final sample. (The participation

Table A-4

Separate Ratio Estimates of School. Background. end
Achievement Characteristics from the Participation

Study Sample and the Longitudinal Sebeample 'Before and After Attrition: Grades 1 to 4, First Year

Characteristic

Cross - action

Sample

LoegirldimelSubsample

'Before Attrition After Attrition

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Fell 1976 achievement 414.29 87.05 411.61 66.04 413.52 66.01

Receipt of reading CZ service 0.25 0.43 0.30 0.46 0.32 0.47

Receipt of math CZ service 0.18 0.78 0.21 0.41 0.23 0.42

Receipt of free lunch 0.33 0.47 0.41 0.41 0.37 0.4$

Attendance in weeks 33.75 2.52 33.86 2.52 33.90 2.40

Experience of school's teachers 11.58 3.04 11.56 3.05 11.73 3.10

Education of school's teachers 2.44 0.24 2.44 0.27 2.44 0.26

Principal's education
3.06 0.30 3.01 0.19 3.01 0.19

Aare* (lemajoritys °minority) 0.77 0.42 0.74 0.44 0.76 0.43

Mother's education 2.94 1.21 2.17 1.15 2.89 1.14

Use of other league,* in has besides Znglish 0.93 0.25 0.93 0.25 0.94 0.24

These data are based on teacher reports for all students in the representative sample. They are not based on the

parent interviews within the snmple of the participation study as are the data for race used outside this appendix.

Mote. The 'webers of cases on which the statistics from the
cross-section are based range from 9,980 to 10,110.

The range for the longitudinal subsample before
attrition is 4.722 to 4.774, after attrition 2.956 to 2.966.
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sample was used instead of the representative sample for the

comparisons of Table A-4 because data on the status of students

in the study after the first term were not readily available for

the larger sample.)

colon n5
The three sets of statistics in c 2 to 7 are estimates for

(1) cohorts 1 to 4 in the entire participation sample, (2) the

longitudinal subsample of cohorts 1 to 4 selected for follow-up

for two years, and (3) the remainder of the subsample after

attrition. In short, when weighted to obtain separate ratio

estimates from the participation sample, the entire sample and

longitudinal subsample after attrition yield estimates acceptably

close to the best a'ailable estimates of population

characteristics.

In conclusion, the weights constructed for the three-year panel

are similar to those developed for the cross-section; that is,

they assume that the 92 schools were randomly selected within the

strata and do not correct for nonrandom attrition. Though not

strictly appropriate, given the nonprobabilistic design of the

panel, the weights at least reflect the unequal sizes of and

disproportionate sampling from the strata. Moreover, as shown

above, neither the nonrandom selection of schools for the

longitudinal study nor the pattern of attrition over the years

appears to have seriously biased our estimates of population

means and variances bagel on these weights.
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APPENDIX B

Cohort Patterns of Background, Schooling, and Achievement

The most important conclusion that can be drawn fror an

examination of the backgrounds, school experiences, and

achievements of the four cohorts in the three-year panel is that

they are essentially alike, not only in their origins, but also

in their schooling and achievement as they proceed through the

elementary grades. This is an important result, though hardly

surprising given the short span of years covered by these cohorts

at *heir points of entry into school. It enables us to consider

what differences are found among the cohorts to reflect simply

their different ages (grades) at any given time.

As Table B-1 shows, the four cohorts come from similar

socioeconomic backgrounds. The average child's father and mother

have completed (or nearly completed) high school and the family's

total income was about S13,000 in 1976. (Code categories for

some of the variables are given in Table C-1.) About one-fourth

of the students are of minority backgrounds (neither white,

Asian, nor non-Hispanic) and about one-sixth come from single-

parent horns.

The most striking patterns in Table B-1 are in respect to the

number of books available in the home for the child at his

reading level and the percent of parents who attended some school

B-1
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Table 8-1

Means and Standard Deviations of Selected Sackground Characteristics by Cohort

Cohort 1 Cohort 2 Cohort 3 Cohort 4

Ratko/round Characteristics
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Father's education (FUMES) 2.99 1.33 3.03 1.33 3.14 1.45 3.05 1.46

Mother's education (mn= 2.83 1.15 2.96 1.10 2.94 1.21 2.92 1.12

Occupation of household head (OCC) 2.30 1.37 2.45 1.46 2.44 1.47 2.4$ 1.61
7:i1.: inczn: (ICON!) 6.67 3.2$ 7.05 3.46 6.74 3.69 7.33 3.60

Race/ethnicity (Ma) .75 .43 .71 .42 .75 .45 .74 .45

Presence of 2 parents (2PARZMTS) AM .36 .16 .35 A4 .35 .86 .38

Parents' attendance at school events (AMID) .71 .45 .65 .48 .66 .49 .63 .54

Note. Each statistic is based on all cases in the three-year panel for which data are available for the variable involved.

event in the first year. Since there are no data beyond the

first year, it is possible that the differences for BOOKS and

ATTEND are true cohort differences, but it is such more likely

that they siiply reflect age/grade differences. With respect to

the parents' attendance at school events, it appears that an

initial interest oa the part of parents in the first year of

their child's schooling diminishes as he progresses through

school. As for the number of books, it could be that parents

provide more reading materials for their child as he progresses

through school or that, as his reading ability increases, more

books become accessible to him. Perhaps the latter consideration

primarily accounts for the largest intercohort difference, that

between cohorts 1 and 2.

As in the case of their backgrounds, the characteristics of the

students' schools are similar across the cohorts. Indeed, it

would be surprising if the opposite were true, s)TC,
S

the

school-level characteristics are identical across the grades

within a school. Thus, the only factor contributing to grade

differences on school-level characteristics is the fact that the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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schools differ somewhat in their grade distributions. As for

school-grade-level characteristics, thp average racial

composition of each cohort's school-and-grade is virtually

identical to its racial composition in the sample. The sole

intercohort differences lie in achievement levels and are clearly

due to grade differences (see Table B-3).

The classroom environments and individual experiences of the

cohorts as they progress through school exhibit substantial

similarity, as illustrated in Table B-2. (In this and the

remaining two, tables, cohorts 5 and 6 are included to provide

additional data for grades 5 and 6.) The classroom environments

of students are essentially constant within and across the

cohorts. The quality of the students' teachers as gauged by

professional experience alone and the students' attendance at

school are similarly constant. However, after a peak is reached

in the second grade, fever and fewer students in general are

assigned to compensatory-education programs. The lower

participation in grade 1 than in grade 2 may be a function of the

time it takes for school personnel to judge the need for such

programs among newly entering cohorts. The decline in

participation after grade 2 probably reflects an emphasis on

compensatory education in the earlier grades Similarly,

-students receive fewer hours of reading instruction as they

progress through school, while there is no clear-cut pattern for

math. In the sixth grade, the number of hours of reading

instruction is reduced to about 60 percent of that received in

the first grade.
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Table 1 -2

Means and Standard Doviations of Selected Schooling Variables by Cohort

Variables

Average achievement
in homeroom, fall
year 1 (MA -CTRS).

Proportion white
or Asian in homeroom,
year 1 (MR-MACS)

.Average experience of
teachers (?CSR -UP)

Participation in con-
pensatory education
program(s) (CE)

Attendance in weeks
(WEEKS)

Sours of regular
reading instruction
attended (MG -READ)

Sours of special
reading instruction
attended (SPL-READ)

Sours of regular
math instruction
attended (MEG-MAI)()

Hours of special
math instruction
attended (SPL-MATH)

Means Standard Deviations

Grade Study Year Study Year

1 2 3 1 2 3

1 317 ... --- 24 --- ---
2 398 399 --- 31 34 - --

3 456 460 458 34 34 33
4 501 507 509 36 38 39
5 541 546 547 38 37 49
6 578 586 588 36 41 46

1 .776 ..... .3a. ND. - --

2 .791 .739 .32 .34 - --

3 .782 .749 .756 .33 .34 .33
4 .710 .740 .776 .37 .35 .32
S .771 .764 .766 .33 .35 .35
6 .121 .737 .789 .28 .33 .36

1 11.9 --- --- 8.2 ---
2 12.2 11.0 7.8 6.9 ---
3 12.0 12.0 11.8 7.1 7.6 6.7
4 12.3 11.3 11.0 7.1 7.1 6.4
5 12.0 12.9 13.5 6.6 7.1 6.7
6 10.8 11.2 10.9 6.3 5.9 7.3

1 .387 ... .... .73 ---
2 .465 .442 --- .74 .71 ---
3 .420 .388 '.384 .75 .69 .64
4 .448 .379 .342 .75 .71 .66
5 .376 .355 .339 .69 .74 .67
6 .312 .372 .245 .64 .71 .60

1 33.5 --- --- 2.5 ---
2 33.8 34.1 --- 2.4 2.1 ---
3 33.9 34.1 34.6 2.5 2.4 1.7
4 33.9 34.2 34.7 :.6 2.4 1.7
5 34.1 34.3 34.7 2.3 2.3 1.9
6 33.9 34.0 34.8 2.5 2.6 1.9

1 194 .... ....- 101 --- ---
2 178 177 ... 96 86 ---
3 146 150 156 76 77 74
4 134 138 137 66 61 56
5 127 131 140 62 65 70
6 114 129 126 53 53 49

1 111 --- --- 75 --- - --

2 113 109 --- 79 66 - --

3 85 95 99 65 74 69
4 67 72 76 55 61 60
5 64 69 65 53 61 56
6 57 S8 53 48 50 53

1 121 ... ... 56
2 118 126 ... 46 51 - --

3 118 130 130 38 44 45
4 120 133 126 45 46 41
5 120 122 126 47 I 44 49
6 120 117 128 43 44 38

1 47 WO 4.410 34 - --

2 53 49 --- 38 35 - --

3 47 48 51 37 37 37
4 48 46 39 40 44 39
5 49 48 50 44 43 43
6 40 47 39 37 39 34

Vote. -. All statistics, with thu exception of those in the first study year for grade S
and in the first and second study years for grade 6, are based on the three-year
panel. In the first two exceptional cases, the statistics are based on the
cross-sections in the last case, on the unsighted two -year panel. In every
case, only these students with data on all of the above variables and on the
fall and spring total achievement scores in a given year were included in the
statistics for that year.
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More important than the between-grade pattern for reading is the

tremendous variation in instructional hours in both reading and
voig4iotel

math within each grade. This is particularly true and to be

e,e0A4se-,
expected for special- instruction,

6

slpTa not all students receive

such instruction. However, for regular instruction, the standard

deviation is often one-half or one-third as large as the mean

number of hours within a grade. To a certain extent, variations

in instructional hours are due to the generally negative

relationship between the regular and special instructional

components (Table 2-8) . However, even when the total number of

hours is considered, the standard deviation is still about

one-fourth to one-third as large as the mean.

Finally, Table B-3 shows that the achievement levels and academic

heterogeneity of the cohorts are more or less similar as they

pass through any given grade. (Achievement scores range from a

Table S-3

Means and Standard Deviations of Total Achievement
by Study Year and Grade

Study
Year

Credal

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Means

1 315 394 458 510 542 579 6142

2 --- --- 456 511 548 584 6153

3 MAN M.N. M 507 548 590 624

Standard Deviations

1 36 50 55 63 64 69 722

2 -- -- S6 59 63 69 743

3 -- -- -- 64 61 73 76a
1The first entry in each row corresponding to the first study year is
based on the fall 1976 measurement for cohort 1. This entry occurs
under grade "0" and-is intended to represent the level of achievement
prior to entrance into school. All other entries are based on the

2
spring measurements.

3
Based on the cross-section sample

Based on the unweighted two-year panel.

Note. -- Unless otherwise noted, each statistic is based on the three-year

panel.

,
#0 41,0 ft+,
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minimum of 207 to a aaximum of 822 across the six grades and

three study years. A mean of 500 and a standard deviation of 60

for cohort 4 in the fall of 1976 was fixed in developing the

vertical scale scores in the main SES sample (Bemenvay et al.,
CIA .1 nertaSe

1978: 201.) The table also indicates (along the diagonal) Vitt-
/1

7r1 for ,

tits variance as well as the level of achievement aultig a givenA
cohort iessaimeTs it advances through school. If measurement

error variance ware constant over the entire CTBS scale, we would

expect this to translate into increased reliability of the scale

with advancing grade level. The pattern of correlations between

test administrations is consistent with this expectation. As

Table B-4 shows, the intprtest correlations tend to increase as

we consider later grade levels within a cohort or compare cohorts

in any given year. Thus, the lower bounds on the reliabilities

of the test increase with grade level.

Table 3-4

Correlations of Total Achievement at One-, Two-, and Three-Year
Intervals by Cohort

Test Interval

Cohort

1 2 3 4 5 6

One-Year Interval

Fall 1976 - Spring 1977 .74 .84 .86 .89 .901 .911

Spring 1977 Spring 1978 .82 .82 .86 .89 .902 --

Spring 1978 - Spring 1979 .85 .86 .88 .91 11

Two-Year Interval

Fall 1976 - Spring 1978 .71 .80 .85 .88 .90 Om.

Spring 1977 - Spring 1979 Ai .80 .86 .85

Three-Year Interval

Pall 1976 - Spring 1979 .70 .76 .84 .82

'Rased on the cross-section sample.

28ased on the unweighted two -year panel.

Note. Unless otherwise noted, each correlation is based on the three-year

panel.
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Of course, the same pattern is consistent with unchanging

reliability of the achievement scale and increasing stability in

(true) achievement within grades (actually, from spring to spring

in most cases in the table) as students advance through the

grades. Finally, the pattern is consistent with a combination of

increased reliability and stability, an interpretation for which

sone evidence is provided in Chapter 3. Whatever the underlying

factor(s), the increasing correlations and the singularly low

intertest correlation in the first grade should be kept in mind

as we examine the models of the later chapters.

In summary, the four cohorts exhibit substantial similarity in

their backgrounds, schooling experiences, and achievement as they

pass through the elementary grades. This result enables us to

consider any observed differences among the four cohorts in their

educational careers in any year as a function simply of grade

level. Differences between grade-level experiences occur, but

not in terms of the peers or teachers with whom students

interact. Grade differences occur primarily in terms of the

receipt of compensatory-educational services and the amount of

reading instruction.

BO 6
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Table C-1

Description of Some of the Variables Appearing in the background (5).
School-Characteristics (s). and School- Experience (x) Composites

Variable
Code

Abbreviation
Description of Variables and Code Categories

?AMR

MOTHER

Father's educational attainment
O Family does not have a father in the house
1 Sth grade or less
2 9th through 11th grid*
3 12th grade
4 Some college
S College graduate
6 Graduate or professional school

Mother's educational attainment
0 Family does not have a mother in the house
1 Sth grade or less
2 9th grade through 11th grade
3 12th grade
4 Some college
S College graduate
6 Graduate or professional school

OCC Occupation of the household head (the father if present and employed. the mother otherwise)
1 Operatives. unskilled and farm laborers service and private housiSold workers
2 Craftsmen."'

3 Sales and clerical workers
4 Managers and administrators, including farmers, farm managers, and armed service officers
S Professional and technical vcrkr*

INCOME Total family income in intervals
0 None
1 1 2.500
2 2.501 5.000
3 5.001 7.000
4 7.001 9.000
5 9.001-11.000
6 11.001-13.000
7 13.001-15.000
6 15.001-17.000
9 17.001-19.000

10 19.001-21.000
11 21.001-24.000
12 24.001..29.000
13 29.001 and over

RACE Race/ethnicity of the parent respondent
0 Slack. native Indian or Alaskan. or of Hispanic origin
1 White. Arian. or Pacific Islander. and not of Hispanic origin

2PARENTS Number of parents present in the home
0 Only one parent
1 loth parents

BOOKS Number of books in the home that the child can read
O 0 (None)
1 1 -10
2 11 -20
3 21 - 30
4 3% - 40
S 41 - SO
6 51 and over

ATTEND Parents' attendance at school events in the first study year
0 No events attended
1 One or more events attended

TRAINING Level of compensation given teachers for inservice training
1 Have no inservice training programs
2 Staff attend on own time and are not paid for attendance
3 Staff are released from regular assignment. or staff attend on own time and are paid to attend

LIBRARY Presence of central library at school
O No
1 Yea

PRINCIPAL Principal's educational attainment
O No degree
1 Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years' work
2 Bachelor's degree
3 Master's degree, or bachelor's degree plus Sth-year preparation. or sir -year specialist degree
4 Doctor's degree

CE Participation in compensatory - education program in reading end/or math

0
C.)tr
4
vg4

--
,Y)

O Does Not participate
1 Participates

Moto. Missing values are eneluded from the descriptions of the codes.
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Table C-2

Means. Standard tlone. and Correlations Amyl Achievement. schooltxperienc4. School-Characteristics. and Dackground

1. Total achievement. tall year 1
2. Total achievement. spring year 1

3. Total achievement, erring year 2
4. Total achievement. spring year 3
S. Nemliag achievemeet, fall year 1
6. Math Ocklevment. 1011 year 1

7. Mead* achielverat, epilog year 1
O. Math 4011lonimmt. 4.(109 year 1
11. Mad*, 44$10444444. Wing year 2
10. Math Arillevemaat. ser/1111 year 2

II. MA* addevemille 4.1184 year 3
12. Math achlevement. 0441401 year 3

13. Three -year total school esperiencu
14. School esperismoss. year 1
15. School esperiemces. year 2
14. School ssperiemoes, year 3
17. 3thoolcharactsristice
14. Stalest lbw:Wowed

I. Total achievement, fall year 1
2. Total achievemont, sprimg year 1
3. Total =Movement. wring year 2
4. Total achievement, spring year 3
S. heading acidevimmemt, tall year 1
6. Math Whievement, tall year 1

7. heading achiememset, spring year
O. Math edhievement, Spring yser 1
9. heading wide anent, spring year
10. Math ochlovememt, spring year 2
11. 11444144 mehiremmeet, spring year

12. Math achievement. spring year 3

1

3

3

13. three-gear tote stimol experiences
14. Scheel osperiesc44. Ow 2
IS. School experiences. 'Nur 2
16. School esperimmes, year 3
17. School characteristic.
14. avant. background

1 8 9

Cohort 1 Cohort 1 (below diagonal) and Cohort 2 (above diagonal)

VariablesJ0
Cohort 2

Dian S.D. N 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 4 4 10 11 12 13 14 15 14 17 IS Mean S.D.

315.40 37.13 455 .82 .00 .76 .10 .118 .77 .73 .77 .67 .73 .71 .60 .es .S1 .44 .2 3 .49 396.14 47.71 789

340.65 47.47 845 .74 .42 .00 .77 .70 .42 .89 .00 .6S .77 .71 .61 .SI .SI .46 .2 .S2 455.10 53.46 781

455.42 56.04 441 .70 .80 .06 .76 .70 .40 .70 .43 .87 .02 .74 .S6 .37 .SS .49 .26 .53 512.24 57.14 771

506.45 64.13 747 .64 .41 .43 .74 .66 .79 .67 .43 .70 .9S .89 .SS .37 .50 .44 .28 .50 517.94 61.40 74S

247.10 33.10 857 .45 .64 .65 .64 .63 .81 .60 .54 .74 .64 .S7 .43 .51 .45 .21 .S3 414.27 47.11 790

333.211 25.16 455 .87 .70 .67 .66 .70 .S9 .72 .63 .66 .S9 .64 .49 .34 .41 .43 .20 .3S 314.23 43.66 790

411.34 43.62 1141 .70 .92 .7S .79 .67 .44 .66 .84 .S6 .41 .6S .61 .S0 .SI .45 .23 SS 462.72 5I.01 746

303.40 41.10 644 .65 .90 .72 .70 .SO .66 .68 .61 .64 .S4 .67 .44 .40 .41 .37 .21 34 CS1.t3 40.57 74S

461.12 55.47 841 .66 .77 .43 .83 .62 .63 .76 .64 .66 .84 .64 .S7 .42 .S4 .46 .2S .S 504.03 55.58 779

458.13 48.58 842 .61 .64 .38 .70 .SS .62 .40 .64 .64 .61 .72 .46 .22 .44 .4S .21 .34 515.82 55.110 773

500.32 61.33 404 .66 .74 .81 .9S .63 .62 .711 .64 .05 .61 .72 .52 .37 .47 .44 .2S .S0 534.22 62.61 749

500.27 57.89 404 .44 .7S .74 .42 .S8 .62 .70 .67 .64 .70 .77 .S3 .33 .44 .47 .24 .43 557.81 60.52 747

1111.44 17.23 741 .61 .64 .66 .66 .60 .54 .66 .SS .66 .S3 .68 .SS .78 .0S .84 .38 .S3 197.48 16.73 691

53.77 6.55 841 .SI .SS .S3 .50 ..51 .47 .S3 .48 .S4 .41 .S3 .41 .04 .51 .45 .211 .41 60.52 6.117 714

60.45 7.27 843 .S2 .S7 .54 .58 .S2 .46 .S7 .48 .50 .44 .58 .44 .115 .61 .64 .33 .47 66.26 7.20 774

66.10 6.54 797 .48 .53 .SS .59 .44 .42 .SS .41 .SS .44 .60 .44 .44 .S6 .S4 .3S .44 70.44 6.26 712

-S4.01 5.44 857 .27 .24 .22 .23 .29 .21 .22 .22 .22 .15 .2S .18 .37 .33 .3S .24 .24 -S3.12 4.9S 743

27.98 10.92 817 .51 .48 .47 .44 .48 .47 .48 .42 .44 .3S .S2 .40 .S4 .44 .47 .4S .26 30.911 11.76 754

Cohort 3 Cohort 3 (below diagonal) and Cohort 4 (above diagonal) Cohort 4

Mean S.D. , N 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 11 10 11 13 13 14 15 It 17 IS Neon S.D.

453.77 53.60 1755 .89 .54 .83 .95 .92 .87 .77 .46 .76 .84 .67 .62 .S0 .50 .S9 .10 .50 507.14 64.30 SS7

504.35 60.64 744 .86 .89 .84 .87 .00 .9S .90 .64 .77 .84 .69 .62 .SI .SI .S7 .011 .50 549.99 66.67 SSO

550.61 65.06 734 .84 .96 .91 .06 .74 .87 .78 .15 .41 .114 .77 .64 .53 .51 .61 .13 .SS 589.43 71.81 S43

543.86 72.62 713 .83 .85 .07 .81 .74 .83 .72 .88 .81 .94 .48 .54 .44 .47 .56 .04 .53 624.47 76.03 514

466.311 54.63 7SS .43 .85 .83 .02 .76 .119 .64 .00 .64 .85 .61 .62 .50 .50 .S4 .10 .S1 S0S.10 64.30 SS7

447.46 46.30 756 .04 .73 .71 .70 .64 .73 .76 .72 .7S .72 .64 .SS .46 .42 .S2 .04 .42 505.85 60.43 SS7

503.44 57.34 753 .84 .94 .83 .02 .411 .65 .73 .90 .64 .06 .63 .60 .411 .51 .56 .08 .52 514.48 60.78 553

511.55 57.94 750 .74 .40 .7S .7S .66 .70 .73 .70 .77 .67 .67 .S7 .47 .44 .51 .10 .41 563.09 66.12 552

533.43 63.46 744 .81 .83 .95 .05 .04 .64 .84 .67 .7S .91 .69 .62 .S0 .50 .60 .10 .55 566.90 70.45 S47

564.34 67.54 741 .76 .78 .91 .74 .70 .70 .71 .75 .7S .73 .78 .S8 .48 .46 .SS .15 .47 606.44 71.05 54S

567.66 71.37 714 .74 .82 .45 .9S .82 .62 .83 .68 .44 .70 .70 .54 .47 .44 .57 .04 .56 507.22 71.72 520

607.12 73.32 715 .7S .74 .76 .90 .68 .70 .67 .72 .67 .74 .73 .44 .43 .39 .46 .06 .41 641.32 74.64 523

204.74 14.51 691 .66 .63 .6) .67 .65 .S4 .65 .SS .62 .54 .44 .63 .84 .00 .47 .14 .S3 220.64 10.14 404

64.75 7.73 754 .S4 .49 .46 .54 .55 .42 .S2 .34 .46 .42 .SI .52 .85 .SS .65 .22 .42 69.09 8.32 551

70.14 6.45 744 .61 .61 .63 .63 .SO .53 .60 .SS .61 .54 .61 .S7 .46 .S4 .62 .17 .44 74.10 6.34 552

74.20 7.10 702 .SS .56 .SS .54 .S3 .46 .SS .S1 .54 .S2 .S6 .SS .45 .56 .66 .14 .S3 76.42 6.52 446

-52.74 5.67 754 .25 .29 .27 .29 .24 .19 .24 .2S .211 .23 .30 .26 .41 .29 .34 .34 .21 -51.13 3.38 SS7

31.72 32.64 721 .S4 .54 .57 .54 .54 .45 .61 .44 .56 .51 .S9 .50 .61 .51 .S4 .S1 .32 32.27 12.26 524
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Table C-3

estimates of Metric effects for the. modelu of rival) 3-2

effect indogemoos Variable
Predetermined Variable

Three-Tear Total
School Opulence*

Total Achievement School
fall Tear 1 Characteristics

Student
background

Direct
Direct
Indirect
Total

Three-year total school experiences
Total achievement. spring yesT 3
Total achievement. spring year 3
Total echievement, spring year 3

Cohort 1

---
1.309

---
1.309

.191

.762

.250

1.011

.575

.000

.753

.753

.443

.446

.579

I.025

Cohort 2

Direct Thteemyear total school empesieeces --- .145 .75S .394

Direct Total achievement. spring year 3 .223 .426 1.043 .703
Indirect Total achievement. spring year 3 ... .032 .169 .047

Total Total achievement, spring year 3 .223 .961 1.211 .749

Cohort 3

Direct Three-year total aohoel esperieoces --- .152 .660 .420

Direct Total achievement. spring year 3 .691 .479 .000 .633

Indirect Total achievement. spring year 3 --- .105 .476 .290

Total Total achievement. spring year 3 .691 .964 .476 .923

Cohort 4

Direct Throe -year total school experiences ... .136 .341 .413
Direct Total achievement. spring year 3 .271 .456 .000 .644
Indirect Ibtal aOhlevement, spring year 3 --- .037 .103 .112
Total Total athiewement. spring year 3 .271 .663 .103 .956

Mote. -- The estimate of an effect is zero (indicated by .000) when the satiate* under the saturated model was not
significantly different Iron sere. In that case, the unsaturated model was odopted, with the corresponding
parameter assumed tabs seto.

The dashes f---7 indicate that the parameter is not defined under the saturated model.
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Table C-4

Estimates of Metric Effects for the Models of Figure 3-3

Endogenous Variable

Predetermined Variable

Three-Year Total Reading Achievement Math Achievement School Student

School Experiences Fall Year 1 Fall Year 1 Characteristics Background

Cohort 1

Three -year total school experiences --- .166 .072 .547 .428

Reading achievement, spring year 3 1.383 .303 .439 .000 .586

Meth achievement, spring year 3 .850 .311 .588 .000 .000

Three -year total school experiences
Reading achievement, spring year 3
Math achievement, spring year 3

Cohort 2

.097 .067 .766 .378

.000 .703 .272 .929 .705

.316 .332 .587 1.195 .371

Cohort 3

Three-year total school experiences --- .112 .059 .708 .406

Reading achievement, spring year 3 .452 .838 .089 .607 .521

Math achievement, spring year 3 1.024 .328 .616 .000 .000

Three -year total school experiences
Reading achievement, spring year 3
Math achievement, spring year 3
Math achievement, spring year 3

Cohort 4

.098

.000 .756

.000 .287

.320 .255

. 051

. 188

.498

.482

.380

.000

.000

.000

.394

.962

.659

.525

Estimates allowing the effect of X on M to be nonzero. The estimated effect of X on M is barely nonsignificant (p .056).
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Table C-5

Elements of the Covariance Matrix of the Six-Grade Synthetic Cohort for Which Data Are Available

Background

1. Student background
2. Total achievement, fall year 1
3. School experiences, year 1
4. Total achievement, spring year 1
5. School experiences, year 2
6. Total achievement, spring year 2
7. School experiences, year 3
8. Total achievement, spring year 3
9. School experiences, year 4
10. Total achievement, spring year 4
11. School experiences, year 5
12. Total achievement, spring year 5
13. School experiences, year 6
14. Total achievement, spring year 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14.

1-6 1

1

1

1

1

1-2
1

1

1-2

1-2

1

1

1-2

1-2

1-3

1

1

1-2
1-2
1-3

1-3
1

1

1-2

1-2
1-3
1-3

1-4
1

1
1-2
1-2
1-3
1-3
1-4

2-4

2

2

2-3
2-3
2-4
2-4

2 -S

2

2

2-3
2-3
2-4

2-4
2-5

3-5

3

3

3-4

3-4

3-5
3-5

3-6

3-4
3-4

3-5
3-5
3-6

4-6

4

4

4-5
4-5
4-6
4-6

4-6

4

4

4-5

4-5
4-6

4-6
4-6

Note. -- The range of numbers in a cell indicates the interval of cohorts that provide data on the relevant

covariance or variance. Empty cells (above the principal diagonal) have no sample data. Entries

below the diagonal are merely omitted.
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